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Abstract 

The discipline of disturbance ecology is increasingly relevant as climatic change and 

anthropogenic stressors alter the frequency, intensity and duration of disturbances to 

natural systems. Due to the vulnerability of corals to increased water temperatures as a 

result of climate change, coral reefs are now considered to be the most threatened 

marine ecosystem. This thesis aims to improve our understanding of the responses of 

key components of coral reef ecosystems to both acute (short-lived intense events) and 

chronic (ongoing stress) disturbances using a resilience framework. I consider resilience 

as a function of both resistance — the capacity of a system to absorb or withstand a 

disturbance; and recovery — the capacity to return to a pre-disturbance state. Several 

chapters of this thesis investigate resilience as a concept, while others explore key 

biological processes underlying the resilience of reefs or consider how to assess 

ecosystem responses to disturbance.  

 

Following the introductory chapter 1 that contextualises the thesis in terms of previous 

work and also highlights important knowledge gaps, chapters 2 to 6 deal with data from 

various sources. Each chapter contributes to a deeper understanding of the dynamics of 

change resulting from disturbance. The specific aims are to: 

• Synthesise the global scientific literature on acute climatic 

disturbances to coral, in order to allow broad inferences on how these 

events influence coral dynamics (chapter 2); 

• Investigate a new methodology for remotely monitoring coral 

reproduction using satellite imagery (chapter 3);  

•  Present new information on coral growth rates from a previously 

unsurveyed habitat at Ningaloo Reef, and explore a novel method for 

sampling coral growth (chapter 4); 

• Build a unique three-dimensional functional-structural coral model as 

a tool to investigate the interplay between functional traits, growth, 

competition and disturbance in coral communities and apply this 

model to test the influence of different frequencies and intensities of 

disturbance (chapter 5); 

• Investigate the role of management in mitigating a chronic 

disturbance (recreational fishing) across distinct coral reef habitats at 

Ningaloo Reef (chapter 6). 



 

A range of approaches are used to address these aims. Science is a cumulative process 

and in chapters 2 and 6 meta-analyses are used to build on existing information 

regarding the responses of coral and fish to disturbance. In chapters 3 and 4, an 

examination is made of the biological processes underlying resilience using new survey 

methods now available through evolving technologies; and chapter 5 describes an 

agent-based theoretical model I have created to explore some of the mechanisms such as 

growth and competition which underlie disturbance dynamics.  

 

The thesis provides new insights into the relationships between impact and recovery 

from acute climatic disturbances across coral reefs globally, with relevance for the study 

of resilience in natural systems more broadly. I demonstrate the applicability of new 

technologies for demographic studies of corals, providing the first estimates of coral 

growth rates for the Ningaloo Reef slope. Functional structural modelling is used to 

integrate these demographics (reproduction and growth) with competition and 

disturbance, and the results indicate that disturbance frequency governs simulated coral 

communities more than disturbance intensity. I also demonstrate the complexities of 

both assessing the effects of disturbances and quantifying the success of management in 

complex ecosystems, by demonstrating the influence of interactions between variables 

on the disturbance effects.  

 

Insights from chapters 1 to 6 led me to devise a framework of identifiers to help 

contextualise the use of the term resilience in ecological studies and in broader scientific 

and policy discussions. In my chapter 7 discussion I present this framework, with 

multiple lines of reasoning based on the previous chapters and the available literature. 

 

Resilience has become a conceptual cornerstone for the monitoring and management of 

tropical coral reefs. This thesis sits within the broader active and critical debate on how 

to best quantify the resilience of natural systems. 
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Chapter 1     Introduction 

Disturbance ecology  

Disturbances are part of the natural functioning of ecosystems and play an integral role 

in shaping the structure and dynamics of ecological communities. Accumulating 

evidence suggests that disturbances are increasing in frequency and intensity globally 

(Jentsch & Beierkuhnlein, 2008; Zhang et al., 2013; Steffen et al., 2015; Babcock et al., 

2019). Thus, it is suggested that ‘disturbance ecology’ is a particularly valuable lens 

through which to understand how these changes will influence ecosystems and their 

components (Turner, 2010; Newman, 2019). Disturbance ecology seeks a strong 

mechanistic understanding of disturbances and the dynamics of change that they trigger. 

This understanding continues to evolve, particularly for complex ecosystems.  

 

Disturbances can be categorised as either ‘acute’, that is, short-lived, discrete, intense 

events or ‘chronic’, those acting over a prolonged period (greater than the generation 

time of many organisms in an ecosystem) (Hughes et al., 2010). The effects of acute 

disturbances (e.g. wildfire, floods, extreme storms) are usually more rapid than chronic 

disturbances (e.g. fishing, pollution, habitat destruction) but both can cause drastic 

change in natural systems (Jackson et al., 2001; Halpern et al., 2008). More frequent 

and intense acute disturbances are now occurring, as well as increases in the number 

and intensity of chronic disturbances (Hughes et al., 2010). This raises serious concerns 

about the capacity of ecosystems to endure and/or adapt to these changes.  

 

There is some inconsistency in the semantics of disturbance, which creates confusion 

and erodes comparability in the scientific literature (Bailey & Van de Pol, 2016). Most 

definitions of disturbance fall under one of two perspectives (Rykiel & Edward, 1985; 

Van de Pol et al., 2017). The first is impact-related, where a disturbance is something 

that may be measured by its impact or effect on the biological/ecological system of 

interest. The second relates to a disturbance being a disruption to the normal physical 

environment (e.g. weather, anthropogenic pressure), which then likely acts as a cause 

for an effect in a biological/ecological system (Bailey & Van de Pol, 2016; Hodgson et 

al., 2016; Van de Pol et al., 2017). This is clarified by Bailey and Van de Pol (2016) 

who explain that this amounts to asking subtly different questions: 1) ‘What is driving 

this observed biological impact?’ versus 2) ‘What is the biological impact of this 



disturbance?’. In this thesis I have considered disturbance under its causal definition, as 

I was interested in exploring the latter question.  

 

Resilience  

In modern society, the word ‘resilience’ appears in many contexts – politics, 

psychology, management, physics, and, of interest here, ecology. The resilience of 

natural systems has been studied for more than four decades in efforts to describe and 

understand the responses of ecological systems to disturbance (Holling, 1973). The 

etymology of the term resilience has origins back to the 17th century from the Latin verb 

‘resilere’ meaning, ‘to spring back’. ‘Ecology’, on the other hand, only became 

prominent in the second half of the 20th century (McIntosh, 1986) (Figure 1.1). The two 

were merged in earnest with the work of Holling (1973). In recent decades resilience 

has become a popular framework for guiding discussions about the future of natural 

systems in a rapidly changing climate (Hughes et al., 2010; Hodgson et al., 2015; 

O'Leary et al., 2017).  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. The use of the term resilience relative to all other terms (ngrams) through time 

according to Google Books Ngram Viewer (https://books.google.com/ngrams/). The timing of 

Holling’s (1973) seminal paper is indicated. 

 

Perhaps because resilience is used in many different circumstances and contexts, 

defining, and indeed, quantifying, resilience for ecology has been fraught with unclear 

semantics, copious nuances in definition, and little consensus (Brand & Jax, 2007; 

https://books.google.com/ngrams/
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Shaikh & Kauppi, 2010; Mumby et al., 2014a; Hodgson et al., 2015). The term broadly 

relates to the capacity of a system to absorb and/or recover from disturbances, but 

despite many studies highlighting the need for a common framework of resilience that 

can be compared between ecosystems (Hodgson et al., 2016; Ingrisch & Bahn, 2018), 

there are not clear units for measuring resilience (Hodgson et al., 2015). Recent 

scientific literature has used resilience to describe either the ability of a species, 

population, functional group, or ecosystem to absorb or withstand a disturbance, that is 

‘resistance’; or the ability to recover to a pre-disturbance state, that is ‘recovery’; or a 

combination of the two (Hodgson et al., 2015; Nimmo et al., 2015). In this thesis I have 

considered resilience in a bivariate framework combining these two distinct, but related, 

properties of resistance and recovery, in line with frameworks proposed by Hodgson et 

al. (2015); Nimmo et al. (2015) and Ingrisch and Bahn (2018). This approach fits most 

closely with what has been termed ‘engineering resilience’ by some previous studies, in 

contrast to ‘ecosystem resilience.’ The former is more simplified in generally assuming 

that recovery will eventually occur (see Mumby et al., 2014a), while the latter accounts 

for phase-shifts to alternative states. 

 

This engineering concept of resilience is therefore simpler than other frameworks 

(Nyström et al., 2000; Nyström & Folke, 2001; Mumby et al., 2014b; Boschetti et al., 

2019a), but was the choice for this thesis as it offers the greatest opportunity for a 

definition of a resilience that may be quantified, which is arguably a requirement for the 

implementation of resilience for management purposes (West & Salm, 2003; Lam et al., 

2017). Resistance can be measured by the change in an ecological component, e.g. 

abundance/ biomass of a species or functional group, from prior to after the disturbance. 

Recovery can be quantified through consideration of the rate or path of return to pre-

disturbance conditions after the disturbance has ceased. In the context of acute 

disturbances, both resistance and recovery can theoretically be measured, while for 

chronic disturbances, there is generally no opportunity for recovery, unless the 

disturbance is reduced, or adaptation occurs under ongoing pressure (Nimmo et al., 

2015).  

 

Coral reefs  

Coral reefs have been one of the most intensely studied ecosystems in the resilience 

context, in part because many have shown drastic changes, indicating low resilience, in 



recent decades (Nyström et al., 2000; Roff & Mumby, 2012). Coral reefs are 

biologically productive and complex ecosystems (Connell, 1978), making them a 

challenging and interesting study system. Indeed, they have received more scientific 

attention than any other marine ecosystem in the last half-century (Mumby & Steneck, 

2008). Recent repeated global bleaching events, causing mass mortality of corals 

(Hughes et al., 2017) has led coral reefs to be considered the most threatened marine 

ecosystem globally as a result of climate-related ocean change (IPCC, 2019). While 

corals have demonstrated some capacity to endure and recover from disturbances 

(Gilmour et al., 2013; Lamy et al., 2016; Cowburn et al., 2019), their resilience to the 

current and predicted frequency and intensity of disturbances, in particular marine 

heatwaves, appears to be insufficient (Hughes et al., 2003; Emanuel, 2005). 

 

Acute climatic disturbances that can rapidly reduce live coral cover, diversity and reef 

structure include marine heat waves, cyclones and flooding events, which are all 

predicted to increase due to anthropogenic induced climate change (Emanuel, 2005; 

Rahmstorf & Coumou, 2011; Christensen et al., 2013; Pratchett et al., 2013; Cai et al., 

2015). Chronic disturbances also threaten coral reefs, with ongoing increases in ocean 

temperatures and ocean acidification major concerns for the future of coral reefs, in 

addition to water quality, overexploitation, disease and coastal development (e.g. 

Jackson et al., 2001; Hughes et al., 2003; Pandolfi et al., 2005; Bruno & Selig, 2007; 

Lough, 2016). The disturbances that are considered in this thesis and a conceptual 

model of their dynamics and examples of the resulting change in ecosystems 

components are shown in Figure 1.2. 

 

Early assessments suggested that in general, reefs recover from acute disturbances but 

not from situations where gradual declines led to their demise (Connell, 1997). More 

recent studies suggest that it will be the acute disturbances, overlaid on a backdrop of 

chronic disturbances, that ultimately cause mass collapse or entire restructuring of 

natural ecosystems (Fraser et al., 2014; Vasseur et al., 2014; Lawson et al., 2015; 

Bailey & Van de Pol, 2016; Grant et al., 2017; Babcock et al., 2019). In efforts to 

maintain coral reefs for their unique socio-economic and ecological values, resilience 

has become a paradigm in coral reef management (Hughes et al., 2005; Mumby et al., 

2014a). I have adopted a resilience framework for this thesis in order to further 

conceptualise and understand disturbance ecology in coral reefs. 
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Coral reef ecosystem components  

Resilience is used at multiple levels of resolution: in reference to networks of 

ecosystems (Nyström & Folke, 2001); ecosystems; or, more simply, ‘ecosystem 

components’. The last is the simplest to quantify (Nimmo et al., 2015). Corals and fish 

could be argued to be the cornerstone components of coral reef ecosystems, and as such, 

each are considered as ecosystem components in this thesis. Scleractinian corals (hard 

corals) are ‘reef builders’ that are foundational to tropical coral reefs, secreting calcium 

carbonate that over time leads to the construction of the largest living structures on 

Earth (Goreau, 1963). Strongly correlated with the presence of corals are the fish 

(Pratchett et al., 2006; Graham & Nash, 2013), which are ecologically important and 

have globally important socio-economic value (Cinner et al., 2012).  

 

Both fish and coral are valuable case study components for coral reef ecosystems 

because they are well studied and have a diversity of different taxa and functional types. 

Within both coral and fish as ecosystem components, there are various resolutions that 

can be considered based on taxonomy or functional types: e.g.  species, genera, family, 

or functional types. Furthermore, the components can be measured with different 

metrics, e.g. number of individuals, percentage cover, volume, biomass. Different taxa 

and functional types may have a higher resilience or adaptive capacity than others 

(Madin et al., 2008; Fulton, 2011; Cinner et al., 2016). Determining which ecosystem 

components have greater resilience than others, and why, will allow us to improve 

predictions for the future composition of coral reef ecosystems.  

 

Corals have often been studied using the metric of coral cover, either as a total of all 

corals, or for different taxa, for example at the genus level. It is now recognised that the 

morphologic, demographic and life-history traits of species play a central role in coral 

reef resilience (Darling et al., 2013; Madin et al., 2016) and coral functional types are 

now often used alongside taxonomic classifications (McWilliam et al., 2020). For 

example, corals have a large diversity of shapes and sizes, which has been linked to 

their vulnerability to disturbance, i.e. different levels of resistance (Madin et al., 2014). 

There is also important variation in the growth rates and reproductive ability of different 

coral groups, which can influence their capacity to recover. The success and speed of 

these processes can govern whether ecosystem components are maintained in the face of 



acute and chronic disturbances (Loya et al., 2001; McClanahan et al., 2012; Darling et 

al., 2013). 

 

As with coral taxa or functional types, different fish taxa and functional types can have 

different levels of resilience. Additionally, different fish groups are often subjected to 

different types of disturbances, i.e. large-bodied fish that are targeted by fishers, versus 

smaller coral-associated species that directly rely on coral for food or shelter (Wilson et 

al., 2006; Pratchett et al., 2008). The life-history characteristics of fish can allow them 

different levels of resilience, for example, short-lived species have been shown to have 

higher resilience to fishing than longer-lived species.  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Schematic illustration of the disturbance types considered in this thesis — fishing, 

cyclones (or severe storms), marine heat waves and associated coral bleaching, flooding events, 

associated with freshwater discharge onto reefs, and situations where multiple chronic and/or acute 

disturbances occur simultaneously — with an example of the disturbance intensity through time 

and a theoretical response in the ecosystem component. 
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Management of disturbances 

For some disturbances, with fishing a good example, there are established management 

procedures to moderate the disturbance (e.g. total allowable catch, daily or boat catch 

restrictions) or to control it temporally (e.g. temporary closures, defined fishing 

seasons) or spatially (e.g. no-take marine reserves) (Botsford et al., 1997). On the other 

hand, many of the global and regional disturbances, such as acute climatic disturbances, 

are, aside from a reduction in greenhouse gases, largely beyond the immediate control 

of managers and regional policy makers (Mumby & Anthony, 2015). If the disturbances 

cannot be controlled or moderated, it follows to consider if the resilience of the 

ecosystem and/or its components may be enhanced with local management (Hughes et 

al., 2005; Benson & Garmestani, 2011; Morecroft et al., 2012; Emily S. Darling, 2019). 

Breaking resilience into resistance and recovery can be helpful in this context. 

Generally studies have shown that for marine heatwaves, protection (e.g. in the form of 

a no-take marine reserve) does not reduce bleaching response during the disturbance 

(i.e. does not moderate the disturbance or increase resistance), but can improve recovery 

(Wilson et al., 2012b; Van Oppen et al., 2017), however Mellin et al. (2016) showed 

that the magnitude of disturbance impacts were 30% lower and subsequent recovery 

was 20% faster than in adjacent unprotected habitats using a 20-year time series from 

Australia’s Great Barrier Reef. There is significant debate and research on how to best 

manage disturbances in coral reefs and increase their resilience (Hughes et al., 2003; 

Mumby et al., 2014a; Mumby & Anthony, 2015; Bates et al., 2019; Bruno et al., 2019). 

 

Tools for disturbance ecology 

The methods with which we can investigate resistance and recovery and begin to 

understand, quantify and manage resilience can come from multiple scientific 

approaches; e.g. laboratory experiments (Wittebolle et al., 2009), field experiments 

(Thrush et al., 2013), field survey programs, in particular long-term monitoring (Emily 

S. Darling, 2019), and modelling (Boschetti et al., 2019a). For any approach, 

understanding temporal and spatial dynamics in the response to disturbance is essential. 

This can arguably be best achieved with long time-series data because the processes of 

resistance and recovery may unfold over many years. Spatiotemporal data is important 

for identifying whether patterns observed at one point in time hold more generally in 

space and time, and is generally only achieved in long-term monitoring programs 

(Mellin et al., 2020). Extensive spatiotemporal datasets are, however, rare for marine 



systems, including coral reefs, which is almost certainly linked to difficulties in 

surveying in the marine environment and inconsistent funding. To allow broader 

inferences, meta-analyses are increasingly used (Koricheva et al., 2013; Hedges & 

Olkin, 2014). Broadly speaking, a meta-analysis can be defined as a systematic 

literature review supported by statistical methods where the goal is to aggregate and 

contrast the findings from several related studies (Glass 1976). Though coral reefs do 

not have many long time-series data available, they have been highly studied, and 

therefore the literature base is large, offering opportunities for new insights via the 

synthesis of data. Modelling is another tool that can be used to help piece together a 

clear picture of resilience, particularly where empirical data is not available. Even if 

empirical data does exist, modelling can explore at finer resolutions and over 

timeframes that are not possible to obtain with empirical data. 

 

Ningaloo Reef 

 

All coral reef systems are different, so while broad statements can be made about the 

future of coral reefs globally, not all reefs will respond equally (Roff & Mumby, 2012; 

Cinner et al., 2016). Ningaloo Reef, on the west coast of Australia, is one of the world’s 

longest and most extensive fringing coral reef systems, encompassing ~300 km of coast 

(2 degrees of latitude, 21°40 S to 23°34 S) (Cassata & Collins, 2008). There are various 

local factors which mean that there are relatively few anthropogenic disturbances 

compared to other reefs globally, arguably making it more feasible to disentangle the 

individual effects of specific disturbances. Having formed on the western side of a 

continent, the reef is associated with a hot arid coast: mean daily maximum 

temperatures on land exceed 37°C in the austral summer and annual rainfall is <50 mm 

(Figure 1.2; Vanderklift et al., In press). Human population and development have so 

far remained low (<2500 local population: 2016 census, https://www.abs.gov.au/). 

However, rates of visitation by tourists are considered relatively high (200,000 

people/year in 2004 (CALM, 2005)). There is a multi-tiered management structure with 

international input from the UNESCO World Heritage Committee, as well as 

Commonwealth and State (Western Australia) management (CALM, 2005; Jones, 

2019). Much of the reef falls within marine parks and reserves including highly-

protected ‘no-take’ (IUCN Category II) reserves (34%; (CALM, 2005)). The impact of 

https://www.abs.gov.au/
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recreational fishing on Ningaloo Reef is examined in this thesis because it has been a 

largely consistent disturbance for >30 years. 

 

Ningaloo Reef has not been immune to acute climatic events. Figure 1.4 shows a 

summary of the documented disturbance events at Ningaloo Reef, with disturbances 

more common in recent years; however, this is driven in part by an absence of records 

in the earlier years. The reef has experienced two severe marine heatwaves that have 

caused mortality of corals via coral bleaching, the most drastic which was associated 

with a strong La Nina in 2011 (Feng et al., 2015). Cyclones are common, bringing 

extreme wind, tidal and swell/wave conditions, which have the potential to cause 

significant damage (http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/climatology/wa.shtml).  

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. A section of Ningaloo Reef adjacent to Osprey Bay showing the dry arid coastline and 

the fringing reef structure. The major reef zones, which are a focus in chapters 5 and 6, are 

indicated (Photo: Nick Thake, May 2019). 

 

http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/climatology/wa.shtml


 

Figure 1.4. Timeline showing four types of disturbance at Ningaloo Reef. Cyclones are shown in 

yellow; cyclone names are provided post 1970 when names were introduced. The solid yellow lines 

have lengths corresponding to the cyclone category (from 1 to 5) through reference to the x-axis, 

when this information was available (the length of yellow dashed lines is not informative). Pink bars 

show positive Ningaloo Nino Indices (associated with warm water temperatures) as defined in Feng 

et al. (2015) (fig. 2a) from 1950-2013. The length of the pink bars gives the Ningaloo Nino Index 

in °C through reference to the x-axis. Reports of tsunamis that likely caused an impact at Ningaloo 

Reef (Nott, 2000) are noted in grey, as well as heavy rainfall events likely associated with flooding 

and freshwater runoff onto the reef are shown in blue. 
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Aims and structure 

 

Key questions in ecology centre on how ecological communities respond to disturbance 

(Allison, 2004; De Cáceres et al., 2019). This thesis aims to bring clarity and new tools 

to the field of disturbance ecology in coral reef ecosystems in an era of climate change. 

I have endeavoured to develop our understanding of the temporal dynamics surrounding 

disturbance, and to explore the relative contributions of resistance and recovery to the 

overall resilience of key ecosystem components in coral reefs (Hodgson et al., 2015). 

Understanding the biological processes of reproduction, growth and competition, 

alongside external forcing from disturbances, is essential to obtain a mechanistic 

understanding of disturbance ecology. These processes are examined individually and in 

combination in the chapters that follow (for schematised summary see Figure 1.5).  

 

In the study described in chapter 2 the impacts to, and recovery of, coral from acute 

climatic disturbances were quantified and compared using the global scientific literature 

base, incorporating data from coral reefs spanning nearly 60 degrees of latitude. This 

study tackled the challenge of understanding the component processes of resilience - 

resistance and recovery – and their interdependencies. The study highlighted the 

importance of biological processes underlying resilience and some of these processes 

are then explored in chapters 3 and 4.  

 

The focus of chapter 3 is the phenomenon of mass coral spawning, the reproductive 

process of corals that maintains reefs and provides a mechanism for recovery. This is 

important because reefs that have experienced disturbance can be repopulated by 

adjacent healthy reefs. This study explored a potential new tool to monitor this 

important process. I present evidence that with more readily available technology we 

can monitor mass coral spawning events remotely using spaceborne synthetic aperture 

radar.  

 

To complement the consideration of coral reproduction in chapter 3, the study described 

in chapter 4 considered another key process important to maintenance and recovery of 

corals, namely growth. Growth data were collected over a two-year period (May 2017- 

May 2019) at Ningaloo Reef, in a highly exposed environment where there have not 

been previous studies of coral growth. This work investigated new technology 

(structure-from-motion photogrammetry) for studying coral growth and compared it to 



the more traditional coral growth method (tagging and individually photographing coral 

colonies for measurement). 

 

The processes of reproduction and growth explored in chapters 3 and 4 are clearly 

important for recovery from the disturbances examined in chapter 2, and thus chapter 5 

incorporates information described in the previous three chapters, and moves into a 

theoretical modelling space, where fine-scale dynamics can be considered 

mechanistically. A three-dimensional functional-structural model of a community of 

corals containing five distinct coral growth forms is presented: Coralcraft. In the 

existing scientific literature models of communities with function and structure are 

largely unexplored until now. Coral reefs are architecturally complex three-dimensional 

habitats, yet studies of coral reefs have been primarily limited to two-dimensional 

surveys. Various scenarios of different frequencies and intensities of disturbance were 

simulated using Coralcraft, and compared with empirical data from Ningaloo Reef. The 

study aimed to create clarity on the trade-off between coral morphologies that can 

quickly occupy space (high recovery potential) versus those that are slow growing but 

robust in the face of disturbance (high resistance). 

 

Chapter 6 takes a different but important focus, considering resilience to a chronic 

disturbance. This investigation differs from the previous chapters for several reasons: up 

to this point in the thesis the focus is on acute disturbances, for which both resistance 

and recovery can be considered. For chronic disturbances however, resistance and 

recovery are more difficult to distinguish, as there is often no clear end to chronic 

disturbances and thus no opportunity for recovery. Furthermore, the previous chapters 

explore disturbances that are inherently difficult to manage, as they are linked to the 

climate, the management of which must largely be global. Some disturbances however, 

can potentially be managed. This final data chapter investigates this idea, and the 

associated challenges of assessing resistance in a complex marine ecosystem. The effect 

of recreational fishing over a 30-year period was investigated at Ningaloo Reef. In this 

study, as in chapter 2, existing data was used via the process of meta-analysis. This 

allowed investigation of whether management practices can allow for recovery in a 

system undergoing chronic stress, and whether resistance can be increased. In this 

chapter the ecosystem component is fish rather than coral, but the resilience concepts 

remain the same.  
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Lastly, in chapter 7, the Discussion, I critically evaluate the concept of resilience and its 

use in coral reef ecology, and ecology more generally. I suggest a set of identifiers that 

must be established and defined in ecological studies using the term resilience for it to 

be a useful construct for scientific and policy discussions. I discuss some of the 

challenges encountered within the research for this thesis, and well as important next 

steps. I explore the future of coral reef systems such as Ningaloo Reef, placing the 

knowledge gained in the context of coral reefs globally. Finally, I reflect on the study of 

resilience, potential trade-offs between complexity and usability, and the future of 

resilience within ecology. 

 

 

 



 

Figure 1.5. Schematic summary of this thesis.





Chapter 2      

Science is a cumulative process (Shoemaker et al., 2003) and therefore it is not 

surprising that there are often numerous studies addressing the same basic questions. 

This chapter takes a broad look at the published literature that has documented the 

impact of, and/or recovery from, acute climate disturbances. Changes in coral cover due 

to disturbance are often particularly notable and thus provided a suitable case for 

investigating the two key components of resilience, that is, resistance and recovery, and 

the links between them. It is established that various external variables, such as 

geographic location and anthropogenic stressors, can influence resistance and recovery 

in coral reefs, but the effect of internal state variables, such as the amount of coral cover 

before and after a disturbance, has received less attention. The influence of these 

variables on the short-term dynamics surrounding disturbance is investigated in this 

chapter. 
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Abstract 

 

Acute climate disturbances threaten the long-term viability of coral reefs, and their 

resilience depends on both their resistance (the ability to withstand a disturbance) and 

recovery (the ability to return to a pre-disturbance state). We know that external 

variables, such as geographic location, or anthropogenic stressors, can influence 

resistance and recovery in coral reefs, but the effect of ‘internal state variables’, such as 

the amount of coral cover before and after a disturbance, has received less attention. 

Here, we review the global scientific literature on both the impacts and the recovery of 

coral from acute climatic disturbances, specifically marine heatwaves, extreme rainfall 

and severe storms. We quantify the mean relative change in coral cover resulting from 

the different disturbances and the 5-year recovery rates following disturbance. We also 

use a novel approach to classify recovery trajectories into flatline, linear, accelerating or 

decelerating ‘shapes’, finding that the most common shapes are positive accelerating 

and decelerating, with linear recovery rare. We show that both recovery rate and shape 

have meaningful non-linear relationships with the internal state variables. Higher coral 

cover after disturbance correlated with higher recovery, but only until a certain point; 



this relationship reversed when coral cover after disturbance was close to pre-

disturbance levels. We suggest this can be explained by higher coral cover facilitating 

faster growth and reproduction, but limited by space availability. This theory was 

supported by higher probabilities of positive decelerating recovery trajectories when 

coral cover after disturbance is closer to the cover before disturbance. In providing an 

up-to-date synthesis of acute climatic disturbances in coral reefs, we show that internal 

state variables are important factors for conceptualising and quantifying resilience; an 

important contribution in the ongoing pursuit to understand and quantify the dynamics 

of change in complex ecosystems. 

 

Keywords: Climate change, coral reef ecology, disturbance ecology, extreme climatic 

event, meta-analysis, resilience 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Understanding the response of natural systems to disturbance is an overarching goal in 

ecology (De Cáceres et al., 2019), particularly as recent studies suggest that it will be 

the acute disturbances, or extreme events, that will ultimately drive mass restructuring 

of natural ecosystems (Fraser et al., 2014; Vasseur et al., 2014; Lawson et al., 2015; 

Bailey & Van de Pol, 2016; Grant et al., 2017; Babcock et al., 2019). The processes and 

factors that govern the response of natural systems to acute disturbance are numerous 

and complex, and thus difficult to quantify. Conservation requires a strong mechanistic 

understanding of how and why ecological systems change during and after disturbance 

(Morecroft et al., 2012). ‘Resilience’ is often discussed in the context of ecosystem 

response to disturbance, with one approach considering resilience to be the product of 

‘resistance’, the ability of a system to absorb or withstand a disturbance, and ‘recovery’, 

the ability of a system to return to its pre-disturbance state (Hodgson et al., 2015). 

Despite much discussion and numerous theoretical studies conceptualising the ways to 

measure these components of resistance and recovery (Nyström & Folke, 2001; 

Hodgson et al., 2015; Ingrisch & Bahn, 2018), as well as individual empirical studies 

considering resistance and recovery (e.g. Cowburn et al., 2019), we do not have a 

broadly applicable understanding of the relative roles, controls on, or relationship 

between impact and recovery processes that is grounded in empirical data. 
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Resilience has been a particularly popular framework for guiding discussion of the 

persistence of coral reefs in a rapidly changing climate (Mumby et al., 2007; Hughes et 

al., 2010; Mumby & Steneck, 2011; O'Leary et al., 2017). Coral reefs provide a good 

study system for understanding resilience to acute disturbances, because these events, 

while generally considered to be rare (Van de Pol et al., 2017), are not uncommon in 

corals reefs (Connell, 1997). Furthermore, their impacts on coral abundance are often 

clearly measurable by a loss in live coral cover. The negative effects of global climate 

change on coral reefs are increasingly being recognised, particularly via the occurrence 

of mass coral bleaching (Hughes et al., 2017), whereas the effects of other acute 

climatic disturbances have been realised for longer: severe storms, i.e. 

cyclones/hurricanes (Gardner et al., 2005; Beeden et al., 2015) and flooding events 

(Stoddart, 1969). These disturbances are intrinsically linked to the climate, and are 

predicted to increase in frequency, intensity, or both (Zhang et al., 2013; Cheal et al., 

2017; Frölicher et al., 2018).  

 

In coral reefs, live coral cover is understood to be a reliable indicator of overall 

ecosystem health. Thanks to many individual empirical studies and previous meta-

analyses there is a good understanding of disturbance impacts on coral cover (Gardner 

et al., 2005; Bruno & Selig, 2007; Claar et al., 2018) and recovery of coral post 

disturbance (Baker et al., 2008; Graham et al., 2011). Previous studies have mostly 

focussed on the external variables that explain variability in the magnitude of impacts to 

coral and the rate of recovery, such as anthropogenic stressors, local management, type 

of reef, or geography (Connell, 1997; Baker et al., 2008; Graham et al., 2011; Claar et 

al., 2018). The role of the ‘internal state variables’, such as the amount of coral before 

and after disturbance, in governing the short-term dynamics surrounding disturbance 

has received less attention in quantitative syntheses. Arguably, however, a good 

understanding of the internal controls on impact and recovery is needed in order to 

disentangle the influence of external controls. Graham et al. (2011) suggested that 

recovery dynamics are likely to be non-linear, with recent modelling approaches using 

Gompertz models (MacNeil et al., 2019; Mellin et al., 2019b) to capture non-linear 

recovery that may be most rapid at intermediate levels of coral cover post disturbance. 

Most previous meta-analyses have assumed linear recovery of coral (Graham et al., 

2011; Bruno et al., 2019), which is unlikely to be accurate in most cases, particularly for 

a percentage metric, which is bounded by a maximum of 100% cover.  

 



Recent research has highlighted that internal state variables can guide management 

action. Various studies have discussed a coral cover of 10% as being an important 

threshold for allowing positive reef carbonate production (Perry et al., 2013; Perry et 

al., 2015; Januchowski-Hartley et al., 2017) and in influencing the abundance and 

diversity of fish populations (Beldade et al., 2015). Emily S. Darling (2019) recently 

proposed three management strategies (protect, recover, or transform) which are based 

in a large part upon whether a reef is above or below a proposed 10% coral cover 

threshold of taxa that are important for structural complexity and carbonate production. 

Emily S. Darling (2019) presented evidence and arguments for the importance of this 

threshold, but the influence of such a threshold on the short-term coral dynamics in the 

years before and after disturbance has not been considered.  

 

Our goal was to synthesise a unique global dataset from the published literature on 

impacts and recovery of coral from acute climatic events – specifically temperature 

stress events, physical disturbance from cyclones and severe storms, and flooding 

events – that would allow us to investigate the relationships between resistance and 

recovery as the composites of resilience in coral reef ecosystems. We specifically 

wanted to assess the role of internal state variables in governing the temporal dynamics 

of coral in response to acute disturbance, considering their influence on the relative 

magnitude of coral reduction resulting from disturbance and on the recovery trajectories 

based on three attributes: direction (positive or negative), rate (change in coral cover per 

year) and trajectory shape (linear, accelerating or decelerating). We aimed to assess the 

predictability of different recovery outcomes using internal state variables; to 

understand if and how coral abundance prior to disturbance influenced the impact and 

recovery from disturbance; and how coral abundance remaining post-disturbance 

influenced recovery. We further sought to test for the importance of a 10% coral cover 

threshold in influencing both impact and recovery from disturbance.  
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Methods 

 

Data search and selection criteria 

 

Appropriate data were obtained via electronic literature searches in Scopus®, the largest 

abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature. The literature search string 

used is provided in Appendix 2.1. Our focus was on peer-reviewed publications, 

whereas other reviews and meta-analyses have sought to include more of the grey 

literature (Schutte et al., 2010). Data searches were initially conducted on 15 March 

2017, before being updated on 27 June 2019. Publications were selected for potential 

relevance firstly based on the Scopus classification of ‘subject area’ (for more details 

see Appendix 2.1) and then from the title and abstract, before examining the full text. 

Several major reviews and meta-analyses were identified in the data searches 

(Wilkinson, 2000; Gardner et al., 2003; Gardner et al., 2005; Bruno & Selig, 2007; 

Baker et al., 2008; Bruno et al., 2009; Ateweberhan & McClanahan, 2010; Schutte et 

al., 2010; Ateweberhan et al., 2011; Graham et al., 2011; Ateweberhan et al., 2013; 

Claar et al., 2018; Hughes et al., 2018) and the literature cited by these publications 

were examined, i.e. snowball sampling (Goodman, 1961), in order to identify any 

publications that may have been missed in the Scopus search.  

 

For inclusion, a publication was required to report a measure of coral abundance in 

comparable units before and after a known or suspected ‘acute climatic disturbance’: 

temperature stress events, physical disturbance from cyclones and severe storms, and 

flooding/high rainfall events. While there are other key acute disturbances that affect 

coral reefs, including outbreaks of crown-of-thorns starfish (Pratchett et al., 2017) and 

coral disease (Van Woesik & Randall, 2017), we chose to focus on the disturbances 

intrinsically linked to a changing climate.  

 

‘Before’ and ‘after’ measurements were required to be within ± 3 years of the 

disturbance. Data with replicated measurements and clear reporting of sample size 

(number of replicates and level of replication), mean and an appropriate measure of 

error associated with a mean (e.g. standard error, confidence interval, standard 

deviation) were required for the meta-analytical components of analyses, though 

publications that did not report these requirements were also collected for use in data 



summaries. Publications that presented data only in boxplot form were not considered in 

the analyses as means could not be reliably extracted. Summarised data from reviews 

and meta-analyses were included on a case by case basis and the individual publications 

contributing to the syntheses were used in preference to the synthesis publication itself. 

 

 

Data extraction 

 

The data required for quantitative meta-analysis — mean, error, sample size and level 

(quadrat, transect, site), date of measurements and of disturbances — were extracted for 

all publications that met the selection criteria. The units used to measure coral 

abundance were recorded (e.g. total coral cover, density of coral colonies or surface 

area). Data were collected from text or tables, supplementary data, or in most cases, 

from graphs. Data in graphical form were extracted using the software DataThief 

(Tummers, 2006). This software allows distances within the images to be calculated 

using a pixel-distance ratio of the data points to the known scale of the graph axes 

within an image. Data were extracted at the lowest level of replication that had an 

appropriate error associated. If these lower replication levels did not have errors 

associated with them, they were combined to the next hierarchy up, usually to the 

publication level, and the mean and standard deviation of the group was calculated. 

Errors reported as standard errors and 95% confidence intervals were converted to 

standard deviations in the pooled database. In cases where the error was zero or too 

small to extract from the figures a small constant (c=0.01) was used. This constant was 

also added to any zero means, to allow calculation of log response ratios.  

 

Metadata were extracted from the publications, including disturbance type, site 

information including country, latitude and longitude (in cases where geographical 

coordinates were not provided by the publication, we approximated using Google Earth 

from the location described in the text). We recorded sampling information including 

the method (e.g. diver based, aerial, manta tow) and area surveyed, where provided. 
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Data organisation, classification and hierarchy 

 

Publications were divided into ‘studies’ which formed the sampling units of our 

analyses in cases where there were data for different regions, reefs, islands/atolls, sites, 

reef zones or depths, and/or multiple disturbances within a publication. For time-series 

data, all data points following a disturbance were examined as the ‘recovery trajectory’, 

up until the point where a secondary disturbance occurred, at which point a new study 

was created, and so on. The closest data point available before the disturbance was used 

to quantify the amount of coral before disturbance. Any data points that were not clearly 

before or after the disturbance were classified as ‘during’. Studies were then classified 

as one of ‘Impact’ (measurement before and after a disturbance); ‘Recovery’ (≥ 3 

measurements after a disturbance over ≥ 3 years); or ‘Impact and Recovery’, which had 

both types of data. 

  

Impact analysis 

 

We used a mixed-effects meta-analytical approach to assess change in coral cover 

resulting from disturbance across the pooled data with effect sizes based on the log 

response ratio of coral cover after to before disturbance for each study (    Eq. 2.1). 

Effect sizes were weighted by the inverse of the sum of the within- and among-study 

variances. Weighted mean effect sizes and associated confidence intervals were 

calculated using the metafor package (Viechtbauer, 2010) in the statistical program R 

(R Core Team, 2017) with the variance estimator set to “REML” restricted maximum-

likelihood estimator (Viechtbauer, 2005).  

 

𝒆 = 𝐥𝐧(𝑹𝑹) = 𝐥𝐧 (
𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒂𝒍𝒂𝒇𝒕𝒆𝒓

𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒂𝒍𝒃𝒆𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒆
)     Eq. 2.1 

 

We used weighted random mixed-effects meta-regression models, that is, linear models 

that examine the influence of one or more moderator variables on the outcomes 

(Viechtbauer, 2010), to determine the influence of disturbance type on the magnitude of 

the effect size, e. We also considered coral cover before disturbance as a predictor for e.  

 



Various studies have identified a cover of 10% coral as being an important threshold in 

determining the longevity of a reef (Perry et al., 2013; Perry et al., 2015; Januchowski-

Hartley et al., 2017; Emily S. Darling, 2019). We investigated this threshold by 

quantifying how often coral cover was reduced from >10% to <10% as a result of 

disturbance, and examining whether there was any significant difference in the size of 

the impact between situations where coral cover was less than 10% before disturbance 

versus greater than 10%. 

 

There were likely correlations among studies in the dataset, resulting from the factors 

such as similar locations, authors, publications or survey methods and, while we 

acknowledge this, there were too many to model robustly. 

 

Recovery analysis 

For time-series data with multiple disturbances we tested for whether each disturbance 

resulted in an impact log response ratio <-0.1, as a proxy to indicate that the disturbance 

had had some impact that would compromise the recovery trajectory from the primary 

disturbance, and if not, the secondary disturbance was ignored. This was more 

conservative than previous studies, e.g. Connell (1997) defined an ecologically 

significant decline to be 33% of the initial cover, but we wanted to ensure, as much as 

possible, that the effects of secondary disturbances were not influencing the recovery 

response from the primary disturbances.  

 

Calculating recovery rate 

We calculated the median temporal span of data following disturbance (5 years) and 

focussed on this period to examine recovery rate. We required at least 3 data points 

within this period. We fitted linear models using lm() in R (Zuur et al., 2009), with 

coral cover as the response variable and years since disturbance as the predictor 

variable, to the datapoints in the 0-5 years following disturbance for each recovery 

study. From these models we extracted the slope (i.e. the average annual rate of 

recovery, % year-1) and the standard error and the variance of the slope from the model 

summaries.  
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Classifying recovery trajectory shape 

We next investigated the ‘shape’ of the recovery trajectory. Our approach was to fit a 

set of four possible models with similar levels of complexity — null, linear, logarithmic 

(decelerating) and simple second order quadratic (accelerating) — to the longest time-

series of data available following a disturbance, with coral cover as the response 

variable and years since disturbance as the predictor variable. The models were chosen 

to be ecologically relevant and to represent qualitatively distinct dynamics that are 

broadly representative of a range of possible outcomes, though we recognise that other 

models could have been considered. The equations and base profiles are given in Figure 

2.1. We modified the model selection procedure in Thiault et al. (2017) and all four 

models were fit to the recovery data of each study, before examining the ‘relative 

likelihood’ of each model, which is proportional to the probability that the ith model 

minimizes the (estimated) information loss. Likelihood was based on Akaike 

Information Criterion (AIC) though we also considered AIC corrected for small sample 

sizes (AICc) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Anderson & Burnham, 2002). 

The recovery trajectory was then classified as the model with the highest relative 

likelihood. These were further classified to one of eight possible ‘shapes’ based on 

whether the models were negative or positive (i.e. positive linear, negative linear, 

positive decelerating, negative decelerating, positive accelerating, negative 

accelerating). In a case where there was no strong trend in the data, i.e. a flatline, the 

null model would be selected in preference to a linear model based on the information 

criteria, as it had one less parameter. To account for this, when a null model was 

selected, the slope of the linear model was also examined, and if the slope of the linear 

model was less than 0.5 we classified this as ‘flatline’. For the positive recovery 

trajectories, we calculated the mean and median predicted recovery time for coral cover 

to return to 95% of the pre-disturbance cover. 

 

 



 

Figure 2.1. Recovery trajectory shape options based on the sign (negative or positive) of linear, 

logarithmic and exponential model types. 

 
 

Predicting recovery rate 

We used linear models, again using lm() in R, to investigate whether disturbance type, 

the size of the impact (lnRR, as a proxy for resistance) and the internal state variables of 

coral cover before and after disturbance could help explain recovery rate (a) to d) in 

Figure 2.2). The continuous predictors were explored following the protocol of Zuur et 

al. (2010) and transformed to make their distributions less skewed where appropriate: 

coral cover before and after disturbance were square-root transformed while the log-

response ratio (the impact) was converted back to a ratio (RR) by taking the exponential. 

We first tested a model with all four predictor variables, before simplifying to avoid 

overfitting by removing non-significant variables sequentially and testing to confirm 

AIC was reduced. 

 

 

Trajectory shape 

We trialled classification trees using the same predictor variables to classify the recover 

trajectory shapes but were not successful in distinguishing between shapes using the 
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trees. We next considered a generalised linear model (GLM) with the binomial response 

variable of positive accelerating versus positive decelerating recovery trajectory (the 

two most common shapes), excluding studies with the other shapes. We were 

specifically interested in if and how the two internal state variables  – coral cover before 

and after disturbance –influenced the probability of each recovery trajectory shape and 

fit the model with only these variables. The relative likelihood of the recovery trajectory 

shape was used to weight the studies in the GLM. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. A schematised example of a study showing the key predictor (a-d) and response 

variables (1-3) considered in recovery analyses.



Results 

 

Data summary 

The first literature search in February 2017 produced 5,436 potentially relevant 

publications, while a follow up search in June 2019 produced another 1,004 potentially 

relevant publications. 68 additional publications were identified for potential relevance 

from these publications. Figure 2.3 shows the results of sequentially restricting the 

publications to those that were relevant and satisfied the selection criteria. The final 

dataset is unlikely to be exhaustive, given challenges in searching such broad literature, 

but we endeavoured to collect as many appropriate studies as possible. 100 publications 

were identified with before and after measurements relating to one of the four 

disturbance categories. When each of these publications were partitioned to account for 

factors such as distinct regions, sites or depths and individual disturbances we had 394 

‘studies’ for analysis. 380 of these studies reported percentage coral cover, while other 

measures included number of colonies per unit area. 88 studies reported means, but not 

sample sizes or errors. 208 studies related to temperature stress (heat waves/ El Nino 

events or bleaching reports); 138 to physical disturbance (cyclones or severe storms 

assumed to be associated with damaging waves); 30 concerned heavy rainfall or 

flooding presumed to have resulting in fresh water input to the study location; and 18 

studies had more than one disturbance event in between before and after measurements.  
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Figure 2.3. Schematic summarising the data search and selection process. The final publications 

and ‘studies’ are categorised into those with data before and shortly after a disturbance (‘impact’), 

those with data at multiple times after the disturbance (‘recovery’) and those with the combination 

of data before, and at multiple times after the disturbance (‘impact and recovery’). 

 

There were 90 recovery studies, 60 which were associated with data prior to the 

disturbance, which allowed us to explore the relationship between impact and recovery. 

Of these 90 recovery studies, 47 related to temperature, 34 to physical disturbance and 8 

had multiple disturbances. There were no flood studies with appropriate recovery data.  

 

The amalgamated study sites span 59 degrees of latitude from 30°S to 29°N (Figure 

2.4c). The earliest disturbance in the dataset was in 1966 and the most recent was in 

2018 (Figure 2.4a,b). A higher count of studies in certain years can be partly explained 

by the occurrence of three pan-tropical El Nino events causing mass coral bleaching in 



1998, 2010 and 2015/6 (understandably, the last event has not yet accumulated as much 

literature as the former two) (Heron et al., 2017). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. a) Spatial distribution of studies showing sites with the colour of the points indicating 

the type of disturbance. Open circles show sites with impact data and closed circles show sites with 

both impact and recovery data and those with only recovery data; temporal distribution of 

disturbances for b) impact and c) recovery data, categorised by disturbance type. A study is defined 

by a combination of the disturbance and study site. 
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Impact 

 

On average, disturbances caused a 56% relative reduction in coral cover such that the 

average log response ratio, e = -0.58 ±0.08 (95%CI). There was very large 

heterogeneity in this effect (QT = 304004.3, df = 393, p<0.001). There were clear shifts 

in the distribution of coral cover towards lower covers following disturbance, and a 

corresponding drop in the median coral cover among studies (Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6).  

 

Disturbance type explained a significant amount of heterogeneity (Q M =28.0, df = 3, 

p<0.001) but large residual heterogeneity remained (QR = 291779.3, df = 390, p<0.001). 

All disturbance types resulted in overall significant average reductions in coral cover 

(Figure 2.6). Floods caused the greatest reduction according to the mixed-model for 

disturbance typology (e = -1.07 ±0.29, 95%CI), following by temperature anomalies (e 

= -0.68 ±0.11, 95%CI), physical disturbances (e = -0.36 ±0.13, 95%CI) and multiple 

disturbances (e = -0.36 ±0.13, 95%CI) (Figure 2.6). There were cases when coral cover 

decreased following disturbance, which was most common for physical disturbances. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Violin plots showing the distribution of the coral cover across studies before and after 

disturbance for a) all studies (n = 380); b) temperature, n = 197, c) physical (cyclones and severe 

storms, n = 137), d) flooding, n = 30 and e) multiple, n = 16, disturbances. Boxplots overlaid, 

showing the median and interquartile ranges. 

 

The relationship between the size of the impact (lnRR) and coral cover before 

disturbance was significantly negative (QM = 3.9632, df = 1, p<0.047) and indicated that 

for a 1% increase in coral cover there was a decline of 0.008 in the lnRR, which 

approximates to a 0.8% decline in the response ratio for each 1% increase in the 

percentage coral cover prior to disturbance. 

 



There were 344 studies with coral cover >10% and 36 with coral cover <10% before 

disturbance. At the first measurement following the disturbances 113 (33%) studies had 

coral cover <10%, while 267 datasets maintained coral cover >10%.  

 

 

Figure 2.6. a) The percentage cover of coral before disturbance plotted against the cover remaining 

post disturbance. Colours represent the different disturbance types. b) The mean impact, e, lnRR, 

for each disturbance type. The dashed line represents coral cover before equal to coral cover after.  

 

 

Recovery direction, rate and trajectory shape 

 

72 studies satisfied the criteria for investigating recovery rate. 47 had positive slopes 

and 15 were negative (Figure 2.7a), with a mean recovery rate of 1.23±0.29 (SE) % 

coral cover year-1.  

 

The distribution of models classified to each recovery shape for the full length of 

available recovery data are shown in Figure 2.7b, which demonstrates the high degree 

of heterogeneity in recovery trajectory shapes. The shape selection according to relative 

likelihood based on AIC and BIC were near identical (Appendix 2.3) whereas the AICc 

selection resulted in more null and flatline models, as to be expected. Visual inspection 

of the fits indicated that the AIC and BIC were reasonable (Appendix 2.3) and AIC was 

chosen to represent the most likely model fits which are shown in Figure 2.7b. The 

trajectories were positive for 45 studies, negative for 17 studies and null/ flatline for 10 

studies, i.e. signs of recovery, signs of decline and no detectable signs of recovery. The 

mean time for coral to recover to 95% of the cover before disturbance was to be 9.3±1.1 
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years, (median 7.1 years) when 2 outliers with recovery times of >50 years were 

removed. 

 

Figure 2.7. a) Predictions from linear models fit to the 5-year post disturbance recovery 

trajectories. Colour indicates a positive versus a negative trend. b) Predictions from the most likely 

model (based on AIC) fitted to the full length of available recovery trajectory for each study. 

Colours indicate the shape classification. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.8. Number of studies classified to each of the eight recovery shape based on AIC selection 

criteria. Black text shows the proportion of each shape, while the red text shows the mean of the 

relative likelihood of this shape when it was selected as the most likely (i.e. a higher value indicates 

that on average, confidence in the classification was higher).  

 



Predicting recovery rate 

 

When coral cover prior to disturbance was <10% the mean recovery rate was smaller 

than for when coral cover was >10%, though not significantly (t-test, p=0.221). When 

coral cover after disturbance was <10% the mean recovery rate was higher than when 

coral cover was >10%, again not significantly (t-test, p=0.367). Of the studies that had 

<10% coral cover following disturbance (n = 20), 16 were classified with positive 

recovery shapes and three were negative and one was a null model. Of the 52 studies 

that had >10% cover following disturbance, 29 had positive trajectories while 14 were 

negative and 9 were classified as null/flatline models. 

 

Model exploration found no significant difference in the recovery rate between physical 

and temperature disturbances and including this factor did not improve to model AIC 

(there were not enough replicates to reliably test for differences with flood or multiple 

disturbances). The most parsimonious model for predicting recovery rate included all 

other variables: coral cover before and after disturbance, and the response ratio, RR, of 

the impact (p <0.001, df = 58, Multiple R2 = 0.21) (Table 2.1). 

 

 

Table 2.1. Statistics for the linear model determined to be the best fit based on AIC comparisons of 

different model variations testing the relationship between the 5-year recovery rate and the 

predictor variables in Figure 2.2: coral cover before, the impact response ratio and coral cover 

after disturbance. Models were weighted by the inverse of the standard error of the slopes. The p-

value for the overall model was 0.003, df = 58, Multiple R2 = 0.21. 

Variable Estimate Std. Error P-value 

Intercept 7.02 2.35 0.004 

sqrt(Cbefore) 1.31 0.39 0.002 

RR -9.71 2.76 <0.001 

sqrt(Cafter) -0.87 0.36 0.020 

 

 

The model revealed a parabolic type relationship between post-disturbance coral cover 

and rate of recovery, which depended on pre-disturbance coral cover (Figure 2.9). In 

most cases, the rate of recovery was higher for greater post-disturbance coral cover, but 

only up to a point, after which the relationship plateaued and started to decrease as post-

disturbance coral cover approached similar levels pre-disturbance coral cover. In other 

words, greater post-disturbance coral cover was associated with higher recovery rates 

until post-disturbance coral cover was close to pre-disturbance coral cover (i.e. when 
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impact was small and thus high recovery rates were not possible). For very low coral 

cover before disturbance (10%) the maximum possible size of impact was small 

(because there is not much coral to use), and thus recovery rate was also low; in this 

case recovery rate just declines for higher remaining cover.  

 

 

  
Figure 2.9. Predicted relationship between the percentage coral cover remaining after disturbance, 

the rate of recovery and the percentage of coral cover prior to disturbance as determined from 

linear modelling. Different colours indicate predictions for different values of coral cover before 

disturbance. Grey arrows indicate the proposed mechanisms driving the relationships. 

 

Predicting recovery shape 

Exploration using classification trees showed it was not possible to distinguish between 

the eight possible recovery trajectories. Positive accelerating and positive decelerating 

were the most common recovery trajectories and we obtained a significant binomial 

generalised linear model of the probability of these two shapes based on coral cover 

before and after disturbance (Figure 2.10, Table 2.2). In summary, this model indicated 

that the probability of having an accelerating trajectory decreased as the amount of 

space available for recovery decreased, or conversely, the probability of having a 

decelerating recovery trajectory increased as the amount of space available became 

limiting.   

 

 



Table 2.2. Results of the binomial generalised linear model of the probability of a positive 

decelerating versus positive accelerating recovery trajectory shape as models by coral cover before 

and after disturbance. 

Variable Estimate Std. Error P-value 

Intercept -0.53 0.15 <0.001 

sqrt(Cbefore) 0.17 0.03 <0.001 

sqrt(Cafter) -0.18 0.03 <0.001 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Probability of positive decelerating versus positive accelerating recovery shape as 

determined from the binomial generalised linear model (model equation shown in italics). Different 

colours indicate a different amount of coral cover before disturbance. Grey arrows indicate the 

proposed mechanisms driving the relationships. 
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Discussion 

 

We captured an important relationship between recovery rate and the size of the impact 

as a function of the percentage coral cover before and after disturbance (internal state 

variables). The parabolic relationship we found between pre-disturbance coral cover, 

post-disturbance coral cover, and recovery rate indicates two opposing processes are 

occurring, which we suggest are 1) increased recovery potential with greater coral cover 

and 2) decreased recovery potential resulting from density-dependent space limitation, 

supporting a Gompertz type model of recovery (MacNeil et al., 2019; Mellin et al., 

2019b). The positive accelerating and positive decelerating recovery shapes were the 

most common, but importantly, many trajectories (35 of 72 studies) showed no signs of 

recovery (flatline or null models) or signs of further decline after disturbance (negative 

models). Predictability between the recovery shapes was low, but, in support of the 

influence of space limitation, we found higher probabilities of positive decelerating 

recovery trajectories when coral cover after disturbance was closer to the cover before 

disturbance, i.e. little space for high recovery rates. We did not detect strong signals for 

the importance of a 10% threshold in governing recovery dynamics, rather finding that 

following relatively high impact disturbances, recovery rate was positively related to 

initial post-disturbance coral cover in a more continuous way. Though we provide 

quantification for the magnitude of impact and the rate and shape of recovery from 

disturbance, which are potentially key measurable informants of the resistance and 

recovery components of resilience (Nimmo et al., 2015), we were not able to clearly 

compare the values between different studies without having consistent information on 

the intensity of disturbances across the dataset. Furthermore, the two recovery metrics 

explored — recovery rate and recovery trajectory shape — clearly gave different 

information. 

 

The relationship between the internal state variables and recovery rate expands 

significantly on previous work. Connell (1997) investigated both whether higher coral 

cover before disturbance predisposed a site to slower recovery, and if greater loss of 

coral was associated with slower recovery, but did not find evidence to support these 

hypotheses. Graham et al. (2011) showed a relationship between recovery rate and post-

disturbance coral cover that is similar to that of the present study, i.e. slower for low 

post-disturbance cover, with highest recovery rates when the post-disturbance cover was 

in the bracket of 6-10%, and then slower recovery for post-disturbance covers greater 



than this. Graham et al. (2011) suggested this relationship may have resulted from only 

considered recovering reefs that were therefore capable of rapid space occupation. 

However, in the present study we also included reefs that were showing no recovery or 

declines. Graham et al. (2011)’s second explanation now appears to be more likely in 

light of the results of our study, that is, recovery dynamics are nonlinear, with the 

highest recovery occurring at medium to high levels of coral loss. The modelled 

relationship in our study provided greater insight on this theory, showing a further 

dependency on the coral cover prior to disturbance and illustrate these relationships.  

 

We hypothesise the relationship between the internal state variables and recovery rate is 

driven by two opposing processes: coral growth/reproductive potential and space 

limitation. We suggest the first is the controlling mechanism when impact is relatively 

high, creating enough space for high recovery rates. In this case, with higher coral cover 

there are more corals available that can grow and occupy space, therefore allowing 

higher reproductive potential and/or habitat provision for coral settlement. We suggest 

the second mechanism, space limitation (Connell, 1978; Hughes & Jackson, 1985), 

becomes the greater control on recovery rate when coral cover remains relatively high, 

and there is little room in the community for high recovery rates. This second 

mechanism was supported by higher probabilities of positive decelerating recovery 

trajectories when coral cover after disturbance was closer to the cover before 

disturbance. From these results we suggest that pre-disturbance coral cover is as a 

coarse proxy for the carrying capacity of the system, given that recovery is slower when 

post-disturbance coral cover is closer to that pre-disturbance value. The accuracy of the 

coral cover before disturbance in representing the carrying capacity of coral in a 

particular coral reef ecosystem is likely influenced by various factors including the 

dynamical status of coral cover prior to disturbance (Rykiel & Edward, 1985; Bahn & 

Ingrisch, 2018), and previous disturbances. Nonetheless, the model was surprisingly 

strong given high variability between studies and disturbances, and other variation 

presumably stemming from the type of coral and its capacity for regeneration, 

reproduction and growth, as well as other factors such as the legacy of previous 

disturbance events. 

 

The models for recovery rate showed no significant difference in recovery between 

physical and temperature disturbances while the internal state variables were found to 

be more useful predictors. Recovery is known to vary between physical disturbances 
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that remove reef structure (e.g. cyclones) and those where the structure remains, at least 

in the short term, as dead coral (bleaching) (Bellwood et al., 2006; Graham et al., 2006; 

Graham et al., 2015). Despite this, Graham et al. (2011) also found no strong evidence 

for the influence of disturbance type on recovery rate. Finer temporal data than the 

generally annual frequency of surveys in the studies included here may allow better 

investigation of the different impacts and recovery resulting from different disturbances 

types.  

 

Attempts to categorise differences in impact and recovery resulting from pre- and post-

disturbance coral covers on either side of a 10% threshold were challenged by lower 

statistical power from dealing with a categorical variable. In any case, it seems that at 

least for recovery rate, it seems that a fixed threshold is a simplification, and rather there 

are complex relationships between both coral cover before and after disturbance, which 

then influence recovery. The amount of coral cover before disturbance was negatively 

correlated with the size of the impact, perhaps reflects the idea that if you have more 

coral, you have more coral to lose.  

 

Understanding recovery rates is particularly important as the return time between acute 

climatic events decreases (Hughes et al., 2018). The 5-year mean recovery rate we 

calculated, 1.23% year-1, was significantly lower than that calculated by Graham et al. 

(2011)’s at 3.56% year-1, though that study only considered recovering reefs (i.e. 

positive trajectories) and the mean length examined in that case was 11.1 years. 

Importantly, we found signs of positive recovery only for 37 of 72 studies. While it is 

acknowledged that recovery following disturbance can be delayed (Wilkinson, 1999; 

Mellin et al., 2016), best represented by the accelerating recovery trajectory shape in the 

present study, it has generally been assumed that recovery will eventually occur 

(Nyström & Folke, 2001). However, phase shifts to non-coral dominated states have 

also received a lot of attention (Done, 1992; Bellwood et al., 2006; Hughes et al., 2007). 

The absence of positive trajectories in many of the studies examined here maybe be due 

to the conservative classification of a disturbance (a reduction in lnRR of <0.1). When 

disturbances are small, it is more likely that other trends in the ecosystem could swamp 

the recovery trajectory. The length of the time-series data available may not have 

captured the recovery in some cases, or the return time between consecutive 

disturbances may not have allowed for positive recovery. Hughes et al. (2018) found 

that the median return-time between pairs of severe bleaching events has diminished 



steadily since 1980 and is now only six years, and therefore that the interval between 

recurrent bleaching is too short for full recovery of coral assemblages. We found the 

median time for recovery to within 95% of pre-disturbance coral cover was 7.1 years, in 

the cases where the recovery slope was positive. As acute disturbances become more 

regular they begin to merge from acute to chronic and it becomes more difficult to study 

the recovery trajectories relating to individual disturbances. 

 

In this study we considered disturbance to be a cause (e.g. a cyclone occurred in the 

study area) (Rykiel & Edward, 1985; Van de Pol et al., 2017), rather than an effect, and 

therefore there were cases when a disturbance was noted by a study, but no negative 

effect was observed. Such an approach likely contributed to high variability in the 

impacts observed, but we consider it to be important, as we wanted to ask, ‘What is the 

biological impact of this climate extreme?’ not ‘Which climate process drives this 

extreme biological event?’ a distinction explored by Van de Pol et al. (2017). While we 

used the size of impact to quantify resistance, meaningfully interpreting this was not 

possible without being able to quantify the intensity of the disturbances across the 

dataset. Further, it is important to acknowledge that the time between before 

measurements of coral cover, the disturbance, and the after measurement varied from 

one study to another, degrading comparability with the implication that our impact 

results likely underestimate the true impacts. This would also add variability to the 

models of recovery rate and trajectory shape.  

 

Many studies have established strong variation in the dynamics of corals among species 

and functional types (Hughes et al., 2012; González-Barrios & Álvarez-Filip, 2018; 

Wilson et al., 2019) and traits (Darling et al., 2012; Darling et al., 2013; Madin et al., 

2016) and there is no doubt that complex dynamics underlie the patterns in total coral 

cover examined here. Some coral traits are more important for either resistance or 

recovery, for example the 10% threshold proposed by Emily S. Darling (2019) focussed 

on competitive and stress-tolerant corals. It is possible that the patterns observed here 

are driven by certain taxa or functional groups; for example Wilson et al. (2019) 

showed that coral decline and recovery were primarily driven by changes in the cover of 

branching coral, particularly those from the families Acroporidae and Pocilloporidae. 

Furthermore, dynamics can vary spatially, for example along cross-shelf gradients 

(Mellin et al., 2019a). Unfortunately, finer taxonomic or functional investigations were 

not possible across the synthesised dataset, but would be an important focus for future 
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work. There was a lot of other information that was not available across all datasets (e.g. 

disturbance intensity, GPS locations of study sites, sampling error, exact survey dates) 

and we reference to Claar et al. (2018) for suggestions on how individual studies can 

improve their reporting to be better tailored for subsequent use in data syntheses. This 

should be a priority, as data synthesis and meta-analyses have much to offer, given the 

major issue now faced by coral reefs is intrinsically global, and therefore our 

understanding and reporting must also have global scale.  

 

 

Conclusions 

We successfully synthesised a large and unique dataset from the literature and 

quantified the impacts and recovery of coral from four categories of acute climatic 

disturbance – temperature stress, physical disturbance, flooding, and multiple 

disturbances. With this dataset we were able to conduct a large empirical investigation 

of the dynamics of coral surrounding disturbance and the links between impact and 

recovery. It is timely to seek to combine some of the more theoretical concepts of 

resilience with empirical data, however, transferring the theory to real-world systems 

requires various simplifications so that ecologically measurable units can be considered 

(Nyström & Folke, 2001). Here we were limited in our ability to understand resistance, 

without a quantification of disturbance intensity, and future work should seek to use 

disturbance intensity information to better understand resistance. The relationship 

between the internal state variables and recovery rate and trajectory shape is a 

particularly important contribution in the ongoing pursuit to understand and quantify the 

complexities of resilience in complex ecosystems. Updating this analysis as more data 

emerges over the next decade in relation to the recent global bleaching events will be 

important to better understand whether these processes are changing as the disturbances 

themselves change in frequency, intensity and duration.  
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Chapter 3       

This chapter considers a new method to gain information on the process of reproduction of 

corals, and the resulting connectivity between reefs. It is critical to have a robust understanding 

of coral reproductive processes and how they may alter with climate change, in order to work 

towards understanding coral reef recovery and therefore resilience.  
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Abstract 

 

Corals reproduce during annual ‘mass spawning’ when gametes are released into the 

water column in near-unison. While mass spawning events have been well studied, 

there remain key questions about their timing, triggers and resilience. We report the 

second occasion to our knowledge in which a mass spawning has been captured 

serendipitously with satellite-borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR). SAR can collect 

information through cloud and in both day and night by detecting changes in ocean 

surface roughness, including, as we shown here, those caused by mass coral spawning, 

which creates slicks or films of spawn on the sea surface. We examined four SAR 

scenes of coral reefs on the North West Shelf, Western Australia, from a 10-day interval 

bracketing the expected time of mass spawning in March 2001. The scene from 19 

March 2001 shows what we classify as a snapshot of mass coral spawn slicks, from 

reefs extending over an area of roughly 100 km. The locations of the slicks correlated 

spatially with underlying carbonate reefs. We suggest SAR monitoring of coral reefs at 

spawning time may be an underutilised method that can provide new information on 

this natural phenomenon. 

 



Keywords: Barrow Island, coral reproduction, coral reef, RADARSAT, remote 

sensing, SAR, monitoring, methodology 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Understanding coral life cycles is becoming more important as ocean warming drives 

mass coral mortality events (Hughes et al., 2017). Reproduction in corals is a 

synchronised phenomenon, known as “mass spawning”, where a large proportion of 

corals release gametes over only a few consecutive nights at certain times of the year 

(Simpson et al., 1991; Keith et al., 2016). The reproductive matter floats to the surface 

and in reefs of dense coral this often leads to coral spawn ‘slicks’ or ‘films’ on the water 

surface (Oliver & Willis, 1987). Depending on weather conditions, these slicks can 

persist for several days, allowing the possibility of tracking both the extent and the 

movement of coral embryos and larvae following a mass spawning. 

 

Satellite-borne SAR sends microwave pulses to Earth, and based on the return of echoes 

back to the satellite, makes an image, which can provide information on the surface 

from which it was reflected (Gens, 2008). Roughened ocean surfaces scatter part of the 

SAR signal back to the satellite whereas a smooth ocean surface, where capillary waves 

are dampened, reflects the signal away (Gens, 2008). When Jones et al. (2006) detected 

surface slicks in a SAR scene obtained with the Canadian Space Agency’s RADARSAT 

of the Vulcan and Goeree Shoals in the Timor Sea on 16 April 1998 they interpreted 

these to be coral spawning slicks, the first documented by SAR. Their case was strong 

because the shapes of the slicks matched those of the underlying reefs, and the 

conditions were right to expect mass spawning in this region: autumn, 4½ days after full 

moon, shortly after sunset, an ebb tide one hour before low tide with wind speed 4.6 ms-

1.  

 

Coral spawn slicks are composed of coral eggs and embryos and their breakdown 

products, and can form dense, highly viscous patches (Oliver & Willis, 1987). SAR has 

commonly been used to detect natural hydrocarbon seeps and oil spills in the ocean 

(Tian et al., 2015), the principles of which may be applied to coral slicks (Jones et al., 

2006). There are challenges associated with detecting slicks, mainly linked to the wind 

and swell conditions at the ocean surface. Harahsheh et al. (2001) assign optimum wind 
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speeds for oil slick detection to be between 3 and 6 ms-1, given that wind speeds less 

than this will cause minimal difference in backscatter between slicks and calm seas, and 

wind speeds greater are likely to cause disintegration of slicks (Ivanov, 2000; Brekke & 

Solberg, 2005).  

 

In Western Australia mass coral spawning was first recorded in the Dampier 

Archipelago (Simpson, 1985). In this region corals generally spawn around the third 

quarter of the moon (i.e. one week after full moon) on neap, nocturnal, ebb tides (Rosser 

& Gilmour, 2008; Baird et al., 2011; Gilmour et al., 2016). In some cases where the full 

moon falls near the edge of the spawning window only some corals will have mature 

gametes and spawn, whereas others will delay spawning until the following full moon, 

resulting in a ‘split-spawning’ (Gilmour et al., 2016).  

 

There are still questions about the timing of coral spawning, geographic variation in 

spawning season and the environmental triggers (Rosser & Gilmour, 2008; Baird et al., 

2011; Gilmour et al., 2016; Keith et al., 2016). Recently, remote sensing has been 

recognised as an important tool for the interdisciplinary assessment of coral reef 

processes (Hedley et al., 2016). Here, we present four SAR scenes of the waters around 

the Barrow and Montebello Islands that bracket the time of an expected coral spawning 

event in March 2001. SAR has not previously been used in targeted studies of coral 

spawning events, and we discuss the utility of this method for adding to the knowledge 

base on coral spawning. 

 

 

Methods 

 

Four SAR scenes were obtained over a ten-day interval in March 2001 as part of Project 

250 of RADARSAT-1 of the Canadian Space Agency/Agence spatiale canadienne 

(Parashar et al., 1993). They were initially acquired to investigate oceanic internal 

waves in the region (Jackson 2004, fig. 3). The scenes are “ScanSAR Wide”, i.e. 500 

km square grid with a resolution of 100 m, and cover the region around the Barrow and 

Montebello Islands, part of a group of islands to the northwest of the Australian coast at 

~21°S (Figure 3.1). The date and times of the scenes, as well as whether the satellite 

was in ascending or descending orbit, are as follows: 17 March (05:44, descending), 19 



March (18:50, ascending), 24 March (05:40, descending) and 26 March (18:46, 

ascending). The SAR scenes were interpreted visually; generally, white areas due to 

high backscatter of the reflected signal indicate roughened water surfaces, and black or 

low backscatter areas indicate smooth surfaces (Gens, 2008). Images required 

interpretation with reference to additional factors as low backscatter can be indicative of 

windless, smooth water surfaces (Gens, 2008), oil slicks (Nunziata et al., 2013) and 

phytoplankton blooms (Wu et al., 2018) amongst other things (Harahsheh et al., 2001). 

In order to narrow the classification to coral spawn we followed the advice of Jones et 

al. (2006) to increase the accuracy of interpretation. Ancillary data—bathymetry, 

current velocities, wind speeds and directions—were investigated alongside the SAR 

scenes. We examined the scenes with reference to the expected time and days of coral 

spawning in 2001, the proximity to underlying carbonate reefs, and the states of the 

tides and winds. We also checked for any historical reports of oil spills at the time of the 

SAR scenes. 
 

With reference to the time, moon phase and tide, a spawning event was expected 7‒10 

days after the full moon on a neap, nocturnal, ebb tide (Gilmour et al., 2016). Tide data 

for the time of the SAR scenes was sourced for Barrow Island from 

http://tides.mobilegeographics.com. Tides in the region are semidiurnal and the 

magnitude varies around the islands with a maximum spring tide on the east coasts of > 

4 m compared with <2.5 m on the west coasts of the offshore islands (Richards & 

Rosser, 2012).  

 

Wind measurements from the Barrow Island Airport were obtained from the Australian 

Bureau of Meteorology for the times of the SAR scenes. We considered the locations of 

the subtidal and intertidal carbonate reefs as indicators of a coral population, overlaying 

spatial data from SAR scenes illustrated in fig. 3 by the Department of Environment and 

Conservation (2007). 

 

All references to time are in Western Standard Time, WST (Coordinated Universal 

Time, UTC + 8 hours), with local time in the study region being WST-20 minutes. 

 

http://tides.mobilegeographics.com/
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Figure 3.1. The North West Shelf of Australia showing the region covered by the RADARSAT SAR 

scenes examined for this study. The coastline and isobaths from 100x1000 m are from the General 

Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) https://www.gebco.net/ and the 20 m was copied from 

the Australian National Bathymetric Map Series. 



Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 3.2. The RADARSAT SAR scenes from the Montebello and Barrow Islands region for a) 17, 

b) 19, c) 24 and d) 26 March 2001. The vectors represent the winds (ms-1) measured at Barrow Island 

airport at the times of the satellite passes. 

 

The four SAR scenes (Figure 3.2) and information on wind, moon phase and time of 

day (Figure 3.3), suggest that a mass spawning event can be captured using SAR. The 

17 March 2001 scene (Figure 3.2a), six days after the full moon, was captured at dawn 

on what was a strong ebb tide with Barrow Island airport recording a 9 ms-1 

southwesterly wind. This is equivalent to five on the Beaufort Scale (Mather 2005), 

which translates to “Fresh breeze. Moderate waves (1.8 m), many whitecaps”. Although 

the time of the lunar month, the tide and time of day satisfied Gilmour’s et al. (2016) 

conditions for mass coral spawning for the region, no coral spawn slicks were detected. 
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However, the strong wind and breaking waves would likely have demolished any coral 

spawn slicks that may have been present. 

 

The 19 March 2001 scene (Figure 3.2b), ten days after full moon at neap tide (weak 

ebb), was captured at early twilight and a 6 ms-1 westerly wind was recorded, equivalent 

to four on the Beaufort Scale—“Moderate breeze. Small waves (1 m), some whitecaps.” 

Gilmour’s et al. (2016) conditions for mass coral spawning—phase of the moon, tidal 

conditions and time of day (early evening)—were satisfied and the wind speed fell 

within the optimum range for slick detection (Harahsheh et al., 2001). These factors in 

combination with low backscatter shown by black areas near the islands, and between 

there and the NW Australian coast, indicate slicks. Slicks appear to have originated 

from multiple reefs across the study region. 

 

The 24 March 2001 scene (Figure 3.2c) was captured just before dawn, at new moon 

and low water with a 9 ms-1 southeasterly wind, equivalent to five on the Beaufort 

Scale, as was that for the 16 March scene. Roughened waters, some aligned with the 

wind direction, can be seen between the northwestern Australia coast and Barrow 

Island. As with Figure 3.2a, there appear to be no regions of smooth water or slicks, in 

keeping with the strong winds. 

 

The 26 March 2001 scene (Figure 3.2d) was captured just after sunset at new moon at 

low water with a 4 ms-1 northeasterly wind, equivalent to three on the Beaufort Scale—

“Gentle breeze. Large wavelets (0.6 m), crests begin to break”. The gentle breeze may 

be the reason for the extensive smooth areas in the southwest part of the scene. To the 

west of the Montebello Islands localised areas of low backscatter are likely due to calm 

water surfaces, as in this region coral spawning has not been documented to continue 

for this many days after the full moon (Simpson et al., 1991; Gilmour et al., 2016).  

 



 

Figure 3.3. Predicted tide at Barrow Island and wind speed measured at Barrow Island Airport 

around the times of the RADARSAT SAR scenes, which are marked with vertical dashed lines. The 

shading indicates night, the small black boxes show the phases of the moon, and wind vectors at the 

times of the scenes are added at the intersections of the dashed lines with the 10 ms-1 grid lines. 

 

The complex distribution of subtidal and intertidal reefs around Barrow and the 

Montebello Islands is represented in the yellow and green overlay on the 19 March 

2001 scene in Figure 3.4b, as this was the scene that showed strong evidence of coral 

spawn slicks. There appears to be a strong relationship between the reefs and the dark 

pixels (low backscatter) of the SAR image. We suggest these dark pixels represent a 

mass coral spawning in progress on the evening of 19 March. The slicks are more 

distinct in some locations, particularly west of the Montebello Islands, east of Barrow 
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Island and at the subtidal reefs further south. Eastward from Barrow Island is a fan of 

water that is smooth relative to its surroundings, as shown by the darker pixels. We 

speculate that this may be due to coral spawn being carried eastward by current and/or 

wind, though it could also be a result of smooth water in the windward lee of the land. 

Dark pixels on the eastern sides of two small reefs west of Barrow Island can be 

interpreted as having a similar origin. Along part of the southeast coast of Barrow Island 

there is also smooth water, possibly from coral spawn or from being in the lee of the 

island.  

 

 

Figure 3.4. a) RADARSAT SAR scene for 19:50 hours WST 19 March 2001 and b) the same scene 

with the yellow and green overlays showing the positions of subtidal and intertidal reefs respectively. 

Note, the spatial data for reef locations are smaller than the SAR scene, indicated by blue outline. 

 

Aerial photographic surveys are one method that has historically been used to quantify 

the extent of coral spawn slicks, which appear as pink or white patches on the water 

surface (Oliver & Willis, 1987). The advantage of SAR over photography is that it can 

collect data at night (coral generally spawn in the evening), and through cloud cover 

(Gens, 2008). However, there are potential problems associated with false positive 



detections. Smooth water, oil spills, phytoplankton blooms (Wu et al., 2018), in 

particular Trichodesmium spp. slicks (Oliver & Willis, 1987), and natural carbon seeps 

all have the potential to give a false positive for coral spawn (Gens, 2008). Low wind 

speeds may cause pseudo slicks which would be indistinguishable from coral spawn, as 

Figure 3.2d showed, whereas high wind speeds can cause coral spawn to be quickly 

dispersed thus not forming slicks that can be detected by SAR (Brekke & Solberg, 

2005).  

 

Nevertheless, our study, along with that of Jones et al. (2006), suggest it would be 

worthwhile to trial SAR as a method for targeted studies of coral spawning on a large 

scale, if measures can be taken to remove the likelihood of false positives through 

consideration of the weather, tide, and predicted coral spawning time. Combining SAR 

with data such as in situ documentation of coral spawning, and monitoring of oil slicks 

or phytoplankton blooms that could confuse the SAR interpretation would allow this 

method to be used more accurately. Alternatively, or additionally, optical satellite (e.g. 

from Landsat (https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/)) or airborne imagery, in daylight hours if 

cloud was absent, would help to confirm SAR identifications (Hedley et al., 2016). 

 

SAR may be particularly useful to assess remote or difficult to access coral reefs where 

monitoring coral spawning can be logistically and/or economically challenging. In the 

years since the SAR scenes of the present study were collected, SAR technology (and 

remote sensing satellite technology more generally) has advanced. There are now more 

than 15 space-borne SAR systems in operation for a diverse range of applications, with 

continued advances in the capability to collect ecological information (Moreira et al., 

2013). This includes the Sentinel-1 satellite 

(https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1/data-distribution-schedule), 

which has freely distributed SAR scenes. There are various ways SAR acquisition could 

be adapted to directly target coral spawning. The SAR scenes interpreted in this study 

were the “ScanSAR Wide” option, but higher resolution, smaller scenes could be 

collected in the future. There are likely to be issues with satellite location lining up with 

the timing and location of coral spawning in cases where the satellite overpass does not 

align with the targeted reef(s). Ideally, several satellite passes each day could capture 

the evolution of coral spawn slicks. However, access to a number of SAR satellites 

would be required to achieve this, as the return frequency of an individual satellite is 

generally every few days, as was the case in the present study. With a greater number of 

https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1/data-distribution-schedule
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satellites operating SAR, this becomes more possible. Nonetheless, targeting a large 

reef system such as the Great Barrier Reef, or being flexible with location, would allow 

higher likelihood of capturing the event. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Of the four SAR scenes we examined, that for 19 March 2001 captured a mass coral 

spawning event off north Western Australia that was synchronised at reefs extending 

over 100 km. This is, to our knowledge, the second time SAR has serendipitously 

captured mass coral spawning. This suggests that if targeted, SAR can be a method to 

provide important synoptic information on the timing, extent and surface longevity of 

coral spawn slicks, which would increase our understanding of this phenomenon. New 

information could be applied in many fields, including modelling studies focused on 

reproduction, connectivity and dispersal in coral reefs, as parameters surrounding the 

extent and timing of mass spawning events are important for such models (Wood et al., 

2014). It could also directly benefit managers; for example, in situ monitoring in north 

Western Australia is used to detect spawning events on reefs in areas of dredging and 

industrial development, yet Styan and Rosser (2012) suggest that current practices often 

miss significant mass spawning events. We do not suggest SAR as a replacement to 

existing monitoring, rather as a complementary tool, with limitations discussed above. 

Greater availability of SAR, including freely available images from Sentinel-1, 

promises to continue to allow better connections between field observations of 

spawning events with satellite-borne imagery.  
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Chapter 4      

In addition to coral reproduction explored in the previous chapter, the growth and natural 

mortality of organisms influences both the maintenance and recovery of ecosystems, and 

therefore, their resilience. This study seeks to quantify coral growth in an under-surveyed coral 

reef habitat and to provide a better understanding of the environmental controls on growth rate. 

A new method for quantifying coral growth rates is applied and compared to the more 

established method. 
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Abstract 

 

A variety of techniques for measuring coral growth, a fundamental biological trait, have 

been used to improve our understanding of coral demographics. Remaining gaps and 

biases in this information, in combination with technological advances, led to the 

present study. We assessed the capacity of structure-from-motion (SfM) technology to 

build image mosaics (orthophotos) of ~6 x 8 m reef plots from which individual coral 

colonies could be identified in repeated annual surveys and colony planar area 

measured. We monitored Acropora, Pocilloporidae (specifically from the genera 

Stylophora and Seriatopora) and Platygyra colonies over 2 years. We compared growth 

measurements, as change in radius, from SfM orthophotos to the more traditional 

method of tagging and photographing individual coral colonies. We conclude that coral 

growth can be measured from SfM orthophotos, with clear advantages over tagging, 

including large sample sizes, and speed and ease of surveying, despite some bias 

identified in the SfM method (growth estimates were 15% greater (~0.5 cm/year) from 

standard photos than from the SfM orthophotos). We documented mortality and growth 

rates in a high wave energy environment on the reef slope at Ningaloo Reef, Western 

Australia, where there were no existing coral growth or mortality estimates. The mean 

annual change in radial extension of Acropora colonies with no mortality was 2.92±0.06 



(SE, n = 572) cm across the pooled data set of standard and orthophotos, substantially 

lower than previous estimates on similar species from the region. The growth rate of 

Pocilloporidae was 3.54±0.52 (SE, n =12) cm year-1 for colonies with no mortality. 

Robust planar growth estimates were not obtained for Platygyra due to its morphology, 

but we report high survivorship of the colonies: 94% with no mortality as compared 

with 79% for Acropora and 53% for Pocilloporidae. High sample sizes from the novel 

SfM methodology allowed us to demonstrate that Acropora growth rate was inversely 

linked to wave energy and coral size. 

 

Keywords: 3D reconstruction, Acropora, coral reef, methodology, photogrammetry, 

Pocilloporidae 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Coral growth is a fundamental biological trait that is essential to the maintenance and 

recovery of coral reefs. However, coral growth is not simple to measure, as corals are 

slow growing organisms in marine environments that can be logistically difficult to 

sample. Various growth sampling methods have been established and used on many 

reefs globally, leading to important demographic information (Buddemeier and Kinzie, 

1976; Hughes and Connell, 1987; Pratchett et al., 2015). Nevertheless, there are still 

major gaps, as well as biases, in our understanding of the spatial, temporal and 

taxonomic variation in coral growth rates. The importance of filling these gaps 

continues to be recognised (Edmunds and Riegl, 2020). Many reefs remain unsurveys 

for coral growth, and certain taxa are more highly studied than others, with studies 

tending to have focused on easier-to-survey shallow and sheltered reef environments 

(Pratchett et al., 2015). Given that coral growth rates vary in response to multiple 

factors including depth, light, water quality and temperature (Baker and Weber, 1975; 

Pratchett et al., 2015), it is important to target under-surveyed environments in order to 

better understand the drivers of these differences. Environments with high wave driven 

water movement are logistically challenging to survey, and, as a result, exposed reef 

slopes are understudied compared to shallower reef flat or lagoonal environments. 

 

Obtaining estimates of coral growth rate requires temporal measurements of a coral 

colony’s linear dimensions, area, volume, or weight, such that a time-averaged growth 

rate can be calculated (Pratchett et al., 2015). Established methods tend to focus either 
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on measuring the mass of carbonate material that is added through time (i.e. 

calcification), or changes in colony dimensions (Pratchett et al., 2015). Colonies are 

generally tagged or stained, and GPS referenced so they can be revisited and measured. 

There is variation in the time, costs and logistical challenges of the different methods 

(Holcomb et al., 2013). Taking a time-series of photographs containing a scale bar is a 

common method as it is non-destructive and allows measurements to be extracted later 

from the images, thus reducing time and logistical investment in the field. Change in 

area of occupation (standardized for colony size by calculating change in ‘arithmetic 

mean radius’) is considered to be a robust growth metric for corals that tend to grow 

primarily in the horizontal plane (Pratchett et al., 2015).  

 

Various studies have stitched together multiple photographs to render image mosaics, 

so-called ‘orthophotos’, in order to study the demographics of corals and other marine 

benthic organisms in reef areas that are larger than any single photograph can capture. 

For example, Wakeford et al. (2008) monitored a 4 x 8 m reef plot on the Great Barrier 

Reef using photo-mosaics to derive rates of growth, recruitment, mortality and 

interaction between corals over two decades. Hudson et al. (1982) used photo-mosaics 

to assess change in the cover of different coral morphologies associated with oil drilling 

in the Philippines. Banks et al. (1998) stitched together low-level aerial photographs to 

create orthophotos of a coral reef in Florida to conduct an impact assessment. New 

digital technology is vastly increasing our capacity to efficiently obtain high resolution 

underwater images. Structure-from-motion (SfM) is an emerging cost-effective 

computer vision technology that can create large 3D reconstructions of a reef by 

stitching together numerous overlapping photographs and is increasingly being used in 

coral reef studies (Burns et al., 2015; Ferrari et al., 2016). SfM has already been used to 

obtain accurate, fine-scale three-dimensional growth rates for individual colonies, but 

only for relatively small sample sizes (Bennecke et al., 2016; Ferrari et al., 2017). As 

well as three-dimensional information, SfM creates two-dimensional orthophotos, 

which may contain hundreds of individual corals, and potentially allow numerous 

colonies to be efficiently tracked and measured over time. The accuracy and precision 

of such an approach yet to be determined.  

 

The logistical challenges of monitoring coral growth mean that there are still major gaps 

in our understanding of the factors that influence coral growth. It is recognised that 

coral growth varies with water movement, but much of this work has been laboratory 



based, or in relatively calm environments (Dennison and Barnes, 1988; Jokiel, 1978; 

Madin et al., 2012b; Nakamura and Yamasaki, 2005). Similarly, previous work has 

shown that there are declines in growth and calcification rates with increasing depth, but 

not for all species (Barnes and Taylor, 1973; Huston, 1985). There is clearly still much 

to understand about the relationships between coral growth rates and 

environmental/physical conditions (Madin et al., 2012a). 

 

Here we explore the utility of SfM orthophotos for temporally resurveying coral reef 

plots and identifying and measuring multiple individual coral colonies. We assess the 

accuracy, precision and challenges of a SfM approach for measuring coral growth by 

providing comparisons of growth measurements from two methods: the traditional 

method of individually tagging and photographing colonies versus SfM surveys. This 

allowed us to investigate coral growth rates and mortality in a high wave energy 

environment and assess whether variation in growth rates was linked to wave energy, 

coral size, depth or location. Higher water flow has been linked to faster growth rate of 

corals (Schutter et al., 2010), but in the present study we hypothesised such positive 

relations would be surpassed in the high wave energy environment on the reef slope, 

and therefore higher water velocities may be negatively related to growth rates. We 

expected coral growth may decrease with depth and either be independent of size or 

faster for small corals (Dornelas et al., 2017; Madin et al., 2020). We targeted the reef 

slope at Ningaloo Reef, Western Australia, in 5-12 m depth, which experiences very 

high wave driven water motion and for which there are no existing coral growth 

measurements. There are some measurements of coral growth from Ningaloo Reef for a 

handful of species and genera (see Bessey et al., 2018; Cooper et al., 2012; Simpson and 

Authority, 1988; Stimson, 1996; Webster et al., 2015), but all are from the back reef or 

lagoon in depths <5 m. We sought to build on these existing studies and quantify 

growth rates for three common groups: Acropora, Pocilloporidae and Platygyra, the 

latter two which have no prior growth estimates from the region.  
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Material and methods 

 

Study site 

Study sites were selected in the northern region of Ningaloo Reef, an extensive fringing 

reef system on the coast of Western Australia (Figure 4.1). Sites were selected on the 

reef slope in a depth range of 5 – 12 m (n =21). This region has a well-developed reef 

crest, typically 0.2 – 1.0 km from the shore. A significant proportion of corals are on the 

reef slope at Ningaloo Reef, which runs nearly continuously for more than 250 km. This 

environment differs markedly from that of the reef flat, lagoon or back reef 

environments because of its greater depth (associated with lower light) and higher 

exposure to wave driven water motion, as well as likely differences in nutrient 

availability and water quality (Cassata and Collins, 2008; Kobryn et al., 2013).  

 

 

Figure 4.1. a) Location of Ningaloo Reef relative to the Australian continent and b) Ningaloo Reef 

and North West Cape, Western Australia showing the locations of sites in three regions – Jurabi, 

Mangrove and Osprey – where standard photos where used to monitor growth of coral colonies 

(pink, n = 16) and the location of temporally replicated orthophoto plots  (blue, n = 18). 

 

 

Target genera 

We chose three distinct taxa at Ningaloo Reef: Acropora, Platygyra and Pocilloporidae 

(specifically genera Stylophora and Seriatopora). We did not focus on finer taxonomic 

levels because it was not possible to confidently identify species from the SfM survey 

method.  However, our best guess at species identification from the standard photos is 

that we captured mostly Seriatopora caliendrum and Stylophora pistillata (these two 



species have very similar growth forms and are distinguished primarily via the 

alignment of corallites) from Pocilloporidae, while for Platygyra we think the majority 

of colonies were P. daedalea. We were not confident to assign any species to the 

Acropora that were measured. The species assignments should be interpreted with 

caution, noting the fluidity of current coral taxonomy and given that, due to time 

limitation in the field, we did not make in-water species assessments. We targeted 

Acropora with plating morphologies, though some of the smaller colonies were more 

caespitose in form. The Stylophora/Seriatopora were caespitose whereas the Platygyra 

were massive, with some borderline encrusting (see pg. 226 Pratchett et al., 2015). We 

targeted colony sizes ranging from 1 - 49 cm. 

 

Survey methodology 

Tagging 

Between 11 and 23 May 2017 we deployed stainless steel, 3 x 8 cm tags with a unique 

four-digit number engraved adjacent to select individual coral colonies at 16 GPS 

referenced sites in northern Ningaloo Reef (Figure 4.1). The number of tags deployed at 

each site depended on the time available and weather conditions on the day of 

deployment. An additional 25 tags were deployed in May 2018 at 3 sites. Tags were 

attached using plastic cable ties and an additional cable tie was attached vertically to 

assist with relocation. A 30 cm ruler, with 10 cm lengths differentiated, was placed next 

to, or on top of, the tagged coral, ensuring the ruler was as close as possible to the 

planar surface of the colony (Figure 4.2). A ‘standard photo’ was then taken from the 

top-down perspective, perpendicular to the planar surface of the tagged coral colony and 

the ruler, at ~30cm above the coral using an Olympus E-PL1 camera in an Olympus PT-

EP01 underwater housing, with a Zen WA-100 dome port, on automatic settings. Sites 

were revisited and tagged colonies rephotographed between 29 April and 14 May 2018 

and again between 13 and 22 May 2019 (e.g. Figure 4.2).  

 

Structure-from-motion  

Structure-from-motion (SfM) is an emerging cost-effective computer vision technology 

that can create large reconstructions of sections of reef by stitching together numerous 

overlapping photographs. SfM surveys were conducted on the same dives as the 

standard photo surveys. In 2017, we installed two lengths of rebar (metal rods) of ~0.75 

m length at each site. These were hammered into the seafloor to mark two ends of ~6 x 
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8 m rectangular plots which were the target areas for the SfM surveys. The SfM surveys 

were conducted by a diver swimming slowly in a boustrophedon pattern over the plot 

marked by the rebar, at a distance of ~2 m above the seafloor with a GoPro Hero4 in a 

housing on automatic exposure settings set to take one photo every 0.5 seconds, such 

that 150-200 continuous overlapping images were collected to cover the 6 x 8 m 

rectangular plot. The same 30 cm ruler used in the standard photo surveys was placed in 

the plot prior to collecting the photographs. In subsequent years, each site was 

resurveyed, using the rebar as a reference to ensure the same plot was photographed. 

This process could be completed within 5 minutes, if the rebar was quickly located.  

 

The SfM process aligns photos using algorithms that mathematically detect invariant 

features (‘key points’) that overlap in the images (Verhoeven, 2012; Westoby et al., 

2012). The mosaiced overlapping sections of the images are then mapped. The resulting 

texture mapped surface is extracted, or ‘rendered’, into an orthophoto, similar to 

traditional aerial orthophotos. This process results in a continuous high-resolution image 

of the survey area which can be analysed for geospatial properties (Burns et al., 2015). 

While it is possible to measure three-dimensional information using SfM (Ferrari et al., 

2017; Young et al., 2017), this was beyond the scope of the present study, and we 

focussed on the orthophotos, as the method could be directly compared with the 

standard photo method.  

 

The majority of orthophotos were rendered using Open Drone Map, ODM 

[http://www.opendronemap.org], which is a freely available software, because a 

background aim of this work was to operationalise automatic processing of multiple 

sites using this freeware. However, in some cases blurry or distorted orthophotos were 

rendered and in these instances (14% of all orthophotos) we used the commercial 

program Agisoft Photoscan, which appeared to be more successful in producing 

orthophotos free of distortion. We tested for differences in the mean colony area 

measured using the two software packages by rendering orthophotos from six sites 

(2019 data) in both ODM and in Agisoft Photoscan. We measured the area of 34 

colonies from both and a paired t-test indicated that the mean colony area was not 

significantly different as a result of the software used (t = -0.34, df = 33, p = 0.73), with 

the mean area of colonies measured using ODM on average 5.2 cm2 greater than from 

Agisoft Photoscan (95% confidence interval -25.4 to 35.8 cm2 difference). The settings 



used to render the orthophotos in both ODM and Agisoft Photoscan are provided in 

Table App 4. 1.2. 

 

Measurements from tags and orthophotos 

We measured the two-dimensional planar area of individual coral colonies over the two-

year period (May 2017 – May 2019) using the software ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). 

ImageJ allows users to measure distances and areas of unknown dimensions within 

images by calculating a pixel-distance ratio using an object of known length as a 

reference scale.  

 

We calculated the mean ground sample distance (GSD) for a random subset (n = 8 

images) of the standard photos, the ODM and the Agisoft orthophotos as the distance 

(m) per pixel by using ImageJ to determine how many pixels a set length of the ruler 

(0.3 m) covered. A smaller GSD therefore corresponds to higher image resolution.  

 

Standard photos 

The ruler was used as the reference scale before a freehand polygon was traced around 

the coral colony (Figure 4.2) in ImageJ for each standard photo. In this way, the same 

colony was measured twice, one year apart, unless it died, disappeared, or was not 

relocated. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Example of a tagged Acropora coral colony, showing the time-series of standard photos 

taken for measurement in May of a) 2017, b) 2018 and c) 2019. 

 

Structure-from-motion and orthophotos  

Time-series of orthophotos were created where the plot area could be cross-referenced 

between multiple years (Figure 4.3). By annotating the orthophotos with numbers 

indicating coral colonies that could be matched between years, the planar area of up to 

50 colonies could be measured from an orthophoto time-series of one reef plot. 
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Colonies were randomly selected from those that could be clearly identified across 

multiple years. As for the standard photos, the ruler was used as the reference scale, and 

colonies were measured in ImageJ. To decrease potential issues arising from errors in 

the topographical rendering of the orthophoto, measurements were only taken from 

colonies with clearly defined edges and in locations where the ruler was at a similar 

depth (z-field) to the colonies of interest.  

 

 

Figure 4.3. Example of an orthophoto time-series in May of a) 2017, b) 2018 and c) 2019, with the 

ruler and coral colonies that were matched over multiple years indicated in yellow. 

 

Planar area was converted into arithmetic mean radius (AMR) to provide a size-

independent measure of linear growth (Pratchett et al., 2015), by assuming the colonies 

were circular and therefore calculating AMR as 

𝐴𝑟𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠, 𝐴𝑀𝑅 =  √
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝜋
 

 

 

Survivorship 

Photo time-series were created from the standard photos of individual coral colonies 

and we visually documented the number of colonies that had partial mortality (some 

clearly dead tissue), overgrowth by other corals, physical damage (i.e. sections 

missing), total mortality with structure remaining and total mortality where the colony 

was no longer present (i.e. the tag was there but the coral had broken off from the 



substrate). This documentation was descriptive only and used to give an indication of 

whether the three coral groups showed different degrees of survivorship over the two-

year study period.  

 

Given that colonies were selected from the orthophotos with a bias towards those that 

appeared healthy across multiple years, we could not quantify mortality or partial 

mortality from the orthophotos. While this should be possible with sufficient image 

resolution, it would require a more targeted investigation.  

 

Statistical analyses 

Paired comparison of coral colony area and radius 

Before considering growth rates, we first aimed to assess whether the measurements of 

area and associated AMR obtained from the orthophotos and standard photos were 

comparable. In cases where it was possible to identify a coral colony within the 

orthophoto as being the same colony in one of the standard photos (Acropora n = 35, 

Pocilloporidae n = 8, Figure App 4. 1.4), we measured the area of the colony in two 

ways: from the orthophoto and from the standard photo. We compared the two sets of 

measurements of colony area using a paired t-test for each coral group. We then 

converted the area measurements to AMR and conducted a paired t-test on the radii data 

as well. The paired t-tests tested the null hypotheses that the mean differences between 

the (i) areas and (ii) radii obtained from the standard photos and the orthophotos were 

zero. 

 

Growth rates 

We only included coral colonies that showed no signs of mortality or overgrowth by 

adjacent colonies. In this sense, we were trying to capture an ‘optimum’ growth rate 

rather than the average growth rate. Each coral taxa was considered in a separate 

analysis, with coral growth (annual change in AMR) as the response variable and the 

potential explanatory variables were method (standard photo or orthophoto), year 

(2017-2018 or 2018-2019), depth (5 – 12 m), region (Jurabi, Mangrove and Osprey), 

water velocity (23-67 cm s-1) and initial coral size (AMR 1-49 cm). Estimates of wave-

induced water velocity at the seafloor for the sites were derived using the ‘simulating 

waves near shore’ (SWAN) model (Booij et al., 1999) on a 30 by 30 m grid 

encompassing the study area.  
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Data were explored following the protocol of Zuur et al. (2010) to determine the most 

robust approach for the modelling. Residuals was normally distributed and therefore a 

Gaussian error model was appropriate. Outliers were investigated but no observations 

were removed. Collinearity among the continuous predictor variables was assessed and 

was low. In a handful of cases, a colony in the standard photos was also measured in the 

orthophoto. To account for these being non-independent observations, we removed 

these observations from the orthophoto dataset. To account for repeated measures 

through time on the same colonies, we included a random effect of coral ID nested in 

site. Predictor variables were transformed to reduce the skewness where appropriate: 

coral size was loge-transformed. Homogeneity of variance was checked visually by 

plotting the residuals against the fitted values. 

 

We used linear mixed-effects models (Zuur et al., 2009), using the nlme package 

(Pinheiro et al., 2019) in R (R Development Core Team, 2018). We first used ‘coplots’ 

to visualise the potential presence of interactions and assess whether we had sufficient 

replication to test these interactions (Zuur et al., 2010). We tested for significant 

interactions between coral size and method based on the hypothesis that there may be 

variation in the accuracy of the two methods for different coral sizes. We also 

considered a potential interaction between coral size and water velocity based on the 

hypothesis that water velocity may decrease growth at higher values. A full model 

containing all variables was fitted using maximum likelihood and then sequentially 

simplified: non-significant variables (p<0.05) were removed one-by-one with testing to 

confirm AIC was reduced in each case, otherwise the variables were retained in the 

model. Any models within two AIC of the best AIC were then refitted with restricted 

maximum likelihood in order to obtain the final test statistics. The continuous predictor 

variables in the final models were mean-centred so that the intercepts could be more 

meaningfully interpreted, i.e. as the predicted growth rates when the continuous 

predictor variables were at their mean, rather than zero. 

 

This was repeated with relative change in area (as the log-response ratio) as the 

response variable (Appendix 4.1), as this is another way of investigating growth rates 

(Dornelas et al., 2017).  

  



Results  

 

Paired comparison 

The GSD of the standard photos was higher than the orthophotos, as expected because 

the camera was higher resolution and captured images closer to the coral colonies. The 

mean GSD of the standard photos was 1.37x10-4 m/pixel, while it was 6.65x10-4 m/pixel 

for the Agisoft Photoscan orthophotos and 6.03x10-4 m/pixel for the ODM orthophotos.  

 

Paired comparisons of the measurements of planar area for Acropora obtained using the 

two methods (Figure 4.4) showed that the mean area measured in the standard photos 

was 54.16 cm2 smaller (-120.55 –  +12.24; 95% CI, i.e. between 120.55 smaller and 

12.24 cm2 larger than when measured using the orthophotos), but that this difference 

was not statistically different (t = -1.66, df = 34, p = 0.11). Similarly, when these areas 

were converted to AMR, the mean radius obtained from the standard photos was 0.37 

cm smaller (-0.80 – +0.05; 95% CI) than that obtained from the orthophotos, again not 

significantly (t = -1.77, df = 34, p = 0.09).   

 

The mean planar area obtained for Stylophora/Seriatopora colonies from the standard 

photos was 43.66 cm2 smaller (-124.66 – +37.35; 95% CI) than that obtained from the 

orthophotos, but this difference was not found to be significant (t=-1.27, df = 7, p = 

0.24). When converted to AMR, the mean radius obtained from the standard photos was 

0.44 cm smaller (-1.41 – +0.53, 95% CI) than that obtained from the orthophotos, 

though this difference was not significant (t = -1.08, df = 7, p = 0.32).  

 

Examination of photo time-series for Platygyra highlighted concern that the 

measurements obtained were particularly sensitive to the angle of the photograph given, 

because of the non-planar growth form of this genus (Figure App 4. 1.3). This was 

expected (Pratchett et al., 2015), and, in combination with the slow growth measured 

0.89±0.09 (SE, n = 73) cm year-1 across the pooled dataset, led us to exclude Platygyra 

from further growth analyses.  
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Figure 4.4. Arithmetic mean radii (AMR) for colonies as determined from tagged colony 

photographs and from the orthophotos. Points closer to the dashed line indicate greater similarity 

between the methods. Acropora are shown in blue (n = 35) and Stylophora in orange (n = 8). 

 

Coral growth rates and variability 

 

Two models were found to explain variability within the growth rates of Acropora 

(Table 4.1). The best model according to AIC was coral growth ~ log(coral size) * 

water velocity + method with coral ID nested within site as a random effect (Figure 

4.5). This model was only marginally significantly better than the same model without 

the interaction (p=0.042), and the difference in AIC was approximately two, so we also 

considered the simpler model (Figure 4.6). 

 

Across the pooled dataset the healthy Acropora colonies had a mean growth rate of 

2.92±0.06 (SE, n = 572) cm year-1 (Figure 4.7). The predicted growth rate for Acropora 

from the orthophotos from the top model when all other predictors were at their mean 

was 2.83±0.14 (SE) cm year-1, while from the standard photos the prediction was 0.42 

cm higher at 3.25±0.19 cm year-1 (p=0.028), i.e. the predicted growth rate from the 

standard photos was 15% higher than that from the orthophotos (Table 4.1). This model 

further indicated that growth rate declined with increasing water velocity, and that this 

relationship was more negative for larger colonies, i.e. high water movement had a 



stronger negative effect on the growth of larger colonies than on the growth of smaller 

colonies (Figure 4.5, Table 4.1).  

 

The second-best model, without the interaction, showed a negative relationship between 

coral growth and log(coral size), -0.26±0.10 (SE, p=0.009) cm year-1, indicating that 

growth was slower for larger colonies (Figure 4.6). Across  the observed radius range of 

colonies from 2 to 49 cm, this corresponds to an ~40% increase in predicted growth rate 

with decreasing colony size (Figure 4.6). The estimate of the slope for water velocity 

was also negative (-0.02±0.01, SE, p = 0.01), indicating slower growth at more exposed 

sites. Across the observed range of water velocity from 23-67 cm s-1, this corresponds to 

an ~30% increase in predicted growth rate with decreasing water velocity (Figure 4.6, 

Table 4.1).  

 

 

Table 4.1. Point estimates, standard error, degrees of freedom and p-values according to marginal 

t-tests for the top two (according to AIC) linear mixed-effects models of coral growth rate as annual 

change in AMR (cm) for Acropora (number of annual measurements = 546). Both models included 

a random effect of coral ID nested in site.  

MODEL 1: size + water velocity + method + size*water velocity 

AIC = 1883.5 

Variable Estimate Std. Error df P-value 

mean centred intercept 2.83 0.14 389 <0.001 

(log) coral size -0.32 0.10 133 0.002 

water velocity -0.02 0.01 20 0.058 

method (standard photo) 0.42 0.19 389 0.028 

(log) coral size by 

water velocity  

-0.02 0.01 132 0.036 

MODEL 2: size, water velocity, method 

AIC = 1885.6 

Variable Estimate Std. Error df P-value 

mean centred intercept 2.83 0.14 389 <0.001 

(log) coral size -0.28 0.10 133 0.007 

water velocity -0.02 0.01 20 0.034 

method (standard photo) 0.46 0.19 389 0.015 

When the relative change in area, rather than the absolute change in radius, was 

modelled as the response variable the best model according to AIC was the same as 

Model 1 (Table 4.1), except for including an additional interaction between coral size 

and method. As for the radius model, the area model indicated that growth rate declined with 

increasing water velocity. This relationship was more negative from the standard photos 

(Figure App 4. 1.5). Small colonies measured from the standard photos increased in area the 

most.  
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Figure 4.5. Predictions of how Acropora growth rate (annual change in radius) changes with water 

velocity, method and initial coral radius according to the best linear mixed-effects model based AIC 

(Table 4.1). The interaction is evident in the different slopes of the coloured lines which represent 

predictions for different initial colony sizes. 

 

Figure 4.6. Predictions of how Acropora growth rate (annual change in radius) changes with a) 

water velocity and b) the initial radius of a colony, according to the second-best linear mixed-effects 

model based on AIC (Table 4.1). 

 

We obtained only 12 measurements of Pocilloporidae colonies that remained healthy 

over a year period (Table App 4. 1.2). Exploratory modelling found no significant 

variables, as expected with such a small sample size. On average, these Pocilloporidae 



colonies had a growth rate of 3.54±0.52 (SE, n =12) cm year-1, with notably more 

variation in growth than the other taxa (Figure 4.7). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Boxplots showing the distribution of growth rate for each method and for the three 

genera: Acropora, Platygyra and Pocilloporidae.  (Heavy horizontal line: median; top and bottom of 

box: upper and lower quartiles; The whiskers extend to the largest and smallest value no further 

than 1.5 * inter-quartile; data beyond the end of the whiskers are the ‘outliers’). 

 

Mortality 

Across both years, an average of 79% of the Acropora colonies in the standard photos 

and 94% of the Platygyra colonies showed no obvious mortality over a year period, 

while Pocilloporidae colonies showed no mortality in only 53% of cases in the standard 

photos (Figure 4.8). These figures are summarised by year in Table S1.2. 
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Figure 4.8. Pie chart displaying the proportion of colonies from the standard photo surveys that 

had partial mortality (some clearly dead tissue), overgrowth by adjacent corals, physical damage 

(i.e. sections missing), total mortality with structure remaining (‘dead’) and total mortality where 

the colony was no longer present (‘dead and removed’, i.e. the tag was there but the coral had 

broken off from the substrate). 

 

  



Discussion 

 

We have provided the first growth measurements for the Ningaloo Reef slope for 

Acropora and Pocilloporidae (Stylophora/Seriatopora), as well as documentation of 

mortality and partial mortality for Acropora, Pocilloporidae and Platygyra using the 

standard photo method. The growth measurements obtained for Acropora were 

significantly lower relative to other studies on similar species in the region (Bessey et 

al., 2018; Simpson and Authority, 1988; Stimson, 1996), though these other studies 

were conducted in <5 m depth. This difference may also be explained by the species 

composition of the colonies in our study relative to these previous studies. We showed 

that annual increase in AMR of Acropora colonies was correlated with colony size: 

growth rate was smaller for larger colonies. There was also evidence that growth rates 

increased with decreasing wave energy and that the growth rates of larger coral colonies 

were disproportionately affected by wave energy relative to smaller colonies. Lastly, the 

models indicated that measurements from the standard photos were 15% greater than 

from the orthophotos (~0.5 cm year-1), indicating a potential bias, despite the paired 

comparison of area and radius between the two methods finding no significant 

differences. Notably, the range of growth rates associated with variation in water 

velocity and colony size was higher (explaining increases up to 40%) than that 

attributed to the different methods. Nonetheless, this method bias should be considered 

and explored further in future studies. We suggest that SfM orthophotos can provide 

important demographic information for corals, in particular noting that very high 

sample sizes can be achieved efficiently. 

 

The mean change in AMR for Acropora colonies that had no obvious mortality was 

2.92 cm year-1 in the pooled dataset, while the best statistical model gave a growth rate 

of 3.25 cm year-1 for the standard photos. Previous measurements of change in 

Acropora AMR are higher: A. hyacinthus colonies were estimated to grow 12.9 cm 

year-1 at a site north of our study area, in the Dampier Archipelago (20.5°S) (Simpson, 

1988); Stimson (1996) estimated extension rates of 12.4 ± 1.4 cm year-1 at one site in 

north western Ningaloo Reef and 10.5 ± 1.2 cm year-1 on the eastern side of North West 

Cape for A. spicifera; and Bessey et al. (2018) found a growth rate of 7.9 ± 3.7 cm year-

1 for A. spicifera on the Ningaloo reef flat. The composition of Acropora taxa on the 

reef slope is different to that in the other reef habitats (Cassata and Collins, 2008) and 

this is likely a key factor contributing to the different growth rates.  
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It is probable that the deeper, darker, more highly exposed environment on the reef 

slope contributed to the slower growth rates obtained in the present study. Indeed, the 

modelling indicated that there could be as much as a 1 cm year-1 decline in annual 

growth for Acropora across the range of increasing water velocities, and that this 

difference was greater for larger colonies. The relationship with water velocity is 

unlikely to be linear, as previous studies have shown that water movement is important 

for bringing nutrients and boosting coral growth (Jokiel, 1978). In the present study 

however, in conditions of high water movement on the reef slope, corals may be 

investing more energy into building denser skeletons than into radial growth (Madin et 

al., 2012b). 

 

The Acropora growth rate estimates in the present study were lower than global 

averages reported for tabular and caespitose Acropora in Pratchett et al. (2015) (~7.5 

cm year-1), but were similar to those reported for corymbose Acropora (~3 cm year-1). 

While we endeavoured to target plating Acropora, many of the smaller colonies (<10 

cm radius) were not clearly categorised as any one morphology. No growth 

measurements of Pocilloporidae exist for from the region, whereas Pratchett et al. 

(2015) report a mean growth rate for caespitose Stylophora from 9 records to be 

approximately 1.6 cm year-1 and approximately 1.8 cm year-1 for Seriatopora from 4 

records in other locations. Our estimates were higher than these, at 3.54 cm year-1, 

however we only considered Stylophora/ Seriatopora colonies that remained healthy 

across the year period for this calculation, and found a high proportion of mortality and 

partial mortality for this group. The growth rate for Stylophora/ Seriatopora was higher 

than that of Acropora, but again, in terms of the overall health of the population, 

Pocilloporidae had higher levels of mortality than Acropora: 47% versus 21%. Changes 

in calcification rate or volume would be needed to more accurately compare among 

genera given their different morphologies (Figure App 4. 1.3). The massive growth 

morphology of Platygyra is not conducive to two-dimensional survey method (Pratchett 

et al., 2015). Using SfM at the colony level, as in Ferrari et al. (2017), offers the 

capacity to extend growth rates into the vertical axis. However, it was still useful to 

monitor the Platygyra in order to document mortality and partial mortality, finding that 

only 6% of colonies experienced obvious visible mortality over an annual period.  

 



For the Acropora colonies where we obtained large sample sizes, allowing statistical 

modelling of the importance of covariates, we were able to show that coral size, water 

velocity and survey method were important factors. There was a negative relationship 

between the initial coral size and the subsequent growth rate, supporting previous work 

(Dornelas et al., 2017). We also detected a negative relationship between coral size and 

the modelled water velocity. Water flow has previously been positively correlated with 

coral growth, due to higher flow providing better flushing and higher nutrient supply 

(Osinga et al., 2011; Schutter et al., 2010). However, in the present case, where water 

velocities were high, it seems this positive relationship has been surpassed, and the 

higher wave energy is instead associated with reduced planar growth. Higher wave 

energy (particularly during storm and cyclonic events) would also increase mortality 

and partial mortality (Madin et al., 2014), but we were not able to quantify this. Future 

work should endeavour to better understand the mechanisms underlying this 

relationship.  

 

Previous studies have shown that coral growth decreases with increasing depth (Baker 

and Weber, 1975; Huston, 1985; Miller, 1995). Therefore, future work should target 

cross-depth comparisons for the region, ideally across different reef habitats (i.e. slope, 

crest, reef flat, lagoon), as well surveying other coral species or genera. We did not find 

evidence that depth explained variation in growth rate, but we did not survey the depths 

<5 m in this study and our depth range only covered 7 m (5-12 m), with most sites at 

~7.5 m. 

 

There are various potential explanations for the growth estimates from the standard 

photos being ~0.5 cm year-1 greater than those obtained from the orthophotos. 

Differences in the species composition measured in the orthophotos and the standard 

photos is a possible contributor, as it was not possible to determine species from the 

orthophotos, and even from the standard photos, identifying Acropora to species level 

could not be done with confidence. However, given that the corals measured from the 

two methods came from the same 6 by 8 m plots, we think this is unlikely the main 

contributing factor.  

 

The higher photo resolution in the standard photos than the orthophotos may have 

contributed to the difference in growth rates between the two methods. The paired 

comparison of area and AMR found that the measurements from the two methods were 
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statistically similar, but that the area and radii estimates were smaller in the standard 

photos, likely the result of higher photo resolution allowing closer tracking of the true 

colony edges and therefore producing slightly smaller area estimates. Another 

explanation of the differences between the two methods is that overgrowth of colonies 

may not have been so readily detected in the orthophotos, and/or the corals measured 

from the orthophotos may have experienced a higher degree of competition than the 

corals in the standard photos, which were usually clear of direct neighbouring corals. 

The methodological bias should be considered in future work looking to use orthophoto 

plots for coral demographic studies. However, while this is an important difference, we 

note that the differences across the range of water velocities and coral sizes were 

greater. 

 

We make various suggestions which will improve future studies of coral growth and/or 

mortality using SfM: 

• Deploy multiple length references as well as ‘targets’ in the 

orthophoto plots so that coral colonies can be measured multiple 

times, allowing the error related to the ruler position to be estimated 

and minimised. This has become standard practice in SfM and would 

have improved the accuracy and precision of the present study (see 

http://www.agisoft.com/). On this note, it may be more efficient, and 

allow better understanding of the precision and accuracy of the 

measurements, if multiple targets were used to scale the entire 

orthophoto such that the corals could be measured directly from a 

scaled orthophoto. 

• Permanently mark all four corners of the orthophoto plot, or consider 

circular plots surrounding a central point (e.g. Bryson et al., 2017; 

Pizarro et al., 2017), to increase overlap between years, thus 

maximising possible sample sizes. 

• Use a single software for rendering orthophotos (Burns and Delparte, 

2017). A background aim in this study was to operationalise 

automatic processing of multiple sites using the freeware software 

Open Drone Map, but in some cases, we found that Agisoft 

photoscan produced clearer orthophotos and therefore used this 

software. Though we found no significant difference in the area and 



AMR measured from orthophotos from the two software packages, 

this potential source of variation should be removed where possible.  

• Seek to quantify 3D measures of growth using ‘digital elevation 

models, DEMs’ or ‘triangulated irregular networks, TINs’ (other 

products of SfM). Recent studies have shown this is possible if 

individual corals are targeted (Bennecke et al., 2016; Ferrari et al., 

2017), but there are issues with obtaining true 3D measurements if 

SfM is conducted from above, as overhangs cannot be detected 

(Fukunaga et al., 2019). 

• Randomly select colonies in the first temporal orthophoto and follow 

growth and  partial mortality and these are both processes for 

modular organisms (Dornelas et al., 2017; Madin et al., 2020). This 

would enable a more realistic estimation of the growth rate of the 

general population. In contrast, during the present study we targeted 

healthy colonies that could be matched across years in the 

orthophotos (thus yielding an ‘optimum growth rate’).   

• Conducting an in-water survey to identify coral species  (collecting 

samples if necessary) at survey sites as best as possible to help 

interpret results. The species composition within genera is a potential 

explanation for differences in the growth rates obtained here in 

comparison to other studies and may also explain differences 

between the two survey methods.  

 

The clear advantage of the orthophoto plots is the high sample sizes that can be obtained 

easily and efficiently (up to 50 colonies from one 6 x 8 m plot in the present study), 

including in difficult-to-survey environments such as the high wave energy environment 

of the present study. The orthophotos can be collected within a few minutes on SCUBA 

once there are markers in place for the plot. SfM technology is now readily available to 

non-experts, and orthophotos and 3D reconstructions of corals can be achieved with 

relative cost-efficiency (Pygas et al., 2019). The orthophotos can also provide important 

additional information about a site, e.g. structural complexity, community composition 

(including that of other prominent benthic biota e.g. algae etc.), and have the potential to 

provide measurements of 3D growth (Fukunaga et al., 2019). There are disadvantages 

however, such as the misalignment in growth rate that was identified in the present 

study, and in the taxonomic resolution that can be determined from the orthophotos.  
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Conclusions 

Studies of demography continue to be useful, particularly considering the important role 

of coral growth and mortality in defining reef structure and positive carbonate budgets 

in the face of ocean warming, acidification and sea level rise. There are still major gaps 

in our understanding of coral growth across different taxa and environmental 

conditions, which should continue to be investigated. We showed that SfM can provide 

important demographic information for corals and is a promising tool for filling some of 

these information gaps. More work is needed in order to understand the difference in 

growth rates observed between the highly exposed reef slope and the shallow, higher 

light environments on the reef flat and lagoon.  
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Chapter 5      

Coral reefs are architecturally complex three-dimensional habitats, yet studies of coral reefs 

have been primarily limited to two-dimensional surveys. This chapter describes the 

development of a novel three-dimensional theoretical model, Coralcraft, and its application to 

investigating the response of coral communities to hydrodynamic disturbances. The metrics of 

community composition, morphological diversity and linear rugosity are considered. In the 

chapter a trade-off between coral morphologies that have high resistance to disturbance, but are 

slower to recover from it, is considered. The metric of total coral cover used in chapter 2 likely 

masks changes in species and traits, and this chapter describes the investigation of the dynamics 

of different coral morphologies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The coral zoophyte may be leveled by transported masses swept over by the 

waters; yet like the trodden sod, it sprouts again, and continues to grow and 

flourish as before. 

James Dwight Dana, 1853

https://www.idlehearts.com/quotes/author/james-dwight-dana
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Abstract 

Scleractinian corals, which create complex three-dimensional carbonate structures, are 

the foundation of coral reef ecosystems. There are a variety of coral growth forms or 

‘morphologies’ that have distinct advantages and disadvantages when corals compete 

for space and light, and when they are exposed to hydrodynamic disturbances. We 

developed a novel three-dimensional functional-structural model, Coralcraft, to 

investigate how hydrodynamic disturbances (of different frequencies and intensities) 

influence coral communities. Using five common coral morphologies - encrusting, 

hemispherical, tabular, corymbose and branching - Coralcraft tracks the temporal 

dynamics of simulated coral communities. Six metrics are considered: (i) the number of 

colonies, (ii) the percentage cover and (iii) the volume of each morphology; (iv) the 

structural complexity (rugosity) and (v) the total coral cover of the community; and (vi) 

the diversity of morphologies in the community as calculated according to metrics (i)-

(iii). Frequent high intensity disturbances caused the greatest reduction to the structural 

complexity and morphological diversity of simulated communities, with some variation 

depending on the metric used to calculate diversity. Conversely, scenarios of no 

disturbance or infrequent disturbance (of low or high intensity) led to communities with 

higher structural complexity and a higher diversity of morphologies. These results 

indicate that disturbance frequency may play a greater role in eroding structural 

complexity and diversity than disturbance intensity. Importantly, given that the 

scientific coral reef literature generally uses percentage cover, the other metrics we 



considered – number of colonies, volume, rugosity and diversity – captured the 

dynamics of impact and recovery from disturbance in subtly different ways. While there 

are many models for corals, Coralcraft is the first to model the temporal dynamics of 

three-dimensional growth, competition and response to disturbance in a community 

with different coral morphologies.  

 

Keywords: Cellular automaton, functional diversity, functional-structural, simulation, 

individual-based 

 

Introduction 

Disturbance and competition play important roles in structuring sessile communities, 

yet the mechanisms that ultimately define communities through time are not well 

understood. Scleractinian corals (phylum Cnidaria, class Anthozoa) are sessile colonial 

animals that form hard ‘skeletons’ through the secretion of calcium carbonate. This 

makes coral reefs architecturally complex three-dimensional habitats, yet studies of 

coral reefs have been primarily limited to two-dimensional surveys. Corals have a large 

diversity of shapes and sizes, which have been linked to competitive ability, as well as 

vulnerability to disturbance (Madin et al., 2014). In shallow tropical oceans, corals exist 

in space-limited communities, where competition between coral colonies and other 

sessile organisms can occur via overgrowth and shading (Connell, 1983). Furthermore, 

one coral type may win over the other sessile organisms in a community as a result of 

local environmental or physical conditions (Woodley et al., 1981; Done, 1982; Connell 

et al., 2004), such as light, depth, wave energy, substrate type or disturbance regime 

(Connell et al., 1997; Darling et al., 2013), or biological factors such as herbivory 

(Tanner, 1995; Lirman, 2001). Our understanding of coral reef dynamics remains 

constrained by uncertainty around the interplay between these factors and community-

level responses to disturbance events, particularly given predictions of more frequent or 

intense disturbances (Emanuel, 2013). 

 

Hydrodynamic disturbances, for example from current or wave action, or in the 

extreme, destructive waves resulting from cyclones or severe storms, can strongly 

impact coral community assemblages (Done, 1983). This is in part because of strong 

links between coral morphology and vulnerability to hydrodynamic disturbances, with 

some morphologies inherently more vulnerable as a result of their size, shape, skeletal 
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density or strength of attachment to the seafloor (Done, 1983; Madin, 2005; Madin & 

Connolly, 2006; Madin et al., 2014). Community assemblage is also dependent on the 

recovery ability of different corals (Rogers, 1993); with corals that are more vulnerable 

to disturbance often capable of more rapid growth following disturbance (Darling et al., 

2013). Long standing theories such as the ‘intermediate disturbance hypothesis’ 

(strongly inspired by coral reef studies) propose that the diversity of competing species 

is maximized at intermediate frequencies and/or intensities of disturbance (Hutchinson, 

1961; Grime, 1973; Connell, 1978). 

 

Empirically testing theories of disturbance and competition is difficult for long-lived, 

slow-growing organisms such as corals, because in situ observations must span several 

decades (Fox, 2013). Such long-term datasets are rare in the scientific literature, but the 

few that exist have guided our current understanding of the roles of competition and 

disturbance and include Tsounis and Edmunds (2017) at the US Virgin Islands (>30 

years), Tanner (2017) at Heron Island, Great Barrier Reef (>50 years) and Lamy et al. 

(2016) at Moorea, French Polynesia (>30 years). Historically, studies have focused at 

the taxonomic level, but trait-based approaches are suggested to offer additional 

understanding of function and diversity on coral reefs (Madin et al., 2016; Denis et al., 

2017). The number and type (species and/or trait) of coral colonies in an area or along a 

transect has been used to assess coral communities (Connell et al., 2004), as has size 

distributions of corals (McClanahan et al., 2008), or colony surface area and volume 

(Hoegh-Guldberg, 1988; Fisher et al., 2007). However, by far the most commonly used 

metric is percentage cover (a two-dimensional planar view proportion of coral surface to 

sea floor) (see Graham et al., 2011). Information on the linear rugosity (3D structure) of 

a reef patch is also a commonly monitored metric (Alvarez-Filip et al., 2011; Graham & 

Nash, 2013). Recently, photogrammetry, with the ability to create 3D representations of 

corals (e.g. Burns et al., 2015; Ferrari et al., 2017), is making fine-scale 3D assessments 

more accessible. A better understanding of what information to prioritise is important, 

given that some measures are relatively easy to gather in field studies, while others are 

more time-consuming, destructive to corals, or costly.  

 

To help address the challenges of purely empirical approaches, multiple coral models, 

representing corals and/or reefs at various spatial and temporal scales, have been 

developed over the last decades (Craig, 2010). There are two-dimensional models of 

coral dynamics and disturbance (Langmead & Sheppard, 2004; Horwitz et al., 2017), 



competition (Johnson & Seinen, 2002), herbivory (e.g. Mumby, 2006; Sandin & 

McNamara, 2012), community composition (Maguire & Porter, 1977), calcification 

rates and reef zonation (Graus et al., 1984). There are also 3D models of coral growth 

and form (Dauget, 1991; Merks et al., 2004; Sleeman et al., 2005; Chindapol et al., 

2013) with Kaandorp et al. (2011) creating sophisticated 3D models capturing the 

emergent growth of individual corals as modular organisms at the polyp level. Other 

models have taken steps to integrate 3D growth with disturbance dynamics (Andres & 

Rodenhouse, 1993; Muko et al., 2001). However, none of the existing models fully 

capture the temporal dynamics of growth and competition of coral communities in a 

three-dimensional framework under a variety of disturbance scenarios.  

 

To help address this gap, we developed Coralcraft, a functional-structural model with 

distinct coral morphologies. We wanted the model to capture the dynamic interplay of 

corals growing and competing (for space and light) in 3D space and perturbations from 

hydrodynamic disturbances. We used Coralcraft to investigate how the frequency and 

intensity of hydrodynamic disturbances affected simulated coral communities, in terms 

of the abundance of each of the five morphologies, and the structural complexity and 

morphological diversity of the community. We hypothesised that if there were no 

disturbances, morphologies capable of rapid occupation of space and overtopping of 

other morphologies would dominate, thus leading to low diversity, but high structural 

complexity and high total coral cover. Conversely, under frequent intense disturbances 

we expected structural complexity, morphological diversity and total coral cover would 

be reduced, due to the removal of complex morphologies as a result of their structural 

vulnerability. For infrequent disturbances we hypothesized the highest diversity, with 

structural complexity and total coral cover lower than if there was no disturbance. 

Finally, as a case study to determine whether the simulated communities could be 

matched to observations of real reef situations, we made a comparison of the model 

results to in situ observations from two hydrodynamically distinct environments at 

Ningaloo Reef, Western Australia. 
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Materials and Methods 

Model overview 

The model, Coralcraft, uses a functional-structural approach combining functional 

components, such as photosynthesis, with a dynamic representation of the 3D structure 

of multiple morphologies of corals. It borrows concepts from an initial prototype in 

Cresswell et al. (2017). Coralcraft represents a 1 m3 volume (the modelled 

‘environment’), with the bottom plane representing the seafloor. To eliminate edge 

effects, the vertical boundaries of the simulated environment are wrapped, which is 

equivalent to assuming the environment and community are replicated on all sides, 

while the bottom of the environment, (z = 1 plane, representing the seafloor) and the top 

of the environment, (z = 100 plane, representing the water surface) are limits of growth. 

The environment is divided into 1 cm3 ‘voxels’ which are the smallest spatial unit upon 

which growth and light attenuation are governed. Voxels are either empty (a water 

voxel) or occupied by coral (Appendix 5.1). The voxel representation suits the modular 

architecture of corals, which results from the iteration of a single unit, the polyp 

(Lartaud et al., 2015). Dynamics operate on a discrete time step representing a 1-week 

period. 

 

For this study, five distinct coral morphologies were designed – encrusting, 

hemispherical, tabular, corymbose and branching  – as representations of common 

morphologies on coral reefs (Pratchett et al., 2015) (Figure 5.1). The colonies were 

designed with a maximum radius of 49 voxels, which equates to a colony that at its 

largest size stretches across the width of the environment (100 voxels across), and 

halfway up the height of the environment. We note that there is much variability and 

indeed, plasticity, in coral morphologies that is currently beyond the scope of 

Coralcraft. 

 

While corals are animals, they have some strong similarities to plants because their 

tissue contains photosynthetic zooxanthellae (phylum Dinoflagellata) that produce 

energy that is utilized by the coral in addition to filter feeding (Dubinsky & Falkowski, 

2011). Consequently, light is an important factor in moderating coral growth and 

survival. While seawater is transparent to light it is subject to both refraction and 

attenuation and light intensity decreases exponentially with depth (Duxbury, 2018). We 

estimated and modelled this exponential decrease using the Beer–Lambert–Bouguer law 



(213). Based on estimates of the amount of light lost per vertical meter in coastal areas 

(Jerlov, 1951; Dubinsky & Falkowski, 2011) we assumed 28% of light was lost per 

metre on a simulated reef section. We further assumed a constant amount of light enters 

the water surface, i.e. each voxel at the top (z = 100) of the environment, and then in 

order to reduce the light exponentially to 28% of the surface value at the seafloor, only 

99.67% of light is passed to the voxel layer below, while the rest is absorbed. In order to 

create shading, 50% of the light that is not absorbed in a voxel is transmitted to the 

voxel directly below; while the remaining 50% is transmitted equally among the four 

voxels neighbouring the voxel directly below; and 100% of light is absorbed by a coral 

voxel. These rules result in a vertical light gradient and shading, with coral voxels 

closer to the surface and unshaded by other coral voxels receiving more light (Figure 

5.2).  

 

 

Figure 5.1. The five coral morphologies: encrusting, hemispherical, tabular, corymbose and 

branching. The top panel shows the modelled representation and the bottom panel provides an 

example photograph of the associated real coral morphology. The morphologies are ordered by 

susceptibility to hydrodynamic disturbance as calculated by their colony shape factor. 
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Figure 5.2. a) Light level shown through a vertical cross-section of the 1 m3 modelled environment 

(lighter blue = greater light) with a single tabular coral shown absorbing the light that reaches it, 

thus creating shading below and b) a simulated coral community showing light absorption of 

different corals. In the simulated community in b), note the self-shading of the branching corals, the 

shadows of the branching corals on the tops of the tabular corals, and the very small amount of 

light passing through the gaps between tabular corals.   

 

Major ecological processes – growth, recruitment and mortality – occur at one of three 

hierarchical levels: voxels, coral colonies or the coral community (Appendix 5.1). 

Growth occurs at the voxel level, via the occupation of adjacent voxels in the 3D Von 

Neumann neighbourhood (i.e. the 6 immediately adjacent cells) that satisfy a colony’s 

morphology conditions. All five morphologies have equal growth potential, but due to 

their shapes, some morphologies (e.g. branching, tabular) can more quickly occupy 

space, obtain greater height and create shading over a larger area, thus indirectly 

growing faster. Colony growth is limited to a maximum growth of six voxels per colony 

per timestep, a simplification to represent a limitation in the amount of resources a 

colony can obtain and use for growth and the increasing costs of translocation with 

increasing size. While somewhat arbitrary, the six-voxel growth rate cap aimed to 

capture the costs of being larger (e.g. moving resources) while using growth rates that 

were comparable to those in the literature (Pratchett et al., 2015). 

 

Recruitment is represented as the colonisation of a randomly selected single voxel in the 

z=1 plane (the seafloor), which, if empty, and if there is enough light, will begin to 

grow, otherwise colonization is unsuccessful. In this study recruitment was set at five 



new corals every 52 time steps (annually), based on estimates from the literature 

(Stobart et al., 2005; Graham et al., 2015; Turner et al., 2018).  

 

There are three types of mortality incorporated into the model: (i) mortality due to 

shading, (ii) ‘background mortality’ due to factors not explicitly captured in the model 

and (iii) mortality due to hydrodynamic disturbance. Mortality due to shading occurs at 

the voxel level; an individual voxel will die if it does not absorb enough light in a time 

step to maintain itself, resulting in partial mortality of a colony. Thus, coral to coral 

competition for light in the form of shading can also indirectly influence the growth rate 

of the corals. To represent chronic levels of “background’ mortality due to factors such 

as predation and sand scouring (Rotjan & Lewis, 2008; Lenihan et al., 2011) the 

probability of background mortality was set at 0.1% per time step for all morphologies 

except encrusting, which was set at 0.5% to reflect higher exposure to sand scouring.  

 

Mortality due to hydrodynamic disturbance was modelled using ‘Colony Shape Factor’, 

(CSF) of coral colonies (Madin & Connolly 2006). CSFs were calculated as a function 

of the basal attachment area and the profile area of a coral colony (Figure 5.3) exposed 

to a horizontal force, with higher CSF (higher vulnerability) related to lower basal 

attachment area and higher profile area. The CSFs vary for different sizes and 

morphologies of simulated corals, with a large CSF equating to a more vulnerable coral 

colony (Figure 5.3c). A hydrodynamic disturbance removes all corals above user 

specified threshold CSFs,  with more intense disturbances thus having lower threshold 

CSF values.  
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Figure 5.3. a) Basal areas and b) profile areas of the five morphologies with 30 voxel radii; c) 

relationship between colony radius and colony shape factor (CSF) for the five morphologies. The 

red dashed line indicates the specified threshold of a ‘high intensity’ disturbance, where all colonies 

above the line will be removed, while the red dotted line indicates the same for a ‘low intensity’ 

disturbance. 

 

 



Scenarios 

We investigated a high intensity disturbance that would remove a large majority of 

corals in the community (e.g. a cyclone), and a low intensity disturbance that would 

remove only the more vulnerable. We selected intensities matching colony shape factors 

of 1.5 (high intensity) and 20 (low intensity) through reference to Figure 5.3. We 

defined nine disturbance scenarios with different combinations of disturbance intensity 

(low: CSF threshold equal to 20, or high: CSF threshold equal to 1.5) and frequency 

(none, infrequent (5 years, 260 time steps) or frequent (0.5 years, 26 time steps)) (Table 

5.1). These nine scenarios were simulated with (i) fixed (exact fixed values in Table 

5.1) and (ii) random (values randomly selected from a normal distribution surrounding 

the fixed values in Table 5.1) intensities and frequencies. Each combination was 

simulated 50 times (to account for stochasticity) and run for 100 years (5200 time 

steps). All simulations commenced with 10 colonies (two of each morphology) 

randomly located on the seafloor and occupying one voxel (for more information see 

Appendix 5.1).  

 

It took approximately 200 hours to simultaneously run nine scenarios for a simulated 

period of 100 years on a Dell Precision 7810 desktop PC with two Xeon (E5-2630 ), 2.3 

GHz processors (12 cores total) and 32 GB RAM. 
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Table 5.1. Matrix showing the nine disturbance scenarios with combinations of disturbance 

frequency and intensity. Colours match those used in Figure 5.6 (N = no, I = infrequent, F = 

frequent; L = low intensity disturbance, H = high intensity disturbance). Columns define the 

frequency of high intensity disturbances and rows define the frequency of low intensity 

disturbance. 

 

 

Model outputs 

Six metrics were calculated within each time step. Firstly, ‘abundance metrics’: (i) the 

number of colonies per m2 (density), (ii) the percentage cover and (iii) the volume per 

m3 of each morphology. Secondly, ‘community metrics’: (iv) total coral cover; (v) two 

measures of the structural complexity (rugosity) of the community; and (vi) the 

diversity of morphologies in the community as calculated according to metrics (i)-(iii). 

Different morphologies and coral sizes contribute to percentage cover, volume and 

structural complexity to varying extents. Percentage cover was calculated to mimic field 

studies where downwards facing photographs of the seafloor are taken and overlaid with 

points that are then used to calculate mean percentage cover of the benthic species 

present (Leujak & Ormond, 2007). We calculated the number of voxels that would be 

visible for each coral morphology when the environment was viewed from above. 



Volume was calculated by summing the number of voxels (either alive or dead) of each 

morphology in the modelled environment.  

 

Structural complexity was calculated for the coral community as (i) linear rugosity and 

(ii) surface rugosity. Linear rugosity is a standard metric in coral reef research (Risk, 

1972; Luckhurst & Luckhurst, 1978) and is generally measured by SCUBA divers 

where a measuring tape is pulled flat across the reef while the chain follows the 

topography of the reef (Graham & Nash, 2013). Linear rugosity is then calculated as a 

ratio of the convoluted length of the chain to the Euclidian distance of the tape measure 

(Graham & Nash, 2013). Using Coralcraft, linear rugosity was calculated as the ratio of 

the mean of the topographical distance (chain equivalent) versus the fixed horizontal 

distance (tape measure equivalent) across the simulated community of corals, for every 

x-plane (i.e. the mean of 100 measures, see Figure App 5. 1.1). Therefore, a value of 1 

indicates a perfectly flat environment, while higher values indicate greater linear 

rugosity (see Appendix 5.1). We also calculated the topographical surface area (the 

surface area of all corals and any unoccupied seafloor), and calculated surface rugosity 

as the ratio of this surface area to a flat unoccupied seafloor (100 x 100 cm). 

Topographical surface area is being used increasingly to measure of structural 

complexity (Burns et al., 2015) and is similar to linear rugosity in that a value of 1 

indicates a perfectly flat environment, while higher values indicate greater surface 

rugosity. 

 

Simpson’s Diversity Index (Simpson, 1949) was used to calculate three morphological 

diversity metrics based on the (i) number of colonies in the simulated area ‘diversity by 

density’, (ii) the percentage cover, ‘diversity by cover’, and (iii) volume, ‘diversity by 

volume’ of the different morphologies. This index is scaled from 0 to 0.8, where 0.8 

represents the highest possible diversity, i.e. even abundance of five morphological 

types. 

 

There are various user-specified parameters detailed in Table App 5. 1.1. 3D plots of the 

coral community, showing coral voxels coloured by (i) morphology (ii) live/ dead status 

and (iii) light absorption can be created using the rgl package (Adler et al., 2018) 

(Appendix 5.1). 
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Case study: two hydrodynamically distinct reef environments at 

Ningaloo Reef 

The simulated coral communities from the different scenarios were compared with in 

situ coral communities at Osprey Bay, Ningaloo Reef, Western Australia (22.2379° S, 

113.8390° E). Ningaloo Reef provided a good case study for testing Coralcraft because 

the reef bathymetry creates distinct reef flat and reef slope zones with strong differences 

in wave driven water velocities (Figure. 5.4). Coral cover was estimated using photos 

taken along 25 m transects at 0.5 m intervals using a digital camera held perpendicular 

to the substrate at approximately 30-50 cm. Surveys were undertaken at 5 sites on the 

reef flat and 5 sites on the reef slope annually in May between 2015-2018. Percent cover 

at species or genus level was estimated using Transect Analysis Software (SeaGIS™) 

and then classified into the five morphologies or excluded from the analysis in the case 

of non-coral organisms or substrate types. Linear rugosity was estimated using the chain 

and tape method (Graham & Nash, 2013) as the ratio of the distance covered by a 10 m 

chain with chain links of 20 cm to a 10 m tape. Annual mean estimates of wave-induced 

water velocity at the seafloor for the same sites were derived using the ‘simulating 

waves near shore’ (SWAN) model (see Booij et al., 1999) on a 30 by 30 m grid 

encompassing the study area (Figure. 5.4).  

 

 

Figure. 5.4.  Map of sites (indicated in pink) where coral percentage cover data and linear rugosity 

were obtained from the Osprey Bay region of Ningaloo Reef, overlaid on output from the SWAN 

model at a resolution of 30 m showing the mean modelled water velocity (m s-1) at the sea floor. 



Results 

Simulation outputs  

Coralcraft successfully simulated corals interacting in a community over time. Different 

disturbance scenarios led to markedly distinct community assemblage dynamics (Figure 

5.5, Appendix 5.3, Appendix 5.4); each with differences in structural complexity and 

diversity metrics (Figure 5.6). In all fixed disturbance scenarios, the impact of 

disturbances was evident as a marked step decline in all or particular morphologies 

(Figure 5.5), as well as declines in the structural complexity and diversity metrics 

(Figure 5.6), followed by a recovery if disturbances were infrequent. Linear rugosity 

and surface rugosity gave similar outputs and so we focussed on linear rugosity. 
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Figure 5.5. Temporal dynamics of the six most distinct scenario outputs under fixed disturbance 

regimes showing the density of colonies (m-2), percentage cover and volume of each morphology 

over 25 years, with the right-hand panel showing a 3D representation of one randomly chosen 

replicate community at the end of the simulation. Ribbons indicate 95% confidence intervals across 

50 replicate simulations. N = no, I = infrequent, F = frequent; L = low intensity disturbance, H = 

high intensity disturbance.  



 

Figure 5.6. Temporal dynamics of all scenarios over 25 years under random disturbance intensity 

and frequency a) total coral cover, b) linear rugosity, c) diversity by density, d) diversity by cover, 

e) diversity by volume for fixed (left panel) and random (right panel) scenarios. Ribbons indicate 

95% confidence intervals across the 50 simulations. N = no, I = infrequent, F = frequent; L = low 

intensity disturbance, H = high intensity disturbance.  
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Community metrics — total cover, linear rugosity, surface rugosity and the three 

diversity metrics — varied between scenarios and in general were all highest under no 

disturbance (Figure 5.6). The second highest levels of these metrics were achieved when 

disturbance was infrequent (5 yearly), but this distinction was less clear when diversity 

was based on percentage cover than on volume (Figure 5.6). Diversity by cover was 

most reduced by frequent high intensity disturbances, while diversity by volume was 

reduced to a similar extent by frequent disturbances of both low and high intensities. 

Under no disturbance (NL-NH) there was generally an equal density of morphologies 

and volume of each morphology through time, except for the encrusting morphologies, 

which were lower (Figure 5.5). As a result, this scenario maintained the highest 

diversity by volume relative to the other scenarios, as distinct from diversity by cover, 

though this diversity declined over time (Figure 5.6c-e).  

 

Under infrequent low intensity disturbances (IL-NH) the percentage cover of 

encrusting, branching and corymbose colonies decreased over time while tabular and 

massive morphologies increased, with tabular dominating (Figure 5.5). Similar patterns 

were captured in the volume dynamics, however hemispherical morphologies were 

more abundant according to this metric. When the infrequent disturbances were of high 

intensity (NL-IH) the step-declines following disturbance were larger, with each 

disturbance leading to a significant decline in the percentage cover and volume of 

tabular, corymbose and branching colonies, with variable levels of recovery between 

disturbances. In this case tabular corals no longer dominated the community and 

encrusting and hemispherical morphologies were more abundant. 

 

When both high and low intensity disturbances were set to occur infrequently in the 

same simulation (IL-IH), temporal dynamics were similar to the NL-IH scenario, 

indicating that the high intensity disturbances were governing the dynamics of the 

community (Figure 5.5). Total coral cover and diversity were also similar, whereas 

there were differences in structural complexity: the IL-IH scenario tended to have lower 

complexity than the NL-IH or the IL-NH scenarios.  

 

Frequent disturbances meant recovery time was minimal (< 6 months). When the 

frequent disturbances were low intensity (FL-NH) tabular morphologies survived to a 

certain size, as governed by their CSF (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.5), while branching and 

corymbose were continually removed and hemispherical and encrusting dominated. 



Under frequent high intensity disturbances (NL-FH) all complex morphologies were 

removed and did not recover, leaving the community dominated by hemispherical and 

encrusting morphologies.  

 

All three scenarios with frequent high intensity disturbances (-FH) had low total coral 

cover, linear rugosity and diversity by cover (Figure 5.6), indicating that if there are 

frequent high intensity disturbances occurring, the effect of other additional 

disturbances is negligible. Frequent low intensity disturbance scenarios (FL-) also 

resulted in low linear rugosity. 

 

While random scenarios generally matched the overall patterns of the fixed scenarios 

(Appendix 5.3, Appendix 5.4), the random nature of both the timing and intensity of the 

disturbances (Table 5.1) meant that the step changes resulting from disturbance were 

not obvious when averaged across the 50 simulations. Spawning still occurred at regular 

intervals, resulting in increases in the diversity by density of colonies every 52 time 

steps in Figure 5.6c. The random intensity of the disturbances resulted in occasional 

removal of morphologies that would otherwise survive in the fixed scenarios. The most 

marked difference was for the FL-NH scenario, where tabular cover was lower in the 

random simulations than in the fixed simulations. This can be explained by the fixed 

low intensity disturbances only removing the largest tabular corals (Figure 5.3c), while 

the random variations on the low intensity disturbances removed smaller tabular corals 

as well. 

 

Comparison of simulation outputs to case study 

Data from the SWAN model showed marked differences in the seafloor water velocities 

between sites on the reef flat and the reef slope at Osprey Bay, Ningaloo Reef (Figure. 

5.4, Figure 5.7). There were also clear differences in the percentage cover of the five 

morphologies between the two zones and both linear rugosity and diversity were higher 

on the reef slope (Figure 5.7). The reef flat was dominated by tabular corals and best 

matched the three fixed scenarios with no high intensity disturbances, or the NL-NH 

and IL-NH random scenarios. The reef slope had a more even cover of the five 

morphologies, best replicated by model scenarios with fixed, infrequent high intensity 

disturbances, following a recovery period after disturbance. Total cover of the five 

morphologies was higher on the reef slope (41.9%) than on the reef flat (28.6%). These 
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covers were lower than those achieved in the simulations which ranged from 30-80%. 

At the Ningaloo Reef sites, the remaining cover was predominately turfing algae 

(40.5%) and sand (~12.6%) on the reef flat and coralline algae (15.1%), macroalgae 

(7.0%) and turf algae (31.4%) on the reef slope. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Percentage cover of the five coral morphologies on a) the reef flat (n=20) and b) the reef 

slope (n=20); c) mean linear rugosity; d) mean Simpson’s Diversity Index (diversity by cover) and 

e) mean modelled bottom velocity from the SWAN model for sites at Ningaloo Reef, Western 

Australia. In the boxplots, boxes indicate interquartile ranges, horizontal lines indicate medians, 

points indicate outliers and the whiskers extend from the smallest value within 1.5 times the 

interquartile range below the 25th percentile to the largest value within 1.5 times the interquartile 

above 75th percentile. 

 

 

Discussion 

Coralcraft successfully simulated coral communities over multiple generations and 

showed that the community composition was sensitive to both the intensity and 

frequency of hydrodynamic disturbances. As expected, the scenario with no 

disturbances had the highest total coral cover and structural complexity. Contrary to the 

‘intermediate disturbance hypothesis’, this scenario also led to communities with the 

highest diversities, at least according to volume, rather than infrequent disturbances as 

we predicted. When diversity was calculated according to percentage cover, all 

scenarios had similar diversity, except for the frequent high intensity scenarios, which 



were significantly lower. The different results between the three metrics of diversity 

should be a consideration for future studies. Frequent high intensity disturbances (half 

yearly), led to the lowest diversities, linear rugosity and total coral cover, as expected. 

Importantly however, communities subjected to frequent low intensity disturbances also 

had low rugosity, and in the case of diversity by volume, low intensity disturbances 

produced similarly low diversities as high intensity disturbances. With predicted 

increases in the intensity, and possibly frequency, of hydrodynamic disturbances 

(Emanuel, 2013), our simulation results support hypotheses that the structural 

complexity and morphological diversity of coral reef communities will decrease 

(Williams & Graham, 2019). In particular, our results suggest that increased disturbance 

frequency may be a more important factor than disturbance intensity. 

 

All three abundance metrics – density of colonies, percentage cover and volume – 

decreased to varying degrees following disturbance, with variation linked to coral 

morphology and disturbance intensity, aligning with the work of Madin et al. (2014). 

Previous empirical studies of intense hydrodynamic disturbances have recorded 

selective mortality: Woodley et al. (1981) found tabular and branching morphologies 

were reduced by up to 99% following a cyclone, while hemispherical morphologies 

were reduced by only 9% (Jamaica); Hughes and Connell (1999) found a 42% reduction 

in tabular corals following a cyclone while hemispherical and encrusting morphologies 

showed little change (Great Barrier Reef). The influence of selective mortality on 

diversity is more complicated and although we found that morphological diversity was 

most commonly reduced following a disturbance, several empirical studies have found 

other results at the taxonomic level. For example, several cyclones (Hurricane Allen, 

1980; tropical storm Klaus, US Virgin Islands, 1984) resulted in increases in species 

diversity because dominant species were reduced more than rarer species (Rogers, 

1993). However, in Coralcraft diversity can be calculated immediately after the 

disturbance, while in field studies, monitoring is often annual, such that recovery may 

already be occurring at the time of the post disturbance diversity measurement. 

Nonetheless, it may be that without a clear competitive dominant coral morphology in 

Coralcraft, evenness is more readily achieved under no disturbance scenarios than is 

realistic; despite tabular corals being most abundant in the community in terms of 

percentage cover, other morphologies persisted in the community. Incorporating 

parameters for direct competitive advantage into the model, where one coral type is able 

to overgrow and kill another adjacent coral (Connell et al., 2004) may help address this. 
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Furthermore, the effect of varying the exact height and width of morphologies could be 

explored in more detail, as different morphology variations would be more or less 

competitive.  

 

Recovery time is essential in determining long-term community dynamics. 

Recolonization and recovery of corals after cyclones is known to vary greatly among 

species (Connell et al., 1997). Disturbed reefs have been documented to become 

dominated by faster growing corals in multiple reef systems (Riegl & Piller, 2003; 

Darling et al., 2013; McClanahan & Muthiga, 2014). However, under frequent half-

yearly disturbances, hemispherical and encrusting morphologies dominated, without 

ample time for recovery of the more structurally complex morphologies. Thus, 

structural complexity and diversity decreased as a result. This supports predictions that 

coral assemblages will tend towards less diverse and more homogeneous assemblages 

of species (or functional groups) that can better tolerate more frequent disturbances 

(Darling et al., 2013).  

 

In the majority of scenarios, total coral cover was around 40-60%, and was generally 

reduced with higher frequency or intensity of disturbance, matching with observations 

that corals rarely cover all the available substrate and supporting the idea that recurrent 

disturbance is one likely mechanism behind this (Connell et al., 1997). Total coral cover 

was generally higher in simulations than in the case study, likely due to competition 

between corals and other sessile organisms that were also present at the field sites.  

 

We were able to match the percentage cover of different morphologies in the case study 

to model output from certain scenarios, though in some cases only at certain time 

periods following disturbance. Due to the model assumptions, we would not expect 

exact matches for the case study. Reef flat coral communities at Ningaloo Reef were 

most comparable to the simulated communities resulting from no disturbance or half 

yearly low intensity disturbances i.e. high cover of the tabular morphology. Reef areas 

that experience relatively benign conditions associated with shallow, clear waters and 

low wave action are often characterized by low-diversity assemblages of branching or 

tabular morphologies, attributed to the ability of these morphologies to grow quickly 

and outcompete other corals through shading (Baird & Hughes, 2000). The Ningaloo 

reef slope coral community, with higher wave action, had greater morphological 

diversity and better matched scenarios with fixed, infrequent (5 yearly) disturbances 



(both low and high intensity). However, these scenarios were highly dynamic, and the 

best match for the reef slope coral communities tended to be after a recovery period of 

3-4 years following a disturbance. This could be interpreted to mean that the reef slope 

is more dynamic than the reef flat, with disturbance and recovery occurring frequently. 

In future work long-term empirical data could be compared with simulation outputs to 

investigate this further. Other factors vary between the reef flat and the reef slope, such 

as water depth and light, which likely influence the community assemblage. 

Furthermore, other sessile organisms that may be present in the communities, but are 

not considered in Coralcraft, such as macroalgae, turf algae and coralline algae, can be 

strong competitors for space (Hughes, 1989), likely affecting community dynamics in 

complex ways (Boschetti et al., 2019). Future iterations of the model would benefit 

from incorporating these other sessile organisms, given the importance of these in 

overall reef dynamics (Tanner, 1995; Lirman, 2001). 

 

Coralcraft highlighted that the choice of metric matters and  . marked differences 

between the percentage cover and volume metrics of abundance of different 

morphologies were evident. As an example, the percentage cover metric showed tabular 

morphologies clearly dominating the community in the no disturbance scenario, 

whereas in terms of volume, massive morphologies dominated the community. The 

most appropriate metric will depend on the aims and scope of a study, and the 

differences between metrics highlighted here should be considered when reporting one 

or another. For example, the density of colonies of each trait may be important in 

studies of genetic diversity; whereas volume may be most useful when considering rates 

of reef accretion or carbonate budgets (Perry et al., 2018); and percentage cover is most 

easily collected in field studies and is most common in the literature if comparisons are 

sought. Importantly, the abundance metric used also influenced the interpretation of 

diversity. For example, frequent high intensity disturbances decreased the diversity by 

cover metric the most, while diversity by volume showed that frequent low intensity 

disturbances led to the lowest diversity.  

 

Disturbance dynamics were captured in the linear and surface rugosity of the 

community, as step declines following fixed disturbance. Thus, these metrics can be a 

useful and relatively simple metrics for detecting impact and recovery from 

hydrodynamic disturbances, though this would be complicated by underlying reef 

bathymetry. There was strong correlation between linear rugosity and surface rugosity, 
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though the surface rugosity spread across a larger range and therefore the scenarios 

separated more clearly, indicating that this measure contained more detailed 

information, as to be expected with the additional dimension. In any case though, both 

measures can provide information on the structural complexity of the community. 

However, whereas hydrodynamic disturbances clearly influence structural complexity, 

other types of disturbance, such as coral bleaching, may not (Graham et al., 2007). In 

this case using this metric alone would be misleading. We suggest that the use of 

multiple metrics in parallel allows a broader assessment of coral communities. 

 

There are many simplifying assumptions in the model that should be considered when 

interpreting the results. Some of these assumptions relate to the morphologies, which 

are representations only, and do not fully represent the real diversity of morphologies, 

nor the plasticity of corals. For example, previous studies of hemispherical 

morphologies has suggested that these may be better modelled by an ‘ice-cream cone’-

type shape that does not have a full attachment to the bottom due to scouring and 

erosion at the base (Massel & Done, 1993). The strength of the seafloor substrate is not 

considered here, but is known to influence vulnerability to hydrodynamic disturbance, 

sometimes more than a coral’s morphology (Madin, 2005). Furthermore, corals may not 

break at the base, as there are other fragile components, such as the branches in the 

branching morphology, so future work could investigate fragmentation and removal of 

only part of a colony.  

 

There are also several biological aspects which are simplified, for example the process 

of recruitment. We specified five possible new recruits annually, which were only 

successful if they were randomly allocated to free space. In reality coral larvae can 

actively seek appropriate substrate (Babcock & Mundy, 1996). The initial proportion of 

recruits at the beginning of the simulations (two of each morphology) likely influenced 

the subsequent community dynamics. The effects of varying the proportions of different 

morphologies in the recruits and the total number of recruits could be explored in future 

studies using Coralcraft, as previous work has shown that there are links between coral 

fecundity and morphology and size (Álvarez‐Noriega et al., 2016). Corals can also 

undergo both fission and fusion (Hughes & Jackson, 1985; Raymundo & Maypa, 2004; 

Brito-Millán et al., 2019); we assumed hydrodynamic disturbance resulted in 

dislodgement, which resulted in mortality, however, this is not necessarily the case, as, 

particularly for branching morphologies, corals can continue growing from fragments, 



or fragments can grow across space to fuse back together with their original colony or 

other colonies. These factors would likely influence dynamics and would also be an 

interesting consideration for planning of coral reef restoration projects using Coralcraft 

(Sleeman et al., 2005). Furthermore, different corals can also have intrinsically different 

growth rates (Pratchett et al., 2015), which has not been considered in the present 

simulations, but would be an important investigation point for future studies (Darling et 

al., 2013; Kayal et al., 2015).  

 

The size of the environment represented in the present study (1 m3), as well as the 

maximum radius of the coral colonies (49 cm), limited capacity to capture some reef 

scenarios. For example, some massive corals can grow much larger (several meters in 

height and diameter), which could not be captured with these size and radius 

constraints. Similarly, tabular and branching corals can form large patches, though we 

suggest that this would be represented in the present version of the model by numerous 

adjacent individual corals. Coralcraft does allow a larger environment to be specified 

by users, however for many fine-scale investigations, coral colonies <0.5 m diameter 

and a 1 m3 environment should be sufficient. Coralcraft is programmed so that the sides 

of the environment (and the coral community) are ‘wrapped’, which essentially means 

the environment is replicated on all sides. With multiple replicate simulations (here 50), 

our approach is equivalent to sampling many small spatially independent areas/plots 

from a much larger site, and thus allows us to effectively and efficiently simulate a large 

area with homogenous environmental conditions but a heterogeneous coral community. 

 

Other processes could be incorporated in future versions of the model: we focused on 

wave energy and light as key structuring elements, yet corals are mixotrophs, and get 

energy from both light and via filter feeding (Fox et al., 2018). Therefore, it would be 

interesting to consider how the availability of plankton and nutrients in combination 

with variability in the uptake by different coral morphologies (e.g. considering surface 

area) influences coral growth and the resulting community dynamics (see. Kaandorp et 

al., 2011). As a final note, it would be interesting to modify the model to better capture 

coral reef accretion over long time frames, with functionality where live corals may 

settle on dead corals and over time build a reef. This would require some significant 

modification and benefit from the incorporation of crustose coralline algae, which are 

known to play a critical role in reef accretion (Adey, 1998).  
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Coralcraft is a powerful new modelling tool for mechanistically representing, 

visualising and understanding the fine-scale temporal dynamics in the morphological 

composition of coral communities responding to hydrodynamic disturbances. The 

model is an important step in modelling interactions between coral communities and 

their environment. Coralcraft provides the capacity to explore the effects of different 

disturbance scenarios by varying disturbance frequency and intensity, as well as 

changes to important ecological processes, such as recruitment, or environmental 

conditions, such as light levels. It should help to provide a more multi-faceted 

interpretation of traditional monitoring and field experiment data, in particular by 

capturing the dynamics of multiple community metrics in parallel, such as percentage 

cover, volume, structural complexity and diversity.  
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Chapter 6      

Acute climatic disturbances occur against a backdrop of other chronic anthropogenic 

disturbances, with a particularly relevant one for coral reefs being fishing. In this 

chapter I explore the ongoing effect of recreational fishing in the Ningaloo Marine Park 

over a period of 30 years. The resilience components of resistance and recovery require 

careful consideration for this type of chronic disturbance, as the disturbance has no clear 

end point. I used the network of reserves to provide a reference state with which to 

compare fished to unfished areas and thus make an assessment of the effect of a chronic 

disturbance. This paves the way for the important discussion of the management of 

disturbances. 
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Abstract 

Few studies assess the effects of recreational fishing in isolation from commercial 

fishing exist. We used meta-analysis to synthesise 4,444 samples from 30 years (1987-

2017) of fish surveys inside and outside a large network of highly protected reserves in 

the Ningaloo Marine Park, Western Australia, where the major fishing activity is 

recreational. Data were collected by different agencies, using varied survey designs and 

sampling methods. We contrasted the relative abundance and biomass of target and non-

target fish groups between fished and reserve locations. We considered the influence of, 

and possible interactions between, seven additional variables: age and size of reserve, 



one of two reserve network configurations, reef habitat type, recreational fishing 

activity, shore-based fishing regulations and survey method. Taxa responded 

differently: the abundance and biomass inside reserves relative to outside was higher for 

targeted lethrinids, while other targeted (and non-targeted) fish groups were 

indistinguishable. Reef habitat was important for explaining lethrinid response to 

protection, and this factor interacted with reserve size, such that larger reserves were 

demonstrably more effective in the back reef and lagoon habitats. There was little 

evidence of changes in relative abundance and biomass of fishes with reserve age, or 

after rezoning and expansion of the reserve network. Our study demonstrates the 

complexities in quantifying fishing effects, highlighting some of the key factors and 

interactions that likely underlie the varied results in reserve assessments that should be 

considered in future reserve design and assessment. 

 

Keywords: Marine protected area; MPA; fisheries; coral reef; Ningaloo; adaptive 

management; recreational fishing; Lethrinus 

 

 

Introduction 

Anthropogenic activities continue to expand worldwide, particularly in the tropics, 

threatening natural systems and the ecosystem services they provide (Barlow et al., 

2018). As a result, ‘protected areas’ that seek to balance extractive activities with other 

socio-ecological values are increasingly being used to manage terrestrial and marine 

systems (Jenkins & Joppa, 2009; Sala et al., 2018). Many studies have assessed the 

conservation effects of marine reserves (reviewed by Mosquera et al., 2000; Russ, 

2002), including quantitative syntheses of regional and global studies, with most finding 

higher abundance and size of targeted species within reserve boundaries in the case of 

‘no-take’, or highly protected reserves (Lester et al., 2009). The large majority of these 

findings are from regions with commercial fisheries, and less is documented about the 

impacts of recreational fisheries, despite several studies flagging the potentially high 

impacts of these fisheries (McPhee et al., 2002; Coleman et al., 2004; Cowx & Cooke, 

2004; Lewin et al., 2006). No-take reserves are a key tool for assessing the impacts of 

fishing (Ballantine, 2014) and while there are a handful of empirical studies that have 

demonstrated the effects of fishing, using inside outside comparisons, on targeted 

invertebrates (Shears et al., 2006; Babcock et al., 2007) and finfish (Denny et al., 2004) 

a comprehensive assessment including reserves with different characteristics over long 
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time frames is lacking. The magnitude of differences inside to outside reserves has been 

correlated with their design, in particular size and age, with larger and older reserves 

typically resulting in greater abundance and/or size of targeted fishes than reserves that 

are smaller or newly established (Claudet et al., 2008; Edgar et al., 2014). The effects of 

reserves vary among biomes, locations and taxa of interest (Côté et al., 2005; Claudet et 

al., 2010; Mora & Sale, 2011) and there are examples of reserves having negligible 

effects on targeted fish communities (McLaren et al., 2015). In addition to size and age 

of reserves, explanations for this variability include high levels of cross-boundary 

movement by fishes (Pillans et al., 2014) and minimal to no difference in fishing 

activity between reserve and fished areas due to accessibility and/or non-compliance by 

fishers (Bergseth et al., 2017), all of which make disentangling the true effects of 

fishing more complicated. 

  

Ideally assessments of the influence of reserves are based on replicated studies across 

multiple comparable reserves with long time series of biological data before and after 

reserve establishment (Underwood, 1993; Russ, 2002; Osenberg et al., 2011). Yet such 

data are typically beyond the scope of single research programs, necessitating the 

integration of multiple datasets. ‘Adaptive management,’ involving changes to the 

number, size or boundaries of reserves in response to new scientific information, 

changes in fishing pressure or changing social attitudes (McCook et al., 2010) further 

complicates long-term assessments. Ongoing improvement of ecological sampling 

methods and technologies has resulted in new survey methods being introduced to 

monitoring (Goetze et al., 2015): video based methods (baited remote underwater video 

(BRUV) and diver operated video (DOV)) are now commonly used alongside or in 

place of the previously more common underwater visual census (UVC) (Mallet & 

Pelletier, 2014). Therefore, evaluations of reserves that have long-term datasets must 

have the capacity to incorporate and evolve with changes in reserve design and survey 

methods (Claudet & Guidetti, 2010). Other factors, including differences in habitat and 

benthic structure, have been shown to affect outcomes of reserve evaluation (Miller & 

Russ, 2014; Rees et al., 2018b) and while these factors have been studied 

independently, few assessments consider multiple factors simultaneously, including 

possible interactions (Edgar et al., 2014). Differences in fishing pressure outside of 

reserves will also directly impact inside to outside comparisons, yet data that quantify 

localised variation in fishing activity at the scale of marine parks and reserve networks 

are rarely available (Lewin et al., 2006). 



Here, we synthesise a unique 30 year dataset from within a multiple-use marine park at 

Ningaloo Reef, Western Australia. The type of fishing activity at Ningaloo Reef (almost 

exclusively recreational) in combination with a highly protected and regulated network 

of reserves that have undergone significant expansion during the study period, offers the 

opportunity to advance on previous studies and inform on the potential impacts of 

recreational fisheries. We integrate data from numerous agencies with varied survey 

designs and methods, and therefore use a meta-analytical approach to compare the 

abundance and biomass of select targeted and non-targeted tropical reef fish inside 

reserves with adjacent fished areas. We tested two hypotheses: (1) the relative 

abundance and biomass of targeted fish taxa will be greater inside reserves than outside 

due to recreational fishing activity; and (2) the observed relative abundance and biomass 

will vary with survey method, age and size of reserve, spatial variability in fishing 

activity (including shore-based fishing) and/or habitat. Our study offers four main 

novelties. First, the effect of recreational fishing on targeted species is assessed in 

isolation from commercial fishing. Second, we explicitly consider potential interactions 

between variables. Third, the influence of changes in the reserve network is considered 

in the context of the increasingly common adaptive management. Fourth, we consider 

the influence of shore-based fishing, which has rarely been investigated. We therefore 

provide advances on previous work that are of importance for future planning and 

assessment of protected areas. 

 

 

Material and methods 

Study region  

Data for this study are from the Ningaloo Marine Park (henceforth, the Park) on the 

western Australian coastline (22°S, 113°E; Figure 6.1). The Park covers the majority of 

Ningaloo Reef (a World Heritage site) which is a fringing coral reef almost 300 km in 

length. The reef encompasses a sheltered lagoon that is highly accessible by shore-based 

fishers and those operating recreational vessels (Smallwood & Beckley, 2012). Despite 

a relatively small permanent human population, this area is a popular tourism 

destination for recreational fishers (Sumner et al., 2002; Smallwood & Beckley, 2012; 

Mitchell et al., 2018). There have not been any major commercial fishing activities 

within the marine park since the 1970s, (for summary see pg. 78, CALM (2005) and pg. 

70, DPIRD (2017)). Recreational spearfishing has additional restrictions of varying 
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degrees outside of the reserves, with spearfishing prohibited along a 70km stretch of 

coast between Tantabiddi Well and Winderabandi Point, and spearfishing for Labridae 

and Serranidae prohibited throughout the Park (DPIRD, 2018) (Figure 6.1).  

 

A network of eight no-take reserves was established in April 1987 to cover 10%, 

~22,400 ha, of the total Park (Figure 6.1a) (CALM, 1989). In 2005, the majority of the 

existing eight reserves were expanded in size and 10 new reserves were added (Figure 

6.1b), increasing the reserve coverage to 88,365 ha (34% of the NMP). At the same 

time, three reserves, covering 1,929 ha, were established as a part of the 28,616 ha 

Muiron Islands Marine Management Area (MIMMA), immediately adjacent to the 

northern boundary of the Park (CALM, 2005). Together, the Park and the MIMMA 

form a continuous network of reserves (CALM, 2005). There is some variation in the 

regulations along the boundaries of the 21 current reserves, complicating terminology 

and analysis, with eight reserves allowing shore-based fishing from their coastal 

boundaries Appendix 6.1, Figure 6.1. According to recent classifications of marine 

reserves, the two forms of reserves in the present study, those with shore-based fishing 

prohibited and those where it is allowed, would classify as Fully Protected Areas and 

Highly Protected Areas, respectively (Horta e Costa et al., 2016), both of which would 

be expected to provide protection for fished species (Zupan et al., 2018). We explicitly 

include consideration of the effect of shore-based fishing in our analyses. 

 



 

Figure 6.1. The Ningaloo Marine Park and Muiron Islands Marine Management Area boundaries 

(dotted lines) with the location of sanctuary zones (referred to as reserves in the present study) 

shown in green along the Ningaloo coast of Western Australia under the a) initial (1987 – 2005) and 

b) current (2005 - 2017) zoning schemes. Tantabiddi Well and Winderabandi Point are indicated 

with red markers as spearfishing is prohibited between these locations. The Osprey reserve is also 

indicated. In b) blue regions indicate zones on the coastal boundaries of the reserves where shore-

based fishing is allowed. 

 

Survey data  

Data from all major research and monitoring programs surveying fish in the Park over 

the last 30 years (1987 – 2017) were collated (0) to create a very large synthesis of 

information. Three different survey methods were used to census fish: Baited Remote 

Underwater stereo-Video (BRUV), Diver Operated stereo-Video (DOV) and 

Underwater Visual Census (UVC) (Langlois et al., 2010; Murphy & Jenkins, 2010). 

The majority (90%) of surveys also estimated the length of fish (an in situ estimate of 
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total length for UVC, and fork length measured from stereo-video for DOV and 

BRUV), which allowed estimates of biomass using formulae from FishBase (Froese, 

2018).  

 

Data were organised hierarchically with a sample (individual UVC or DOV transect or 

BRUV deployment) being the lowest level of replication. Samples were classified to the 

next hierarchical level and termed a ‘comparison pair’, based on the criteria: (i) that 

there were at least two samples inside and two samples outside a given reserve, (ii) 

these samples were collected within 2 weeks of each other, (iii) samples were collected 

more than 200 m from within or outside of the reserve boundaries (excluding one 

reserve, the small size of which meant this was not a logical rule), (iv) samples were 

collected using the same survey method within one of four habitat categories (see Table 

6.1). Data satisfying these conditions consisted of 4,444 samples classified into 305 

relative abundance comparison pairs and 3,892 samples classified into 268 relative 

biomass comparison pairs. These data covered seven of the initial eight reserves and 16 

of the 21 current reserves (0). 

 

Fish groups 

We consider three main fish groups common at Ningaloo Reef, at family or subfamily 

and species level, which differ in terms of their behaviour and representation in fisheries 

catch reports. This included: parrotfishes (Scarinae), which are not typically targeted by 

fishers in Australia, and two groups which are highly targeted by recreational fishers in 

the region (Ryan et al., 2013; Ryan et al., 2015) that have different behaviours; 

emperors (Lethrinidae; mobile roving predators) and groupers (Epinephelinae; mostly 

site-attached ambush predators). Previous work has indicated both Epinephelinae and 

Lethrinidae are vulnerable to fishing and many species in both subfamilies are targeted 

across the Indo-Pacific (Abesamis et al., 2014). Species level analyses included two 

species from Lethrinidae: the spangled emperor, Lethrinus nebulosus, which is 

recognised as the most highly targeted species in the region, consistently featuring at the 

top of the estimated catch for the bioregion over the 30-year study period, and the 

yellow-tailed emperor, L. atkinsoni, a species that is anecdotally retained by fishers and 

featured as the 6th most common species recorded in the 1998/9 catch survey, but was a 

minor component in subsequent surveys (Sumner et al., 2002; Ryan et al., 2015). The 

Chinaman Rockcod, Epinephelus rivulatus (Epinephelinae) was also considered, with 

catches comparable to those of L. nebulosus across the catch reports (Ryan et al., 2015). 



Individual species were not considered from the Scarinae subfamily due to 

inconsistencies in the accuracy of identification of species from this family. 

  

Meta-analysis 

We used a mixed-effects meta-analytical approach to assess the effect of the reserves on 

fish abundance and biomass. We calculated effect sizes as log-ratios for each of the 

comparison pairs inside to outside the reserves (Claudet et al., 2008) (see Appendix 6.4 

for formulas). A constant was added to the mean abundance (c= 0.5) and mean biomass 

(c = 100 g) to allow calculation of the log ratio in cases where fish were absent either 

inside or outside (i.e. zero values). We ran a sensitivity analysis on the value of the 

constant (Appendix 6.5) to determine these values. The size of the constant impacted 

the magnitude of the effect size, but in general did not influence the significance. 

Nonetheless, the exact magnitude of the overall effect size should be interpreted with 

caution. In cases where both the inside and outside mean count of fish were zero, the 

samples were excluded from the analysis. Effect sizes were weighted by the inverse of 

the sum of the within- and among-study variances (Appendix 6.4). Weighted effect 

sizes and variances were calculated using the metafor package (Viechtbauer, 2010) in 

the statistical program R (R Core Team, 2017) with the variance estimator set to 

“REML” restricted maximum likelihood estimator. Overall effect sizes were 

comparable for both abundance and biomass and for simplicity we presented the 

abundance results as these were available for a larger dataset, providing biomass results 

in Appendix 6.7.  

 

Sources of variability 

We considered seven variables that might mediate the response of fish abundance and 

biomass to the presence of the reserves (): (i) the number of years between when a 

sample was collected and when the zoning went into place; (ii) initial or current zoning 

scheme (see Figure App 6. 1.1); (iii) survey method; (iv) four coarse habitats with 

distinct coral and algae assemblages: ‘exposed reef slope’, ‘reef flat’, ‘back reef & 

lagoon coral’, and ‘lagoon algae’; (v) spatial area of a reserve; (vi) an estimate of 

fishing pressure outside of individual reserves; (vii) the presence of shore-based fishing 

zones adjacent to some reserves. Data were explored following the protocol of Zuur et 

al. (2010) and transformed to normalise their distribution where appropriate (see Table 

6.1). 
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As all effect sizes were heterogeneous (Appendix 6.6), we explored the influence of the 

seven variables using weighted mixed-effects categorical meta-analyses and meta-

regression, considering each variable as a moderator in isolation to determine which 

variables explained significant heterogeneity in the overall effect size (see Appendix 6.4 

for formulas). We also investigated reserve identity to allow comparison between 

individual reserves. Given there were correlations among the variables and potential 

interactions and non-linear effects, we then used weighted full-subsets generalised 

additive mixed modelling (FSSgam) (Fisher et al. 2018)  to investigate the relative 

importance of each variable in explaining variability in the overall effect size for each 

fish group. The response variable, effect size e, was modelled with a Gaussian 

distribution using gam() in the mgcv package in R (Wood, 2011). Years protection and 

boat fishing were included as continuous smoothers in the FSSgam to allow for non-

linear relationships. The distribution of reserve size was not much improved by 

transformation and sqrt(reserve size) was therefore included in the model set as a linear 

predictor. Reserve identity was highly collinear with other variables (in particular 

reserve size), and therefore, rather than including this as a random effect, a smoother of 

the mean latitude of comparison pairs was included in all models (and as part of the null 

model). This yielded comparable results to including reserve identity as a random effect. 

Interactions between the factor variables habitat and shore fishing and the continuous 

variables reserve size and years protection were tested. In all models the smoothing 

parameter was limited to a simple spline, allowing only monotonic relationships (k=3) 

for all continuous variables except for latitude, which was unlimited. Summed AICc 

weights were used as a metric of variable importance to investigate the relative 

importance of each predictor variable across the full set of models (Anderson & 

Burnham, 2002). Variables included in the most parsimonious model (fewest variables 

and lowest estimated degrees of freedom within two units of the AICc) were plotted to 

visualise the shape and direction of relationships between the variables and the effect 

size. We interpret results of variable importance and the top models with caution and 

consider the results of the mixed-effects meta-analyses and meta-regression alongside 

the results of the FSSgam. 

 

Lastly, given the importance of temporal patterns in investigations of protected areas, 

we explicitly investigate data from the Osprey reserve (see Figure 6.1), the best 

temporally replicated reserve in the dataset. Using available and relatively consistently 



collected UVC and DOV data we estimated mean fish density as count per transect area. 

We tested for significant linear and quadratic relationships between the density of L. 

nebulosus and survey year then fitted generalised additive mixed models to illustrate 

trends. 

 

 

Results 

When compared to areas open to fishing, Lethrinidae were on average 57% more 

abundant (78% more biomass) inside the reserves (e = 0.45±0.12, 95%CI, Figure 6.2a), 

however the effect was heterogeneous (QT = 2002.6, df = 301, p<0.001, Table App 6. 

6.2). The most parsimonious model for Lethrinidae abundance consisted of an 

interaction between habitat and reserve size (Table 6.2), with the same true for biomass 

(Appendix 6.7). The categorical meta-analysis supported the importance of habitat for 

relative abundance; showing it explained significant heterogeneity among effect sizes 

(QM = 39.5, df = 3, p<0.001, Table App 6. 6.2) with the most positive effect identified 

in back reef & lagoon coral sites with an average of 93% more Lethrinidae inside the 

reserves (e = 0.66±0.14, 95%CI) (Figure 6.2a, Figure App 6. 6.1) at sites in this habitat. 

On the reef flat Lethrinidae were 53% more abundant inside the reserves (e = 

0.42±0.32, 95%CI) while there was no significant effect on the exposed reef slope and a 

negative effect in the lagoon algae habitat (Figure App 6. 6.1). The interaction of 

reserve size and habitat was evident as an increase in effect size with increasing reserve 

size in the back reef & lagoon coral habitat versus no clear trends in the other habitats.  

 

Lethrinus nebulosus were on average 42% more abundant (86% more biomass) inside 

reserves than outside (e = 0.35 ±0.15, 95%CI, Figure 6.2a). The effect was 

heterogeneous (QT = 1971.1, df = 256, p<0.001, Table App 6. 6.2). The most 

parsimonious model included the interaction between habitat and reserve size with 

these two variables also having the highest variable importance across the full-subsets 

model set (Table App 6. 7.1, Figure 6.2b). The same was true in the biomass analysis 

(Appendix 6.7). Habitat explained significant heterogeneity for relative fish abundance 

(QM = 32.5, df = 3, p<0.001, Figure App 6. 7.1) and L. nebulosus were on average 84% 

more abundant within back reef & lagoon coral sites inside the reserves (e = 0.61±0.17, 

95%CI), whereas no differences were observed for the reef flat or exposed reef slope 

sites and a negative effect was observed for lagoon algae sites (Figure App 6. 6.1). As 

for Lethrinidae, the interaction of reserve size and habitat was evident by an increase in 
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the effect size with increasing reserve size in the back reef & lagoon coral habitat and 

no clear effects in the other habitats. 

 

On average, the abundance of L. atkinsoni was 40% higher (60% more biomass) inside 

reserves than outside (e = 0.34±0.09, 95%CI). The effect was heterogeneous (QT = 

1739.7, df = 279, p<0.001, Figure App 6. 6.2). The most parsimonious model included 

zoning scheme and method, which also had the highest importance according to 

weighted AICc (Figure 6.2b, Table 6.2). These two variables also explained significant 

heterogeneity according to the categorical mixed-effects meta-analyses. Predictions 

indicated that the BRUV method contributed the most to the positive effect size of L. 

atkinsoni (Figure 6.3c), though this was not significant, nor were the differences 

between initial and current zoning schemes, though there was a slightly higher effect 

size from the older zoning scheme. Multiple variables explained significant 

heterogeneity for L. atkinsoni according to the categorical meta-analysis and the meta-

regression (Table App 6. 6.3), including habitat (QM = 14.6, df = 3, p<0.001, Table App 

6. 6.3). Reef flat sites had 94% higher abundance, (e = 0.66±0.26, 95%CI) and back reef 

& lagoon coral sites 43% higher abundance (e = 0.36±0.12, 95%CI) inside the reserves. 

There were no significant effects for the other habitats (Figure App 6. 6.1). The biomass 

analysis for L. atkinsoni indicated that years protection may interact with habitat, and 

that on the reef flat the effect size was higher and showed a parabolic pattern with years 

protection (Figure App 6. 7.2). 

 



 

Figure 6.2. a) Relative fish abundance inside to outside the reserves (back-transformed weighted 

mean effect sizes) with 95% confidence intervals), for the six fish groups: Lethrinidae, Lethrinus 

nebulosus, L. atkinsoni, Epinephelinae, Epinephelus rivulatus and Scarinae. Effect sizes are 

significant when the confidence intervals do not overlap 1.0. Open dots correspond to non-

significant effects (i.e. no effect). Sample sizes are given in Table App 6. 5.1. Triangular points show 

the predicted effect size when habitat was included as a moderator variable in the meta-analysis, 

for the habitat with the largest mean effect size (orange represents the back reef & lagoon coral, 

and blue represents the reef flat). b) Importance scores based on summed Akaike weights corrected 

for finite samples (AICc) from full-subsets analyses exploring the influence of seven variables on 

the overall effect size for each fish taxa: 1 is highly important while 0 is not important. Red X 

symbols mark the variables that were included in the most parsimonious models for each fish taxa 

(also see Table 6.2 2 and Figure 6.3). 
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Table 6.1. Description and summary of the seven variables used in analysis 

Variable 
(transformation 
used in 
analyses) 

Description Description of variable levels Source 

Years 
protection 

Years between 
zoning and data 
collection 

Samples were classified to a single reserve based on their location. In 
cases where rezoning meant that a reserves size was increased, a 
sample inside the old reserve area was classified as the 'initial' zoning, 
while if the sample were in the new area it was classified as 'current' 
zoning. Years protection was then calculated as the number of years 
between zoning and sampling.  
Range: 0 - 30 years from time of survey to reserve implementation to 
sampling. 

(CALM, 2005) 
(CALM, 1989) 

Zoning scheme Factor describing 
the two major 
reserve networks 
during the study 
period 

Initial 1987-2005, 8 no-take zones (Figure 6.1a) (CALM, 2005) 
(CALM, 1989) 
also see 
Appendix 6.1 

Current 2005-present, 18 no-take (excepting shore fishing) 
and 3 no-take zones in the Muiron Islands Marine 
Management Area (Figure 6.1b) 
 

Survey method Factor describing 
the major survey 
methods used to 
collect fish count 
and size data  

UVC Underwater visual census, collected along transect 
lines of set length and width (25 x 5 m, 50 x 5 m or 
100 x 10 m, 250 x 10 m). Most on SCUBA, some via 
snorkel. Fish counted and length estimated in situ.  

For more 
information 
on methods 
see  
0 BRUV Baited remote underwater stereo-video 

deployments, (30-60 minutes) point location, fish 
counted and length estimated post hoc from video 

DOV Diver operated stereo-video, collected along a 
transect line of set length and width (5 m in width 
and varying between 25 and 50 m length), fish 
counted and length estimated post hoc from video 

Habitat 
 

Factor describing 
four major habitat 
types which have 
differences both 
in the dominant 
benthic 
community and 
wave exposure 

Exposed reef 
slope 

The ocean side of the fringing reef, where the reef 
slopes to deeper water and the majority of wave 
energy is received 

Classified by 
authors, (see 
Collins et al., 
2003) Reef flat Shallow (~1-3m deep), shoreward from the reef 

crest for tens to hundreds of meters, typically 
dominated by the plate coral Acropora spiecifera 
on limestone bedrock 

Back reef & 
lagoon coral 

From where the reef flat breaks into more patchy 
reef and sand environments, sheltered from wave 
energy and including some large coral bommies 

Lagoon algae Sheltered shallow water lagoon, sandy bottom 
often dominated by fleshy canopy forming 
seaweed of the genera Sargassum and 
Sargassopsis. 

Reserve size 
(square –root) 

Area (ha) of each 
reserve at time of 
survey 

50 – 44752 hectares  
Mean: 6031 ha; Median: 1756 ha  

(CALM, 2005) 
(CALM, 1989) 

Boat fishing * 
(log-
transformation) 

A mean estimate 
of the number of 
vessels 
recreationally 
fishing sites 
outside of 
reserves 

Mean density of vessels observed fishing during aerial surveys in peak 
season in 2007. Each survey sample latitude and longitude was 
assigned the value of the underlying spatial data in fig. 4 of Smallwood 
and Beckley (2012). For surveys inside the reserves is was assumed 
that fishing activity was 0. 
Range: 0 - 0.625 vessels fishing per 9 km2 ; Mean: 0.12; Median: 0.11   
* Not available for the Muiron Islands 
Other estimates of fishing activity exist (Sumner et al. 2002) but this 
metric was deemed the most detailed 

Smallwood 
and Beckley 
(2012) 

Shore fishing Factor describing 
whether or not a 
reserve has shore 
fishing zones on 
its coastal 
boundary  

Allowed Shore fishing is allowed along the entire, or part of 
the coastal boundary of the reserve (26% of data) 

(CALM, 2005) 
 

Prohibited No shore fishing is permitted anywhere in the 
reserve (74% of data) 

 

 

 

The effect size for Epinephelinae abundance was significantly negative with 9% fewer 

fishes inside than outside the reserves (e = -0.09±0.08, 95%CI), although this result was 



heterogeneous (QT = 1125.7, df = 276, p<0.001, Table App 6. 6.2). Variable importance 

scores showed no variables with high importance relative to the Lethrinidae and L. 

nebulosus model sets. Reserve size and years protection were present in the most 

parsimonious model (Figure 6.2b, Table 6.2), while for the biomass it was method and 

boat fishing (Appendix 6.7). There were weak increasing trends for both reserve size 

and years protection, however the lack of strongly important or consistent variables in 

these model sets means the results should be interpreted cautiously. 

 

On average there was no significant difference inside to outside the reserves for E. 

rivulatus abundance (e = -0.06±0.09, 95%CI), though the effect was heterogeneous (QT 

= 477.3, df = 166, p<0.001, Table App 6. 6.2 G1). Zoning scheme and boat fishing had 

the highest variable importance across the model set and featured in the most 

parsimonious model. The effect size transitioned from no effect for low boat fishing 

activity, to a positive effect when there was high boat fishing activity, but the 

confidence intervals did not show this trend to be significant. The initial reserve 

network (in place longer) had a more positive effect than the newer reserves, but again 

this was not significant (Figure 6.3e). 

 

The control group, Scarinae, showed no significant difference inside to outside the 

reserves (e = -0.01±0.11, 95%CI) and this effect was heterogeneous (QT = 1701.1, df = 

260, p<0.001,Table App 6. 6.2). All variables had low importance according to AICc 

(Figure 6.2b, Table 6.2) and while boat fishing and shore fishing appear in the most 

parsimonious model we interpret this with caution. In the biomass analysis the most 

parsimonious model had habitat only (Appendix 6.7).  

 

In the full-subsets analysis reserve size and habitat appeared with the highest variable 

importance (for Lethrinidae and L. nebulosus) while other variables - survey method, 

years protection, zoning scheme and shore fishing - had low importance across all six 

fish groups. In many cases the heterogeneity statistics from the mixed-effect meta-

analysis models supported the findings of the full-subsets analysis, but for some 

variables such as shore fishing, the meta-analysis indicated this variable was important, 

explaining significant heterogeneity for all fish groups, except for L. nebulosus. 
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Table 6.2. Top Generalised Additive Mixed Models (GAMMs) for predicting the response ratio 

inside to outside reserves, �̅�, for abundance from full subset analyses for the abundance of the six 

fish groups. Difference between the lowest reported corrected Akaike Information Criterion 

(ΔAICc), AICc weights (ωAICc), variance explained (R2) and estimated degrees of freedom (EDF) 

are reported for model comparison. Model selection was based on the most parsimonious model 

(fewest variables and lowest EDF) within two units of the lowest AICc. This model is shown in bold 

text. 

Fish group Model ΔAICc ωAICc R2 EDF 

LETHRINIDAE Habitat + Years protection by Habitat + Size by Habitat 0.00 
0.31 0.14 14.6 

 Years protection + Habitat + Size by Habitat 0.17 
0.28 0.13 10.7 

 Habitat + Size by Habitat 0.19 
0.28 0.12 9.0 

L. nebulosus Habitat + Size by Habitat 0.00 
0.57 0.17 9.0 

L. atkinsoni  Method + Zoning scheme 0.00 
0.19 0.08 6.3 

 Habitat + Method + Zoning scheme 0.09 
0.18 0.09 9.0 

 Boat fishing + Method + Zoning scheme 0.71 
0.14 0.08 7.4 

 Habitat + Method + Size 1.41 
0.10 0.08 8.0 

 Habitat + Size + Years protection by Habitat 0.00 
0.18 0.11 14.4 

 Years protection + Boat fishing + Size 0.92 
0.11 0.08 8.3 

EPINEPHELINAE Years protection + Size 1.51 
0.08 0.08 7.3 

E. rivulatus Boat fishing + Zoning scheme 0.00 
0.60 0.17 8.9 

SCARINAE Boat fishing + Shore fishing 0.00 
0.16 0.03 4.0 

 Boat fishing + Zoning scheme 0.80 
0.11 0.03 4.2 

 Years protection + Habitat + Size by Habitat 1.25 
0.08 0.05 10.5 

 Habitat + Size by Habitat 1.84 
0.06 0.04 9.0 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6.3. Predicted relative fish abundance inside to outside reserves (back-transformed 

predicted weighted effect sizes) with 95% confidence intervals for the six fish groups – a) 

Lethrinidae; b) Lethrinus nebulosus c) L. atkinsoni; d) Epinephelinae; e) Epinephelus rivulatus; f) 

Scarinae – as a function of variables present in the most parsimonious models (Table 6.2) from full-

subsets GAMM analysis. Ribbons and error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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The temporal investigation for the most highly targeted fish, L. nebulosus, at Osprey 

reserve gave results that generally confirmed what was found in the overall analysis, 

showing effect sizes that are mostly positive though time, with higher abundance and 

biomass inside than outside (Fig 4). There were no strong or significant patterns with 

time, except for the abundance density outside of the reserve, which had a significantly 

negative linear trend (P=0.032). Generalised additive model fits indicated that, 

particularly in the latter half of the study period, both abundance and biomass may have 

declined both inside and outside the Osprey reserve, while there is some indication that 

abundance initially increased inside of the reserve following establishment. However, 

confidence in these trends is low and the gam fits were not statistically different from 

null models (except for abundance density outside the reserve, P = 0.048). 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Effect sizes through time for a) abundance and b) biomass from comparison pairs for 

the Osprey reserve and estimated density of c) abundance and d) biomass inside and outside the 

reserve through time. Ribbons indicate 95% confidence intervals on generalised additive models.



Discussion 

Across the 30 year synthesis higher abundance and biomass of certain targeted fish taxa 

inside the reserves suggests that recreational fishing can have significant effects in 

isolation from commercial harvest, as also shown in some previous studies (Denny et 

al., 2004; Shears et al., 2006; Babcock et al., 2007). We found the extent of this effect 

was variable among targeted taxa and influenced by a range of other factors. While our 

analyses revealed higher relative abundance and biomass of lethrinids (Lethrinus 

nebulosus and L. atkinsoni) inside reserves, no significant effect was found for the 

abundance of Epinephelus rivulatus, and a small negative effect was detected for the 

epinephelids as a group. All effects were heterogeneous, which was not surprising given 

the size and complexity of the synthesised dataset (including differences in size and age 

of reserves) and given that fish responses to reserves are known to vary with taxon-

specific, ecological and zoning factors (Barrett et al., 2007; Claudet et al., 2010; Edgar 

et al., 2014). Here we advance previous findings with the largest meta-analysis on 

recreational fishing in isolation from commercial fishing, illustrating the new 

information that can be gained from synthesising existing data, though we do not 

discount the advantages of strategic and consistent monitoring data. We show that it is 

important for assessments of reserves to consider habitat effects, and potential 

interactions with factors such as reserve size or age, as well as variability in fishing 

activity, or differences in survey method in order to avoid oversimplified conclusions on 

how fish abundance and biomass respond to management.  

 

Some previous studies in the Park have linked higher abundance and biomass of 

targeted species inside reserves to protection from fishing (Westera, 2003; Babcock et 

al., 2008; Fitzpatrick et al., 2015); though results of other studies are more equivocal 

(Wilson et al., 2012a; Wilson et al., 2018a). The reasons behind the disparate 

conclusions are unclear, but may be due to limited and/or varied spatial and temporal 

scales of the individual studies, different survey methodologies, the confounding 

influence of habitat, or high variability in target species abundance distributions. We 

also investigated the regulations on shore-based fishing on the coastal boundaries of 

reserves, with the hypothesis that this may influence the ability of the reserves to 

maintain higher abundance and biomass of fishes. There were mixed results with the 

full-subsets analysis indicating this variable had low importance, while the meta-

analysis showed it did explain significant heterogeneity, and indicated effect sizes were 

larger (though not significantly) when shore fishing was prohibited. However, this 
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factor was likely correlated with other variables not available in the present study, such 

as accessibility to reserves. High correlation between fish recruitment and larger natural 

cycles (El Niño Southern Oscillation) has also been suggested as a reason for 

inconsistencies in fishes response to reserves (Wilson et al., 2018b). In the present study 

we found high variability in the relative abundance of lethrinids among the different 

reserves, which can partially account for the varied conclusions of previous studies at 

smaller spatial scales. Nonetheless, when all data were pooled the average effect was 

clearly positive for abundance and biomass of the three lethrinid groups. However, the 

magnitudes of the positive effects were small (max 57% higher inside) relative to 

studies in other parts of the world (Watson & Ormond, 1994; Russ et al., 2015). A 

significant positive response for L. atkinsoni (40% higher), similar to that of L. 

nebulosus (42%) was not expected, given L. atkinsoni does not feature highly in catch 

reports (Ryan et al., 2017), possibly indicating it may be more influenced by 

recreational angling than previously recognised.  

 

Known differences in behaviour between lethrinid and epinephelids taxa did not 

correlate with their response to reserves as expected. Lethrinids are known to have large 

home ranges relative to many epinephelids, including E. rivulatus, and are therefore 

more likely to move across reserve boundaries (Mackie & Black, 1999; Pillans et al., 

2014; Babcock et al., 2017), with the expectation that they may experience lower levels 

of protection than epinephelids. However, we only observed positive responses for the 

lethrinids. It is possible that lower counts of epinephelids than lethrinids in the dataset 

may have reduced the power to detect an effect in the former group, or there are other 

factors that have not been captured in our analyses. 

 

The age of no-take reserves has been shown to be a significant positive correlate of 

relative fish abundance for targeted species (Claudet et al., 2008; Edgar et al., 2014; 

Zupan et al., 2018). Demonstrated increases in effect size with time help attribute 

positive effect sizes to the presence of a protected area, rather than other factors (Russ et 

al., 2015). In the present study there was negligible evidence of changes in effect sizes 

with age of reserve. Where relationships were present, the shape of the trend was 

generally parabolic, showing an increase initially, before subsequent decrease around 

2005, though no relationships were significant. This was supported by examining data 

for L. nebulosus, from the best temporally replicated reserve, Osprey, where again no 

clear temporal patterns were found. Potentially of concern for managers was the 



significantly negative decline in L. nebulosus density outside of the Osprey reserve, and 

a slight increase followed by a decrease inside this reserve. However, the confidence 

intervals on all temporal patterns were large. These findings are in contrast with 

previous studies, for example Russ et al. (2015) showed lethrinids continued to increase 

in density inside reserves in the Philippines on time scales of 8-30 years. In the present 

study rezoning in 2005 made temporal analyses more complex, though by including 

zoning scheme as a variable we partly addressed this. Effect sizes were not strongly 

influenced by this variable, implying that the effect sizes were broadly consistent across 

the initial and current reserve networks. Where zoning scheme did feature for L. 

atkinsoni, the older reserves had a more positive effect, as expected.  

 

The absence of a strong temporal link with effect size must be considered when 

interpreting the positive effect sizes, however there are various factors which may have 

contributed to the absence of a strong relationship. First, while there is limited evidence 

of a reduction in fishing activity within the Park (Ryan et al., 2015, 2017) a shift in 

fishing activity to areas offshore (>100m depth) (West et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 

2018), which are not part of the current survey data, is likely. Second, the mobile 

behaviour of lethrinid fishes may be capping the levels of the observed effect size, if a 

proportion of their population is travelling further than the reserve boundaries. Pillans et 

al. (2014) found that approximately 60% of tagged lethrinid individuals move at scales 

greater than the average reserve size over a year period. Third, illegal fishing within the 

reserves may also limit a temporal increase in effect size, as Smallwood and Beckley 

(2012) found 8-12% of observed vessels were fishing inside reserves in the Park in 

2007. Fourth, we do not discount that the unevenness of sampling though time, with 

some years being more highly sampled than others (Figure App 6. 2.1) potentially 

influenced our capacity to detect a trend if it were present. The analysis of L. nebulosus 

density at Osprey showed that the temporal patterns inside and outside reserves can be 

complex and not always captured by the overall effect size. Parallel declines or 

increases in density occurring both inside and outside are masked from the effect size. 

Vanderklift et al. (2019) showed parallel declines occurring inside and outside one of 

the Ningaloo no-take reserves, Mandu, for multiple families of fishes. Such declines 

have also been observed in other fisheries closures on the western Australian coast 

(Bornt et al., 2015). 
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Though our study only had a very coarse level of habitat classification available, our 

results support previous studies (Miller & Russ, 2014; Rees et al., 2018a; Rees et al., 

2018b), showing the importance of habitat when assessing the ability of reserves to 

support target species abundance. We further demonstrate interactions between habitat 

and reserve size, showing that conclusions on both the magnitude and direction 

(positive or negative) of observed effects are influenced by this interaction. In the case 

of L. atkinsoni biomass we also found an interaction between habitat and reserve age, 

though the models were not as strong. Previous studies have demonstrated the positive 

influence of larger and older reserves (Halpern & Warner, 2002; Claudet et al., 2008; 

Edgar et al., 2014; Zupan et al., 2018), however the interaction with habitat has not 

previously been explored. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that effect sizes were greatest in 

the back reef & lagoon coral habitat for L. nebulosus, while for L. atkinsoni, the effect 

was greatest on the reef flat, a result that may be attributed to these habitats being 

preferred by the adults of each species respectively (Babcock et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 

2017). This is important when considering potential changes to habitat inside or outside 

of reserves, as Russ et al. (2015), showed that changes in benthic habitat due to 

disturbance could markedly influence the effect of reserves for lethrinids. We advise 

that reserves must incorporate adequate amounts of the essential habitats of the species 

or communities they are designed to protect, and assessment of reserve effectiveness 

must account for possible interactions between habitat and reserve size and age. 

 

While habitat was particularly important for the lethrinid groups, it was not found to be 

an important predictor for Epinephelinae or E. rivulatus. Again, this was contrary to 

expectations given the often high site fidelity of Epinephelinae (Mackie & Black, 1999). 

However, the relatively coarse habitat classification available for our analyses likely did 

not adequately capture the habitat requirements for this group. Previous work has shown 

E. rivulatus is strongly associated with macroalgal habitats at Ningaloo Reef (Wilson et 

al., 2012a) but that variability in the quality of macroalgal habitats can be substantial 

and have major implications for fish abundance (Fulton et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 

2014; Lim et al., 2016). Furthermore, Beckley and Lombard (2012) found that deeper 

habitats seaward of the reef have relatively lower spatial protection from recreational 

fishing, despite these habitats potentially supporting a high biomass of epinephelids 

(Babcock et al., 2008). It is thus plausible that habitats outside of the reserves were 

more appropriate for Epinephelinae, particularly prior to re-zoning in 2005, which could 

explain the overall negative and null effects for these groups. A much better 



understanding of the habitat requirements, electivity and movement across seascapes by 

targeted taxa and appropriate ‘micro-habitat’ classifications are needed to more fully 

understand these results. 

 

Where the boat fishing variable appeared in models for E. rivulatus, there were subtle 

positive trends in effect size as fishing activity increased, i.e. where boat fishing was 

most prevalent the effect size was greater. Our metric for fishing activity is unlikely to 

be representative across the 30 years of data, as it was an estimate from 2007 

(Smallwood & Beckley, 2012), yet still showed some importance. We think this is a 

particularly important factor when assessing reserves, as variability in fishing activity 

(spatially and temporally) makes it very difficult to disentangle the true effect of the 

reserves if this variability is not quantified. We suggest that finer-scale spatiotemporal 

data on the pressures outside, and indeed inside, of reserves would clarify reserve 

assessments, both in the case of the present study but also more generally in any 

assessment of spatial protection. In the case of marine reserves, quantitative 

standardised data on fishing activity at the scale of individual reserves should be 

prioritised alongside the collection of ecological data. 

 

Synthesizing data from multiple survey methods leads to larger datasets, and the advent 

of video-based methods in the last decades (e.g. BRUV and DOV) has increased the 

diversity of methods used to monitor fish. Contrary to expectations, in general, survey 

method did not strongly influence the effect size. The strongest effect sizes (Lethrinidae 

and L. nebulosus) were consistently detected regardless of the survey method. L. 

atkinsoni exhibited a more positive effect when surveyed by remote video as compared 

to diver-based methods, which may be partly explained by fish behaviours associated 

with both the attraction to bait and avoidance of divers (Watson et al., 2005; Goetze et 

al., 2015), particularly on SCUBA (Radford et al., 2005). On balance, we did not 

distinguish a single survey method as optimal, and in most cases it was appropriate to 

compare data from the three methods for the effect size calculation. This is likely 

possible because of the nature of our effect size, which, as a ratio, is more robust to 

different units of measurement. However, this cannot provide the same level of 

information as standardised temporal data on fish density. We therefore suggest that 

monitoring programs should prioritise resurveying existing monitoring sites with 

comparable methodology to build more robust time-series data, else adopt the 

method(s) that are best suited to surveying the taxa of interest. 
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Conclusions 

There were two major challenges in addressing the aims of this study. The first 

stemmed from the nature of the available data, as while we showed that new 

information can be gained from collaboration and the synthesis of disparate data, a lack 

of consistent temporal data meant it was not possible to understand the temporal 

changes to the fish populations. This was demonstrated by some complex trends in the 

estimated fish density inside and outside the Osprey reserve that underlay the overall 

effect size. Therefore, the value of consistent monitoring across time and space is 

unequivocal, particularly given a likely increase in adaptive management complicating 

temporal assessments. Indeed, at Ningaloo,  the management plans of a marine park in 

commonwealth waters directly seaward of the Ningaloo Marine Park has recently been 

updated. Our findings suggest that consistent monitoring, producing data that can be 

compared to that of the present study should be implemented for this new Park. The 

second challenge was explored by Underwood (1995), who argued that ecological 

research can better aid management if management interventions are treated as testable 

hypotheses. No-take marine reserves can provide experiments with which to test 

hypotheses regarding the effects of fishing (Langlois & Ballantine, 2005). However, our 

study has highlighted that variability in ‘experimental design,’ resulting from a range of 

complexities including spatial and temporal variability in fishing activity, shore fishing 

zones adjacent to no-takes areas and modifications to reserve design over time, make 

determining the long-term outcomes of these experiments difficult. We suggest that in 

order to best analyse across such complicated experimental designs it is necessary to 

account for (i) habitat; (ii) potential interactions between habitat and reserve size and 

age; and (iii) variability in fishing activity outside of reserves and compliance inside 

reserves. Regarding the last point, integration of the collection of fishing activity data 

with the collection of ecological data is likely to help interpret the true effects of 

reserves. The two are clearly intertwined and having data on both the pressure and the 

response is essential for holistic assessments of the efficacy of spatial management 

interventions. 
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Clearly it’s not that simple; how could it be? I’m talking about how Nature is 

organised and how it changes, one of the most complex subjects imaginable. 

Charlie Veron ~ A Life Underwater
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Chapter 7     Discussion 

In the previous chapters I have explored different elements of the responses of two 

ecosystem components — coral and fish — to a variety of disturbances. I have also 

investigated some of the key processes underlying maintenance and recovery in coral 

reefs: reproduction and growth. Via multiple approaches, including data synthesis, 

modelling and novel survey methods, various important insights have been achieved, 

contributing to our understanding of coral reef resilience and disturbance ecology.  

 

Chapter 2 showed that while the dynamics of coral cover are highly variable, there are 

important relationships between impact and recovery. In particular, the recovery rate 

has a non-linear relationship with coral cover before and after disturbance. I suggested 

that this was governed by the opposing processes of increased reproductive and growth 

potential (arising from higher coral cover) versus space limitation. This is an important 

insight for studies of resilience and for developing management strategies for coral 

reefs. This chapter also provided an up-to-date summary of impact and recovery in coral 

reefs from increasingly common acute climatic disturbances.  

 

Chapters 3 and 4 explored coral reproduction and coral growth respectively, processes 

likely important in governing the non-linear relationship between impact and recovery 

rate revealed in chapter 2. Chapter 3 suggested how we may gain more information 

about the phenomenon of mass coral spawning by presenting the second occasion where 

satellite-borne synthetic aperture radar serendipitously captured a mass coral spawning 

event. The continuing advances in technology offer increased power for studies of coral 

reefs, including remote, difficult-to-access reefs. In chapter 4 I was able to quantify 

growth rates for two genera of corals on the Ningaloo Reef slope, an environment with 

very high wave-driven water motion, thus extending our understanding of coral growth 

in different environments. Indeed, we found growth rates that were slower than any 

previous estimates for the region, perhaps explained by their location in a highly 

exposed, deep habitat. I was also successful in using a new method (structure-from-

motion) to obtain high sample sizes to measure these growth rates. 

 

Chapter 5 modelled the dynamics of disturbance at fine temporal scales for various 

disturbance scenarios, finding that disturbance frequency was a particularly important 

driver of coral community dynamics. The work also showed that the various metrics 



used (coral cover, number and volume of colonies, linear rugosity and morphological 

diversity) each gave different, but usually complementary dynamics. The 

simplifications in a focus on total coral cover were illustrated; the different 

morphologies had distinctly different dynamics which underlay the total coral cover 

dynamics. 

 

Chapter 6 focussed on a chronic anthropogenic disturbance, recreational fishing, using 

data from the Ningaloo Marine Park. This study demonstrated the complexities of 

quantifying fishing impacts, highlighting some of the key factors and interactions that 

likely underlie inconsistencies in the literature for reserve assessments. The results 

indicated that reef habitat and its interaction with reserve size, as well as the influence 

of spatial variability in fishing activity, were particularly important for the assessment 

and design of no-take marine reserves. 

 

Resilience is relative 

 

I encountered many of the same challenges faced by others when applying a resilience 

framework. These included variable definitions, high interdependencies between 

ecosystem components, and many unknown parameters. The widespread use of 

resilience in the popular media, as well as a technical term in multiple scientific fields, 

has led to inconsistent usage in ecological scientific literature. Hodgson et al. (2015) 

reasoned that resilience has come to mean so many different things in ecological studies 

that it must assume its broadest definition. While I generally agree with this statement, 

if this is to be the way forward, then the term should be clarified within individual 

scientific studies to achieve consistency and transparency. 

 

The research for, and results of, chapters 1 to 6 now lead me to suggest that if resilience 

is to be used more broadly across systems as a useful scientific and policy term, it 

should be contextualised relative to a set of ‘identifiers’: (i) the focal ecosystem; (ii) the 

ecosystem component of interest and the resolution with which this component is 

examined (iii) the metric used to measure it; (iv) the type of disturbance:(v) its intensity, 

frequency and duration; (vi) the spatial and temporal scale of interest; (vii) the reference 

state or baseline; and (viii) the perspective of the user (schematised in Figure 7.1). In 

combination these identifiers aim to provide a framework to contextualise resilience. In 

the following discussion I use several lines of reasoning that draw on examples from the 
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previous chapters and the available scientific literature to support why these are 

important and relevant identifiers for the study of resilience. Table 7.1 provides 

examples of these identifiers for each chapter of this thesis. 

 

 

Figure 7.1. A schematic illustrating the proposed resilience identifiers 

 



Relative to the ecosystem 

The transferability of resilience measures across different ecosystems was beyond the 

scope of this thesis as I focussed only on coral reef ecosystems, but it is nonetheless an 

important consideration. Coral reefs are among the most complex ecosystems (Connell, 

1978), and therefore many of the ideas explored in this thesis should be transferable to 

simpler systems. However, different ecosystems have inherently different dynamics that 

may influence the application of the bivariate resistance-recovery resilience framework. 

Corals have multiple characteristics that lend them to assessments of resistance and 

recovery. In particular, fairly stable base dynamics distinguish them from other more 

dynamic marine habitat formers, such as macroalgae or seagrass, which can have 

dramatic seasonal variation (Lüning & Tom Dieck, 1989; Wu et al., 2017).  

 

Relative to the ecosystem component, resolution and metric 

In this thesis I have used ecosystem components, as suggested by Nimmo et al. (2015) 

and I have considered the resistance and/or recovery of coral and fish as components of 

coral reef ecosystems. These ecosystem components are essentially acting as a proxy for 

the resilience of the ecosystem. Other approaches are more targeted at a whole-

ecosystem level, seeking to capture multiple components and their interactions 

(Nyström et al., 2000; Nyström & Folke, 2001; Boschetti et al., 2019a). Arguably, 

however, measuring and communicating changes in ecosystem components of direct 

relevance to managers and policy makers, i.e. coral abundance, fish abundance or 

biomass, can be more comprehensible and applicable than abstract changes to whole-

ecosystem resilience metrics (Nimmo et al., 2015). 

 

Ecosystem components can be examined at different resolutions (Figure 7.2). The 

coarsest resolution of coral examined was total abundance of all live corals in chapter 2, 

whereas finer resolutions were considered in chapter 3 (genera) and chapter 5 

(morphological types). Chapter 6 considered fish as an ecosystem component, at the 

resolution of both family and species.  

 

The different ecosystem components and resolutions cannot always be examined with 

comparable metrics. For example, in chapter 2, the resolution of the available data 

constrained the metric to be percentage of total live coral cover. Both relative and 

absolute changes in coral cover were considered in order to quantify resistance, while 
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recovery was quantified both using recovery rate (annual change in percentage coral 

cover) in conjunction with the shape of the recovery trajectory (linear, accelerating, 

decelerating, flatline).  

 

The study described in chapter 5 focused on morphological types, exploring multiple 

metrics: diversity, number, volume and percentage cover of five coral morphologies, as 

well as the linear rugosity of the coral community. This examination clearly 

demonstrates that at the resolution of total coral cover, the dynamics of finer functional 

types are not captured. While this is established in the literature, Coralcraft provided 

fine-scale graphical illustrations of this phenomenon, from which we could better 

understand some of the mechanisms driving the dynamics, such as competition for 

space and light, and the ability to quickly occupy space. 

 

There can be significant and strong interdependencies between the target ecosystem 

component (e.g. fish) and other ecosystem components (e.g. coral). In chapter 6, I have 

suggested that given the interaction between habitat type and the protection from fishing 

provided by the reserves, if the coral habitats are impacted by disturbance, this may 

indirectly affect the fish population, and the ability of the reserves to maintain higher 

abundance/biomass of targeted fishes. (Graham et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2019). These 

interdependencies between ecosystem components are another key challenge for 

quantifying resilience.  

 



 

Figure 7.2. Schematic illustration of the different resolutions examined in this thesis, with the 

ecosystem level referring to a coral reef and the ecosystem components including coral and fish. 

The functional types in this work were morphological types, defined by morphological traits and 

the different taxa, which included species, genera and families in this thesis. The chapters which 

consider each resolution are indicated. 

 

Relative to disturbance  

In this thesis I assumed a causal definition of disturbance, i.e. a change in the physical 

environment that likely, but not necessarily, causes a measurable response in the 

ecosystem or ecosystem components. When seeking to assess resistance to disturbance 

this was important in order to avoid circular reasoning, which would arise when a 

disturbance was defined to be an effect to the ecological system (Van de Pol et al., 

2017). There remain limited insights into the mechanisms that may promote resistance 

(Ghedini et al., 2015), which may have in part resulted from this circularity, given that 

disturbances are more likely to be studied when they have an obvious effect, i.e. in 

systems that are not resistant. Similarly, recovery may occur so quickly that the 

disturbance is not registered as an effect to the ecological system.
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Disturbance type 

The next resilience identifiers relate to the type of disturbance and their intensity, 

duration and frequency. Clearly, different types of disturbances affect ecosystems and 

their components to different degrees. A cyclone can quickly remove physical structure, 

while temperature stress may cause coral bleaching, followed by death, but the 

structural breakdown of the coral skeletons can take years (Graham et al., 2007). 

Cyclones, bleaching and flooding, as the key acute disturbances examined in chapter 2, 

often have measurable impacts on coral abundance, but their direct effects to other 

ecosystem components, i.e. fish, can be more difficult to quantify. Similarly, fishing, the 

focus in chapter 6, may also be affecting coral, but through indirect pathways, i.e. 

trophic cascades (Babcock et al., 2010; Roff & Mumby, 2012; Ghedini et al., 2015). 

Many of these intricacies were beyond the scope of this thesis, but their importance is 

acknowledged, especially for ecosystem-level understanding. 

 

A coral reef may be resilient to some disturbances but not others, or not the increasing 

number and intensity of disturbances that are occurring today. Coral reefs were 

originally thought to be temporally stable on the scale of millennia, but recent declines 

have shattered these paradigms (Mumby & Steneck, 2008). Potts (1986) described Indo-

Pacific reefs as a “globally robust and resilient mosaic of regional and local, oceanic 

and shelf, systems, linked by long-distance dispersal, but buffered by substantial spatial 

barriers’ in contrast with Caribbean reefs which were described as less resilient. Yet, 

recent global mass bleaching events have had drastic consequences in all biogeographic 

regions (Hughes et al., 2018). 

 

Disturbance intensity, frequency and duration 

The importance of having a measure of disturbance intensity in resilience studies was 

evident in chapters 2, 5, and 6. Quantifying measures of resistance that could be 

compared across systems was not possible without a quantification of the intensity of 

the disturbances. In the data synthesis described in chapter 2, disturbance intensity 

information was not available for most of the studies. Furthermore, in some studies, the 

intensity of a disturbance was determined from the change in the ecosystem component 

(i.e. coral cover), such that a large loss in the biological component prescribed an 

intense disturbance. With this approach there is little separation between cause and 

effect (Van de Pol et al., 2017), and no room for intense disturbances that cause little 



change in the biological component as a result of high resistance. Therefore, when 

seeking to quantify resistance, the disturbance intensity needs to be quantified by 

environmental variables (e.g. temperature, wind speed, number of fishers), not the 

change in the biological component.  

 

In chapter 6, I showed that spatial data on the intensity of fishing across the network of 

no-take reserves in the Ningaloo Marine Park helped to quantify the effect of fishing. 

However, the available data was from only one time point, despite the duration of the 

disturbance being > 30 years. Given that fishing intensity likely varied over this period, 

our capacity to precisely link cause and effect was degraded. As an analogy to likely 

variation in the intensity of fishing pressure outside different reserves in the Ningaloo 

Marine Park network, we can consider a simple beaker experiment where there are three 

beakers: the first a control with distilled water (a no-take reserve); the second containing 

water with 1 ml hydrochloric acid added (e.g. recreational fishing allowed, but the area 

is not often visited by fishers); and the third with 10 ml hydrochloric acid added (many 

recreational fishers fish is the area). Without knowing the amount of acid (the intensity 

of disturbance) beakers two and three are considered the same. This occurs in many 

marine reserve assessments due to an absence of data on fishing intensity that 

corresponds to the level of the ecological data. 

 

Using Coralcraft in chapter 5 allowed total control over the intensity and frequency of 

disturbances, as is the power of modelling. In this way it was possible to quantify and 

visualise both the impact – as a reduction in the number of coral colonies, cover, or 

volume of each morphological type – and the subsequent recovery, and reference these 

to the disturbance intensity and frequency. 

 

The duration and frequency of disturbances, as well as their intensities, are important 

considerations underlying the definitions of acute versus chronic disturbances. I 

classified the disturbances examined in this thesis as either acute or chronic, though 

acknowledge that this is not always a clear distinction, and that it is largely subjective. 

For example, Connell (1997) regarded a ‘series of acute disturbances occurring so 

frequently that there is little time between them for recovery’ to be a chronic 

disturbance. Various studies now note that as recovery time-windows shorten, due to a 

combination of increases in disturbance frequency and duration, many disturbances 

previously considered acute (e.g. marine heatwaves) are likely to become chronic 
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(Baker et al., 2008; Hughes et al., 2018). For example, the time-window between 

consecutive mass bleaching events has decreased from ~25-30 years a few decades ago 

to just 6 years (Hughes et al., 2018), and this is shorter than the mean recovery times for 

coral found in chapter 2 (7.1 years). Thus, the line between chronic and acute 

disturbances has become increasingly blurred for coral reefs. 

 

The applicability of resistance and recovery can be confused for chronic disturbances 

and frequent acute disturbances as it becomes difficult to distinguish impact and 

recovery relating to individual disturbances, as was the approach in chapter 2. Thus, the 

bivariate resilience components of resistance and recovery also become less 

distinguishable. Some have argued that resistance is more applicable for chronic 

disturbances (Baker et al., 2008; Lake, 2013; Darling & Côté, 2018), though arguably 

either resistance or recovery may be driving a resilient system in these situations, but it 

is not possible to distinguish them without very fine scale spatiotemporal data. This can 

be exemplified by a highly resilient weed community: a chronic disturbance occurs 

where a gardener is continually pulling out weeds, yet when the abundance of weeds is 

compared before the gardener began weeding, and two weeks later, there is the same 

amount of weeds in the garden. We conclude that the weed community is highly 

resilient, but is this driven by resistance or recovery? The large pile of dead weeds in the 

gardener’s compost bin implies it is the later. The intensity, frequency and duration of 

disturbance are therefore clearly key considerations for the quantification of the relative 

contributions of resistance and recovery to resilience. 

 

Relative to the reference state or baseline 

Shifting baselines are known to complicate environmental assessments and management 

strategies (Pauly, 1995; Knowlton & Jackson, 2008; Soga & Gaston, 2018), and they 

also create challenges for the quantification of resilience (Bahn & Ingrisch, 2018; 

Yeung & Richardson, 2018; Allen et al., 2019). It is generally agreed that studies of 

disturbance impact and recovery should include an undisturbed reference system as a 

control, which allows parallel monitoring of baseline dynamics (Rykiel & Edward, 

1985; Underwood, 1993; Nimmo et al., 2015; Thiault et al., 2017). However, this is 

rarely possible for observational studies of unplanned large-scale disturbances 

(characteristics which define many climatic disturbances such as those examined in 



chapter 2), except in the few cases where there is historical monitoring data (Bahn & 

Ingrisch, 2018; Yeung & Richardson, 2018). 

 

Qualifying the baseline or reference state acknowledges that resilience is impacted by, 

and relative to, past disturbances. Coral cover prior to disturbance was used as the 

reference state in chapter 2 – as other meta-analyses have done (McCrackin et al., 2017) 

– with the recognition that this is unlikely to represent the true baseline coral cover, as a 

system may be recovering from an earlier disturbance. Outputs from Coralcraft 

revealed how the percentage of coral cover prior to disturbance decreased with each 

consecutive disturbance (Figure 5.5). Furthermore, baselines are rarely constant in 

nature, given that the state of an ecosystem is continuously changing due to the intrinsic 

dynamics of species and populations (Yeung & Richardson, 2018). Another 

complication arises if there are multiple disturbances occurring simultaneously; 

distinguishing the resistance or recovery from one disturbance is confounded by the 

others. This last point was one of the reasons Ningaloo Reef acted as a good case study 

for the examination of some singular disturbances (recreational fishing) and wave-

driven water movement, because, as outlined, it has few disturbances relative to other 

reefs globally.  

 
As covered in chapter 6, marine reserves can be thought of as creating a reference state 

(Langlois & Ballantine, 2005) for fishing as a disturbance. However, as emphasised in 

chapter 6, and in the discussion of disturbance intensity above, neither the extent to 

which the marine reserve is unimpacted, nor the intensity of the pressure outside of the 

reserves, are easily quantifiable. Furthermore, reserves cannot provide a reference state 

for the other disturbances (e.g. marine heat waves or cyclones). An absence of data prior 

to the implementation of the marine reserves, in combination with the variety of survey 

methods used over the 30 years, meant that it was not possible to use a ‘before-after-

control-impact’ approach, that is more powerful for isolating the dynamics of 

disturbance (Thiault et al., 2017). Consistent long-term monitoring data are particularly 

valuable for allowing this approach (Cresswell et al., 2019; Vanderklift et al., 2019). 

 

In theory, a reference state should be obtainable using modelling. However, the start of 

any simulation model is often artificial unless a known baseline can be programmed. In 

chapter 5 we were challenged with how to begin the simulations, and started with an 

empty environment, i.e. bare substrate, with 10 corals recruits. The steady state or 
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equilibrium of the no disturbance scenario is therefore likely to be a truer representation 

of the baseline, however in the period we examined (20 years) the system did not reach 

equilibrium. 

 

Two remaining points regarding baselines are that (i) they might not be the desired state 

from a management perspective (Yeung & Richardson, 2018), nor (ii) obtainable 

(Duarte et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2019). The latter links to an issue with the bivariate 

framework of resistance and recovery; that is, it fails to capture situations where a 

regime shift to an alternative stable state occurs and no recovery that can be referenced 

to the pre-disturbance conditions is possible (Yeung & Richardson, 2018; Allen et al., 

2019). The idea that ecosystems can have multiple stable states is well established 

(Done, 1992), and indeed underlies some definitions of resilience, e.g. “the resilience of 

a complex system is its capacity to absorb recurrent disturbances or shocks and adapt to 

change without fundamentally switching to an alternative stable state” (Holling, 1973; 

Scheffer et al., 2001; Hughes et al., 2010). This will be a key point for consideration in 

future development of the resilience identifiers presented here. 

 

Relative in space and time  

Our understanding of ecosystem dynamics is directly influenced by the scale at which 

we make ecological observations (Pandolfi, 2002; Hughes et al., 2005). Andrew and 

Mapstone (1987) discussed how perceptions of scale are entrenched in our perception of 

problems, and the resulting generation of hypotheses. Ecological research however, 

must expand upon the scales convenient to these perceptions, to also encompass the 

scales at which organisms are responding to their environment. Regarding the concept 

of baselines, Pimm et al. (2019) showed the longer that one studies a natural system the 

less certain that they become of the existence of any long-term equilibrium. Impact and 

recovery from disturbance can be observed at many different temporal and spatial 

scales: they may be viewed over the relatively short periods of time that characterise 

most studies, or over thousands of years through the geological record (Jackson 1992). 

Clearly, it is not possible to deal with all scales within an individual study, so there must 

be transparency and justification for the scales chosen (Andrew & Mapstone, 1987). 

 

As well as the spatiotemporal scale of an individual study, it is important to consider the 

scale of its broader applicability. Andrew and Mapstone (1987) specify that results 



cannot be applied at different scales. This is less clear for modelling and data syntheses. 

For example, while we worked with a spatial scale of 1 m3 with Coralcraft in chapter 5, 

we argue that the results have meaning at larger spatiotemporal scales because the sides 

of the simulated environment were ‘wrapped’ and therefore it could be seen to represent 

an infinitely large, but environmentally homogeneous area. Further, the model explored 

theoretical ideas which are less constrained by space and time. In chapter 2, the 

individual studies that contributed to the synthesised dataset were mostly relatively 

small scale – at the level of quadrats of transects, individual reefs, islands or atolls, 

sometimes up to biogeographic regions – yet the combination of these studies allowed 

inferences at a global scale. Nonetheless, careful consideration should be given to 

whether the questions being posited, and their results, are specific in space or time, or 

whether they allow more generality. 

 

The most useful studies within the synthesised dataset in chapter 2 were those with 

consistent time-series data, which allowed the relationships between impact and 

recovery trajectories to be investigated. Likewise, much of the power of the work in 

chapter 6 stemmed from the length of the synthesised study (30 years), which provided 

greater certainty in the observed effects of recreational fishing and its constancy through 

time, where a single study on one reserve or at one time could not. The number of 

samples, and their distribution in space and time is particularly important for 

distinguishing the effect of a disturbance from natural variability or other disturbances. 

It is clear that robust interpretation comes from collecting and/or synthesising data at 

more than one spatial and temporal scale. 

 

Relative to perspective and goals 

The last identifier I suggest here – and perhaps the most important for improving 

transparency in the discussion and assessment of resilience – is the perspective of the 

user. This links to a number of the previous identifiers, in particular space, time and 

baselines. For example, a geologist will generally have a longer temporal perspective 

than a biologist. More broadly, some examples of user perspectives may include 

theoretical or empirical perspectives from scientists, managers or policy makers, or 

some combination. Given differences in context, goals and perspective of different 

users, the lack of consistency in the use of resilience is not surprising.  
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As an example of potential misalignments regarding resilience stemming from such 

differences I quote Birkeland (1997):  

Although coral reefs and other plant-animal reef systems are fragile, they are 

resilient. Coral reefs vanished from the record during a period of about 10 

million years following the late Cretaceous, but many of the same families and 

even some of the same genera of scleractinian coral eventually returned. 

 A factual statement, and yet for the studies in this thesis, and for managers and policy 

makers concerned with the near future (e.g. 1-50 years) of coral reefs, this evolutionary 

span of resilience is mostly irrelevant. The user perspective will not always be 

straightforward to define, but some effort to give clarity on why resilience is being used, 

should be made by studies. 



Table 7.1. Resilience identifiers for each chapter in this thesis 

 
Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 

(i) Ecosystem 

    

Coral reef Coral reef Coral reef Coral reef Coral reef 

(ii) Ecosystem component 

 

Coral Coral Coral Coral Fish 

(iii) Component resolution 

 

Total coral Total coral  Coral genera Coral 
morphologies 
(coral functional 
types) 

Species and 
Families of fish 

(iv) Component metric 

    

Percentage 
cover 

NA NA Percentage 
cover; count, 
volume and 
diversity; linear 
rugosity 

Relative fish 
abundance and 
biomass; 

(v) Disturbance type 

 

marine 
heatwaves, 
extreme rainfall 
and severe 
storms 

NA NA Severe storms/ 
hydrodynamic 

Recreational 
fishing 

(vi) Disturbance intensity, 
frequency & duration 

 

Varied; acute 
disturbances 

NA NA Varied scenarios Chronic 

(vii) Temporal scale (years) 

   

3 – 30  1 2 20 30 

(vii) Spatial scale 

   

Sites to reefs to 
islands, in 
global context 

Region, 
multiple reefs 

Ningaloo Reef 1 m3  / infinitely 
large but 
homogeneous 
area 

Ningaloo Reef 

(viii) Reference state 

  

Last 
measurement 
before 
disturbance 

NA NA Pre-disturbance 
abundance of 
each coral 
morphology 

No-take marine 
reserves 

(ix) User perspective or goals 

 

Ecological 
knowledge and 
theory; 
management 

Scientific 
monitoring/ 
biological 
knowledge 

Biological 
knowledge 

Ecological 
knowledge and 
theory 

Management 

 

 

Suggestions for future work 

The thesis has a broad scope in that it encompasses investigations of both chronic and 

acute disturbances. It considers how we assess and monitor the dynamic processes of 

resistance and recovery of key components of coral reef ecosystems, and tackles some 

of the more theoretical components of the discussion of resilience. With such a broad 

scope there is a great deal that can be explored along each of these avenues in future 

investigations. Much of this has been discussed in the respective chapters, so I highlight 

only several key topics for future research here: 
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• In additional to the internal state variables considered in chapter 2, a next step 

would be to consider environmental variables (depth, reef type, latitude, 

biogeographic region) and management variables (governance, human 

population pressure, marine reserves) to see if there are differences in impact 

and recovery that can be linked to these variables, and their relative importance 

alongside the internal state variables.  

• Selecting studies from the dataset in chapter 2 that provide finer resolution 

functional or taxonomic information would allow an empirical investigation of 

the dynamics underlying total coral cover and could be linked to the modelling 

in chapter 5. It is clear that some disturbances (e.g. cyclones) are particularly 

selective (Hughes et al., 2010), disproportionately impacting some species or 

functional types more than others. Factors such as structural complexity 

(rugosity) or diversity could also be empirically investigated with such a dataset, 

as there are key hypotheses about the influence of these variables on coral reef 

resilience (Roff et al., 2015). 

• Coral reefs sit within a wider network of closely interlinked habitats such as 

mangroves and seagrass beds (Mumby & Hastings, 2008). Future work would 

benefit from developing comparisons between the resistance and resilience of 

coral and these other key marine habitat formers. 

• The capacity to study coral communities in three-dimensions, where historically 

studies have been two-dimensional (i.e. coral cover, see chapter 2) is rapidly 

increasing with structure-from-motion technology (see chapter 4) and with 

models like Coralcraft. This offers many opportunities to quantify and model 

the effects of disturbances on the structure and function of coral communities 

(Graham et al., 2015; Ferrari et al., 2016). Expanding the coral growth work in 

chapter 4 to capture 3D growth, using the methods of Ferrari et al. (2017), 

would provide important demographic information in high sample sizes. This 

could also help to better calibrate and validate Coralcraft. 

• Further exploration of if and how the bivariate resilience framework considered 

in this thesis can be applied to systems that undergo phase-shifts is needed 

(Done, 1992; Allen et al., 2019). A useful comparison of the pros and cons of 

resilience that is framed around phase-shifts, versus resilience that assumes 

recovery, as was the case in this thesis, is provided in Mumby et al. (2014a). 

This would require careful consideration in order to maintain a balance between 

complexity and useability. An additional dimension would likely be required, 



where there are multiple bivariate frameworks for each possible phase/state of 

the system. 

• Populating the empirical dataset in chapter 2 into the existing proposed 

theoretical frameworks (e.g. Hodgson et al., 2015; Nimmo et al., 2015; Ingrisch 

& Bahn, 2018) and assessing their usability for empirical data promises to be 

particularly insightful for investigating the application of theoretical approaches.  

 

Thesis challenges and limitations 

I experienced significant challenges associated with the accessibility, format and quality 

of data used to build the datasets in both chapter 2 and chapter 6. Gaps in monitoring, 

different and unclear reporting of methods and results in individual studies were all 

frustrations that eroded comparability. Empirical observational data is associated with 

many unknown parameters; when many sets of these data are combined, the number of 

variables that may be influencing the observations increases. Furthermore, the time 

required for sourcing data from the literature (chapter 2) or via collaboration (chapter 6), 

and the subsequent data organisation, cleaning and manipulation should not be 

underestimated. There appeared to be little attempt to standardise methods across the 

studies synthesised in chapter 2, nor could this have been expected given the varied 

aims and locations of the studies. Moving forward however, greater consideration for 

future use of the data should be considered. Climate change is the major threat to coral 

reefs and it is intrinsically global, and therefore data also needs to be global. Data 

synthesis and data sharing is needed to build datasets that can answer these questions. 

While ‘open data’ is being promoted as the way forward for science, there remain 

significant obstacles (for discussion of the opportunities and challenges of open data see 

Gurstein, 2011; Molloy, 2011; Reichman et al., 2011). 

 

There were also challenges and limitations of the modelling, though of a different 

nature. Coralcraft provided highly detailed and abundant simulation data, however, as 

with any modelling, one must make many assumptions in order to simply the infinitely 

complex ‘real world’. Therefore, it was important not to overinterpret the results. 

Furthermore, the best way to select where to simplify and what assumptions to make 

required careful thought with reference to existing literature. Given the subjective nature 

of making such simplifications, careful justification was then required.  
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Building this thesis around the concept of resilience also had challenges. The disparities 

in the definition and use of resilience meant that significant time and thought was 

needed to determine how best to employ resilience in a way that could achieve the aims 

of this thesis. I chose to explore and build on the simpler but more operational concepts 

of resilience recently suggested by Hodgson et al. (2015), Nimmo et al. (2015) and 

Ingrisch and Bahn (2018), rather than more complex frameworks proposed by others 

(Nyström & Folke, 2001; Mumby et al., 2014a; Boschetti et al., 2019a). Nyström and 

Folke (2001) argued that it is not enough to measure the rates of recovery of individual 

reefs and that multi-scale interactions must be analysed and understood. They suggested 

that coral reef management for conservation must capture cross-scale interactions within 

a matrix of reefs (Nyström & Folke, 2001). This may be the case, but while it may be 

possible to model (Kubicek & Borell, 2011), to measure these multi-scale changes and 

interactions empirically would be extremely challenging, if not impossible. 

 

The future of Ningaloo Reef 

Ningaloo Reef provided multiple case studies for this thesis and offered the opportunity 

to consider several disturbances in near isolation from many of the additional 

disturbances that occur on other reefs. However, Ningaloo Reef is not immune to the 

effects of disturbance, and, like all reefs globally, it faces increasing pressures from 

climatic change and human influence (including ecotourism, industrialisation from the 

oil and gas industries, pollution, fishing and development (Jones, 2019; Vanderklift et 

al., In press). The foundation ecosystem components considered in this thesis – coral 

and fish – are threatened by these factors (Jones, 2019). 

 

While chapter 6 found higher abundance and biomass of targeted fish species inside the 

no-take reserves, this was not the case for all the fish groups considered, and a recent 

study (Vanderklift et al., 2019) found that multiple groups of fish have declined both 

inside and outside one of the reserves, a pattern that would be masked from the response 

ratio approach required by the disparate data in chapter 6. It seems likely that fishing 

pressure will increase at Ningaloo Reef as the number of Australian and overseas 

visitors increases. Indeed, the population of Western Australia is projected to more than 

double by 2066 (with a projected range of 3.6-5.9 million, www.abs.gov.au).  

 

Global climate models predict that water temperatures at Ningaloo Reef will increase 

(Heron et al., 2017). Therefore, coral bleaching, which has so far been infrequent, with 

http://www.abs.gov.au/


the first major bleaching in 2011, is likely to become common (Vanderklift et al., In 

press). Changes in ocean currents, in combination with a potential reduction in 

abundance of coral further north (Gilmour et al., 2019; Haywood et al., 2019) may 

reduce the supply of coral larvae to Ningaloo Reef (Boschetti et al., 2019b), though see 

Underwood et al. (2013). A better understanding of coral reproduction and connectivity 

between reefs is therefore important, as was discussed in chapter 3.  

 

While recent estimates of maximum vertical reef accretion potentials for coral reefs 

around the world show that Ningaloo Reef has among the highest reef accretion 

potentials in the Indian Ocean (Perry et al., 2018), it is also projected that under any 

other than the most optimistic climate change mitigation scenarios, accretion on 

Ningaloo’s reefs, like most reefs around the world, will not be able to keep up with sea 

level rise by 2100 (Perry et al., 2018). Such scenarios would be interesting to 

investigate by adapting Coralcraft. 

 

The future of resilience 

The theory of ecosystem resilience has evolved over the last 40 years (Holling, 1973), 

but is clearly still developing (Waller, 2001). Given predictions of more intense, longer 

lasting, more frequent disturbances, in combination with shifts in scale from local to 

global, we should expect the resilience of coral reefs to remain, indeed escalate, as a 

topical issue. The continuing active debate on resilience (Hodgson et al., 2016; Yeung 

& Richardson, 2018; Allen et al., 2019; Grafton et al., 2019; Pimm et al., 2019) reflects 

its importance and complexity.  

 

Management of resilience 

The resilience of many natural systems to increases in disturbance intensity, duration 

and frequency appears to be low (Knowlton, 2001; Steffen et al., 2015), with recovery 

less commonly observed in many natural systems (Scheffer et al., 2001). This is 

changing the ways that ecosystems are managed, with ‘resilience-based management’ 

now commonplace (Lam et al., 2017). Rather than manage an ecosystem state or select 

components of ecosystems, resilience-based management seeks to use knowledge on the 

current and future drivers influencing ecosystem function to prioritize, implement, and 

adapt management actions. Quantifying metrics for resilience-based management is 

crucial for it to be successfully applied. There has been discussion on the most suitable 
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resilience metrics for coral reefs, e.g. connectivity, herbivore biomass, macroalgae or 

temperature variability (West & Salm, 2003; Obura & Grimsditch, 2009; McClanahan 

et al., 2012). Monitoring programs have historically focussed on the biological 

community, but need to be adapted to incorporate strategic monitoring of resilience 

metrics in order to inform resilience-based management (Lam et al., 2017). Linking 

back to chapter 6 for example, simply monitoring fish abundance/biomass was not 

enough. Deeper understanding of the intensity of the disturbances, the traits of the fish, 

and their habitat use was needed to fully interpret the results. Of course, if resilience 

itself is still evolving, then so too is resilience-based management.  

 

Bruno et al. (2019) reviewed the scientific literature for support that management, for 

example in the form of the marine reserves explored in chapter 6, increased the 

resilience of coral, and found little empirical evidence for this, despite strong theoretical 

underpinnings. Various possible reasons for this have been suggested: the negative 

impacts of temperature stress events swamp the protection against local factors such as 

pollution or fishing; complex trophic links mean that protection does not trickle down to 

the coral, or that management of one set of drivers (e.g. fishing) may select species/ 

functional traits that are highly sensitive to other disturbances (e.g. ocean warming), 

thus creating what has been termed a ‘protection paradox’ (Bates et al., 2019; Bruno et 

al., 2019). Clearly there are many future challenges for resilience and resilience-based 

management. 

 

 

Beyond resistance and recovery 

The exploration of resistance and recovery in this thesis is a building block that may 

contribute to more complex or broadly applicable research efforts for resilience. I have 

focussed on relatively short-term resilience, with studies generally at local or regional 

scales. Resilience has been conceptualised as a much broader construct (Nyström & 

Folke, 2001; Ingrisch & Bahn, 2018; Allen et al., 2019) and alongside other constructs 

such as vulnerability and robustness (Mumby & Anthony, 2015; Grafton et al., 2019), 

which were beyond the scope of this thesis. The bivariate framework for resilience does 

not consider the potential shift of systems to alternative stable states, where indeed 

Holling (1973) seminal definition of ecosystem resilience was built on this possibility: 

that ecological resilience is the amount of disturbance a system can withstand before 

crossing a threshold and fundamentally changing. I came from the perspective of 



seeking to provide measures of change as a step towards a quantification of resilience 

that is of use to managers, rather than seeking a more intrinsic property of an ecosystem. 

As Pimm et al. (2019) argue, measuring resilience is a necessary step to operationalise 

it across different ecosystems, and tipping points are extremely difficult to predict and 

measure. 

 

Conclusions 

Superficially, resilience has an alluring simplicity, seeming to offer answers to some of 

the most challenging ecological questions. However, deep complexities exist beneath 

the surface, as revealed in this thesis. I developed the framework of resilience identifiers 

to help deal with these complexities. There remains however, an important trade-off: if 

resilience is clearly defined relative to the identifiers above – i.e. a specific ecosystem 

component, measured with a set metric, in a defined period of time and space, against a 

specific disturbance – not all of the complexity of the resilience of the ecosystem is 

captured, while by trying to capture all the complexity, clarity and usability is 

compromised. While there are many other approaches to resilience, which I do not 

discount, the bivariate framework of resistance and recovery, in combination with the 

resilience identifiers presented here, has the advantage of relative simplicity. Resilience 

can offer many opportunities for intellectual advancement in theoretical discussions and 

for grappling with the practicalities of ecosystem management in a rapidly changing 

world. 
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Chapter 2 Appendices 

Appendix 2.1. Search terms used in Scopus 

Title, abstract and keywords were searched for the following combinations of words and terms: 

 

( coral* )   

AND   

( ( cyclone*  OR  hurricane*  OR  typhoon*  OR  storm*  OR  cyclonic  OR  wave* )   

OR   

( "heat wave*"  OR  heatwave*  OR  "temperature anomaly"  OR  "coral bleaching"  OR  

bleaching  OR  enso  OR  "El Nino" )   

OR   

( flood*  OR  monsoon ) )   

AND  ( measure*  OR  change*  OR  impact*  OR  recovery  OR  disturbance*  OR  effect*  

OR  loss*  OR  resistance  OR  persistence  OR  resilience )   

AND NOT   

( ( holocene*  OR  palaeo*  OR  paleo  OR  "trace metal*"  OR  mineralogy  OR  

sclerochronology*  OR  stress  AND band*  OR  "interglacial"  OR  "Sr/Ca"  OR  genetic*  

OR  dredging ) ) )   

 

 

The search was then further limited to the following fields: 

Agricultural and Biological Sciences 

Environmental Science 

Engineering 

Multidisciplinary 

Computer Science 

Mathematics 

Decision Sciences 

Undefined 



Appendix 2.2. Meta-analysis effect size calculations 

A log response ratio (e) (Hedges et al., 1999) was calculated for each study i as  

𝑒𝑖 = ln (
�̅�𝑖,𝐴+1

�̅�𝑖,𝐵+1
) = ln(𝑅𝑅) = ln (

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟+1

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒+1
)    

where and �̅�𝑖,𝐴 and �̅�𝑖,𝐵 were the mean coral abundance after (A) and before (B) a given 

disturbance in study i. Therefore, a more negative 𝑒𝑖 implies a larger impact. A log 

response ratio was appropriate because it is independent of the actual unit of 

measurement across the different survey methods. 

 

The variance of 𝑒𝑖 was also quantified (i.e. the within-study variance) as the sum of the 

variances associated with each mean in the log-ratio, given that sampling error plays an 

important role in introducing variability in the overall outcome of a meta-analysis: 

𝑣𝑖 =
𝜎𝑖,𝐴

2

(𝑛𝑖,𝐴�̅�𝑖,𝐴
2 )

+
𝜎𝑖,𝐵

2

(𝑛𝑖,𝐵�̅�𝑖,𝐵
2 )

 

Here, 𝑣𝑖𝑗 is calculated from the standard deviation, 𝜎𝑖 , sample size, 𝑛𝑖, and mean coral 

abundance �̅�𝑖 after (A) and before (B) a disturbance for study i. 

 

Effect sizes were weighted by the inverse of the sum of the within- and among-study 

variances, 𝑤𝑖. The among-study variance was calculated using the metafor package 

(Viechtbauer, 2010) in the statistical program R (R Core Team, 2017). 

𝑤𝑖 =
1

𝑣𝑖
 

This weighting minimized the influence of studies with low statistical power, and 

increased the influence of studies with high statistical power, meaning that each inside/ 

outside replicate did not contribute equally to the final pooled outcome. Weighted meta-

analyses of this sort are considered to increase the precision and power of meta-analyses 

(Osenberg et al., 1999) and was an appropriate approach in the present study as there 

was a large distribution of sample sizes and variance associated with the inside/ outside 

comparison pairs. 

 

The weighted cumulative impact, �̅� , was obtained as 

�̅� =
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑛𝑖
𝑖=1

𝑒𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑛𝑖
𝑖=1

  with associated variance,  �̅̅�̅̅ =
1

∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑛𝑖
𝑖=1

. 

 

where 𝑤𝑖 and 𝑒𝑖 are defined above. The overall heterogeneity (𝑄𝑡) was calculated as  
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𝑄𝑡 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖(𝑒𝑖 − �̅� )2

𝑛𝑖

𝑖=1

 

and its significance was tested against the 𝜒2 distribution with 𝑛𝑖 − 1 degrees of 

freedom.  

 

We used a weighted random-effects model to calculate �̅�𝑗 and 𝑄𝑡 using the metafor 

package in R through the call rma(𝑒𝑖, 𝑣𝑖, method = “REML”, data = ) following the 

suggestions in Viechtbauer (2005) that the REML, restricted maximum likelihood 

estimator for variance, strikes a good balance between unbiasedness and efficiency.  

 

We ran weighted random mixed-effects meta-regression models, that is, linear models 

that examine the influence of one or more moderator variables on the outcomes 

(Viechtbauer, 2010), to determine the influence of disturbance type, and whether coral 

cover before disturbance was above or below 10% mediated the overall effect size �̅�𝑗. 

For a given level (L) of the factor, a weighted cumulative effect size was calculated as  

�̅�𝐿 =
∑ 𝑤𝑖

𝑛𝐿𝑗

𝑖=1
𝑒𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑛𝐿
𝑖=1

 

Where 𝑛𝐿 is the number of comparison pairs in level, L, of the factor, and 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑤𝑖 are 

defined above. The heterogeneity of the model explained by the factor (𝑄𝑚) was 

calculated as  

𝑄𝑚,𝑗 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗(�̅�𝐿,𝑗 − �̅�𝑗)
2

𝑛𝐿𝑗

𝑖=1

 

The significance of 𝑄𝑚 was tested against the 𝜒2 distribution with 𝑛𝐿𝑗 − 1 degrees of 

freedom 

 

We also considered coral cover before disturbance as a continuous predictor for e. There 

were likely correlations among studies in the dataset, resulting from the factors such as 

similar locations, authors, publications or survey methods and, while we acknowledge 

this, there were too many to model robustly.



Appendix 2.3. Classifying the shape of recovery trajectories 

The following plots show the relative likelihood of each model fit to each study with the 

associated raw data and the most likely model (shown in blue) and second most likely 

model (shown in red) plotted over the top of the recovery points.  
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Figure App 2. 3.1 Number of studies classified to each recovery shape based on a) AIC b) BIC and 

c) AICc selection criteria. Black text shows the proportion of each shape, while the red text shows 

the mean relative likelihood of this model being the best fit relative to the other models. 

 



Appendix 2.4. Distribution of predictor variables 

Figure App 2. 4.1 shows the distribution of each of the variables detailed in Figure 2.2 as 

predictors for the direction and shape of recovery 

 

 

 

Figure App 2. 4.1 Slope of linear models (with error bars showing standard error of the slope) 

plotted against a) the percentage cover of coral before disturbance, b) the percentage cover of coral 

following disturbance (at the start of the recovery trajectory) and c) the magnitude of the impact, 

or the effect size as calculated as the log response ratio. Colours indicate disturbance category. a) 

and b) also have panels showing the recovery speeds categorised into groups of less than and 

greater than 10% coral cover, before and after disturbance.
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Chapter 4 Appendices 

Appendix 4.1. Additional plots 

 

Table App 4. 1.1 Software settings used to render orthophotos in Open Drone Map, ODM, and 

Agisoft Photoscan* 

Process Settings ODM Settings Agisoft Photoscan Comments 

Photo 
alignment 

 Minimum Number of Features = 8000 

Accuracy = High 
Generic preselection Yes 
Reference preselection = Yes 
Reset current alignment = Yes 
Key point limit = 40,000 
Tile point limit = 4000 

  

Sparse point 
cloud 

 Default values selected by ODM     

Build dense 
point cloud 

 Default values selected by ODM 
Quality = Medium 
Depth filtering = Mild 

  

Build mesh 
Mesh Size = 1000000 
Mesh Solver Divide* = 11 
Mesh OctTree Depth = 11 

Depth maps quality = Medium 
Face count = High 
Custom face count = 200,000 
Interpolation = Enabled 
Point classes = All 

* = No longer 
supported in 
current version 

Build tiled 
model 

Default values selected by ODM 

Depth maps quality = Medium 
Face count = Low 
Custom face count = 4000 
Tile size = 256 

  

Build DEM 
DEM Terrain Type* = Complex 
NonForest 

Interpolation = Enabled 
Point classes = All 

* = No longer 
supported in 
current version 

Texture Default values selected by ODM     

Build 
orthophoto 

Default values 
Surface = Mesh 
Blending mode = Mosaic 
Hole filling = Yes 

  

 

* More detail on rendering orthophotos can be found in Lechene et al. (2019) and Burns and 

Delparte (2017).  

 

  



 

Table App 4. 1.2 Summary classified by year and genera of the tags lost versus relocated as a 

fraction of the total number of tags deployed (first two rows); the mortality status of tagged coral 

colonies (number of colonies as a fraction of the total number of colonies relocated) (subsequent 

rows) in May of 2017, 2018 and 2019; and the new tags deployed in 2018 (final row). In the second 

year the same colonies were surveyed as in the first year except for the new colonies that were 

added in 2018. 

 Year 1: 2017->2018 Year 2: 2018->2019 

 Acropora Platygyra Pocilloporida
e 

Acropora Platygyra Pocilloporida
e 

Tag and colony 
relocated  

48/54 22/23 13/16 59/63 23/23 7/7 

Colony and tag 
lost 

6/54 1/23 3/16 4/63 0/23 0/7 

No mortality 40/48 21/22 7/13 45/59 21/23 3/7 

Partial 
mortality  

3/48   2/59 1/23 2/7 

Overgrown by 
another coral 

 1/22     

Physical 
damage 

   1/59   

Dead (100% 
mortality) 

3/48  1/13 4/59  1/7 

Dead and gone 
(tag relocated, 

coral not 
present) 

2/48  5/13 7/59 1/23 1/7 

New tags 
deployed 

23 2     
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Figure App 4. 1.1 Size frequency distributions of Acropora colonies examined. 

 



 

Figure App 4. 1.2 The area (cm2) of tagged colonies at the start (x-axis) and end (y-axis) of 

monitoring years a) 1 and b) 2. Arithmetic mean radius (cm) as estimated from the 2D planar area 

of tagged colonies at the start and end of monitoring years c) 1 and d) 2. Points above the dotted 

line indicate growth has occurred.
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Acropora 

   

Stylophora 

   

Platygyra 

   

Figure App 4. 1.3 Example side profiles of the three genera demonstrating the potential 

shortcomings of two-dimensional planar area estimates 

 

 

 



 

Figure App 4. 1.4. Example of how colonies were matched and measured between standard photos 

and orthophotos for the paired comparison of area and arithmetic mean radii: a) an orthophoto, b) 

a colony which was identified as a tagged colony, c) the same colony enlarged and d) the standard 

photo of the same colony. 
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Investigation of relative change in area 
 

Methods 

We took the same approach as in Section 2.5.2 of the main manuscript to model the relative 

change in area, considering the same  variables. However, instead of the change in radius as the 

response, we used the natural log response ratio of the area after one year relative to the area at 

the start of the year, i.e. 

∆𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎= 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒 (
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡+1

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡
) 

 

Results and Discussion 

The best model according to AIC was ∆𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ~ log(coral size) * water velocity + log(coral size) 

* method with coral ID nested within site as a random effect. This model supported the change 

in arithmetic mean radius model but also included the additional interaction between coral size 

and method. 

 

The predicted ratio of change in area of Acropora colonies from the standard photos was 

significantly higher than from the orthophotos. The model further indicated that growth rate 

declined with increasing water velocity, though this relationship was stronger for the standard 

photos (Figure S2.1). Small colonies measured from the standard photos increased in area the 

most.  

  



Table App 4. 1.3 Point estimates, standard error, degrees of freedom and p-values according to 

marginal t-tests for the top (according to AIC) linear mixed-effects models of the log response ratio 

of annual change in Area for Acropora (number of annual measurements = 546). All models tested 

included a random effect of coral ID nested in site. 

MODEL: size + water velocity + size*method + size*water velocity 

Variable Estimate Std. Error df P-value 

mean centred intercept 0.431 0.039 389 <0.001 

(log) coral size -0.743 0.025  131 <0.001 

water velocity -0.005 0.002 20 0.061 

method (standard photo) 1.383 0.104 389 <0.001 

(log) coral size by 

water velocity  

-0.002  0.001 

 

131 0.064 

(log) coral size by 

method 

0.379 0.040 131 <0.001 

 

 

Figure App 4. 1.5. Predictions of how Acropora growth rate (as the ratio of the change in area over 

a one-year period) changes with water velocity, size and survey method, according to the best linear 

mixed-effects model based on AIC (Table 1). Models had the log response ratio as the response 

variable, i.e. the y-axis shows the exponential of the response. 
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Chapter 5 Appendices 

Appendix 5.1. Additional detail and information on the model 

General 

Coral growth and community development occur inside the simulated ‘environment’, 

which represents a section of a reef and the water column above it with flexible 

dimensions in x, y, z space, set to be 1 m3. The environment is divided into 1 cm3 voxels 

which are the lowest spatial unit upon which growth and light attenuation are governed. 

The voxel representation suits the modular architecture of corals, which results from the 

iteration of a single unit, the polyp (Lartaud et al., 2015). To eliminate edge effects, 

vertical boundaries of the simulated environment are wrapped, which is equivalent to 

assuming the environment is replicated on all sides, while the bottom of the 

environment, (z = 1 plane representing the seafloor) and the top of the environment, (z = 

100 plane, representing the water surface) are limits of growth. The model is 

implemented using R (R Core Team, 2017) as we hoped this would be the most user-

friendly platform for ecologists. 

 

Coralcraft captures major ecological processes: growth, reproduction and mortality at 

one of three hierarchical levels: voxels, coral colonies or the coral community. In each 

time step key variables are calculated and tracked for each of these levels. Light is 

absorbed at the voxel level, allowing a coral-occupied voxel to acquire resources which 

are then shared at the colony level. Partial mortality, where sections of a coral colony 

may die (Nugues & Roberts, 2003), is represented by the death of individual voxels in a 

colony. These dead voxels remain in the simulated environment unless the whole 

colony dies in which case the colony is removed from the environment. The coral 

community emerges from interactions at the two lower levels (the voxel and the colony 

level).  

 

Figure App 5. 1.1 summarises the progression of the model. Coral recruits are specified 

as one of the five possible morphologies prior to entering the simulated environment 

where they are randomly placed at the base of the environment in the z = 1 plane and 

begin capturing light energy and growing. Growth is constrained to the 3D von 

Neumann neighbourhood. Each voxel may grow into empty voxels in the 



neighbourhood surrounding it, if they satisfy its morphology conditions, but will not 

grow into voxels already occupied with coral.  

 

Figure App 5. 1.1 A simplified schematic representation of the model. The red cubes represent 1 

cm3 voxels occupied by coral. At (a) initial recruits or new recruits from reproduction are 

parameterised with one of five morphologies. At (b) recruits enter the model domain and the light 

environment (c) where light is highest at the surface and attenuates with depth as z decreases. In (d) 

the amount of energy of a colony is calculated together with the availability of empty neighbouring 

voxels. If a colony has sufficient energy for growth and space is available, an additional voxel is 

added to the colony (e). The maximum number of voxels that a colony may grow in a time step is 

capped at six. Over multiple time-steps 3D growth is achieved (f). 

 

The time step can be varied but is set at one week for the present study. This was chosen 

to meet empirical growth rate measurements of corals (0.005 – 0.07 m year-1) (Pratchett 

et al., 2015) so that the simulated coral grow approximately 0.005 – 0.07 m per 52 time 

steps (1 year). 

 

Growth forms 

The model code specifies the five possible morphologies and defines a dynamic 3D 

structure by specifying which voxels are occupied for any given size of a colony to a 

maximum radius of 49 voxels. The maximum number of voxels that a colony may grow 

in a time step is capped at six. This is somewhat arbitrary but was required to stop the 

corals growing exponentially faster as colony size increased, which was not realistic. 

The six-voxel growth cap aims to capture the costs of being larger (e.g. moving 

resources) and allowed growth rates that were comparable to those in the literature. 
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Light and shading 

Light governs primary productivity and thus the basic structure of most shallow-water 

ecosystems. While seawater is transparent to light it is subject to both refraction and 

attenuation and light intensity decreases exponentially as it propagates (Duxbury, 2018). 

This exponential decrease can be estimated with a form of Beer–Lambert–Bouguer law 

𝑰𝑫 = 𝑰𝟎𝒆−𝒌𝑫 Eq. 5.1.1 

where 𝐼𝐷 is the intensity of light at depth D, 𝐼0 is the intensity of light at the surface and 

k is an extinction coefficient relating to the water type (Storlazzi et al., 2015; Duxbury, 

2018). Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) is solar radiation in the visible light 

spectrum from 400 to 700 nm that organisms can utilize for photosynthesis (Storlazzi et 

al., 2015). Different wavelengths of light are attenuated at different rates, e.g. Jerlov 

(1951) estimated loss of light per meter of seawater in coastal areas to range from 28% 

for some blue green light (~400 nm) to 74% for red light (700 nm). In general, blue 

light penetrates the farthest in waters surrounding coral reefs while red light is absorbed 

the most quickly. The consequence of this is that profiles of PAR with depth will not 

follow the same exponential profile as described by Eq. 5.1.1. For the present version of 

Coralcraft we make several simplifying assumptions, assuming a constant amount of 

light enters the water surface and that 28% of light is lost per metre on a simulated reef 

section (Jerlov, 1951; Dubinsky & Falkowski, 2011). Variation in the angle of incidence 

due to the movement of the sun throughout a day is not considered. This equates to k = 

0.329 in Eq. 5.1.1 and we program this with 99.67% of light transitioning to the 1 cm 

layer below. This estimate could be varied by a user to account for different water 

clarity (Storlazzi et al., 2015). This results in coral voxels occupying a higher z having 

more light available.  

 

In order to create shading in the simulated reef, of the light that passes through a voxel, 

50% is assumed to travel straight down to the voxel immediately below and the 

remaining 50% is spread into the voxels below the voxel’s horizontal neighbours. The 

effects of this are evident in areas adjacent to an occupied voxel. An occupied voxel 

absorbs all light entering it and thus shades the voxel below (Figure 5.2, main text). 

Coral voxels that are shaded may die as a result of not receiving enough light. 

 



Recruitment 

Corals reproduce in a phenomenon known as ‘mass spawning,’ where eggs and sperm 

are released into the water column annually in near-unison by a large majority of corals 

on a reef (Babcock et al., 1986). The resulting coral larvae will eventually attach and 

begin to grow on another part of the reef 4-7 days after mass-spawning. Pre and post 

spawning processes are complex (Doropoulos et al., 2016), and are highly simplified in 

Coralcraft. Recruitment is simulated in the model as the random occupation of voxels 

in the z=1 plane (the seafloor) with five (user-specified parameter) new corals every 52 

timesteps (annually), based on some general estimates from the literature (Stobart et al., 

2005; Graham et al., 2015). Recruits are successful if they are allocated to an empty 

voxel.   

 

Colony shape factor 

Madin & Connolly (2006) propose a colony shape factor (CSF), a dimensionless index 

of mechanical vulnerability to a horizontal force, to capture coral vulnerability to 

hydrodynamic disturbance and we calculate this for our simulated corals. There are 

other models (e.g. Massel & Done, 1993; Storlazzi et al., 2005) but the CSF was well 

suited to the requirements of Coralcraft. The formula considers both the side profile of 

the colony and its ‘basal attachment’ to the seafloor such that 

 

𝑪𝑺𝑭 =
𝟏𝟔

𝒅||
𝟐𝒅−𝝅 

∫ 𝒚 𝒘(𝒚) 𝒅𝒚
𝒉

𝒚=𝟎
  Eq. 5.1.2 

where 𝑑|| and 𝑑−are the two basal attachment diameters of a colony (here measured to 

be the number of voxels parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the wave motion), 

and the integral is the second moment of area of the colony outline perpendicular to 

wave motion, where 𝑤(𝑦) is the projected width, y is the distance above the substrate 

and h is the height of the colony. If a hydrodynamic disturbance occurs in a given time 

step, the CSF of all coral colonies in the environment is calculated using , and if the 

disturbance intensity exceeds the mechanical threshold of the CSF of a colony, the 

colony is removed from the environment. The different morphologies have different 

basal attachment areas and profile areas which directly influences their CSF (Figure 5.3, 

main text). The CSF varies not only between morphologies but also for different sizes 

of simulated corals (Figure 5.3), which is in agreement with the empirical work of 

(Madin et al., 2014). 
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Table App 5. 1.1 Variables tracked in each time-step, relating to voxel, colony and community  

Hierarchical 
level 

Variable Meaning 

Voxel 
 

Light uptake How much light a coral voxel absorbs in a given time step. 

Neighbours  Six possible neighbours in the 3D Von Neumann neighbourhood are tracked for 
whether they are empty and available for growth or occupied by coral. 

Dead/ alive An occupied voxel may be alive or dead, dying if it does not acquire enough light 
energy in a time step.  

Colony 
 

Resources The amount of resources, or energy, a colony has for growth. Light absorption 
increases the resources of a colony, while growth and general maintenance 
decrease resources. 

Number of voxels 
growing per 
colony 

Growth is limited to a maximum of six voxels per colony per time step, in order to 
stop exponential increase in growth with increase in colony size. 

Community 
 

Coral colony 
morphology 
density 

Count of the total colonies of each morphology in the environment, i.e. per m2. 

Percentage cover 
of each 
morphology 

The number of voxels of each morphology (including voxels that have died) when 
surveyed from above as a two-dimensional planar view proportion of coral voxels 
to total area of the xy-plane of the environment.  

Occupied volume 
of each 
morphology 

The total number of voxels occupied by each coral morphology (including voxels 
that have died). 

Linear rugosity Mean increase in distance required to traverse over the top of the coral 
communities relative to a flat surface without corals 

Morphological 
diversity 

Simpson’s diversity index calculated from the amount of each morphology and 
the relative abundance according to number of colonies, percentage cover and 
volume. 

 

Morphological diversity calculation 

Simpson’s Diversity Index (Simpson, 1949) was used to calculate morphological 

diversity incorporating both the number of morphologies present and the relative 

abundance of each morphology (Eq. 5.1.3), with abundance of each morphology taken 

to be either the number of colonies in the simulated area (density), the percentage cover 

or the volume: ‘diversity by density’, ‘diversity by cover’ and ‘diversity by volume’. 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑛′𝑠 𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 1 − ∑ (
𝑛

𝑁
)

2

  Eq. 5.1.3 

where n is the number of individuals displaying a specific morphology and N is the total 

number of individuals (colonies, or voxels in the case of percentage cover and volume). 

This index scales from 0 to 0.8, where 0.8 is the highest possible diversity, because we 

have at most five morphological types. 

 

User-specified parameters 

Various parameters can be specified according to the user’s study system and questions 

of interest. These include factors relating to the amount of time the model is run for and 

the number of simulations, the morphologies included in a given simulation, resources, 

background mortality, recruitment and hydrodynamic disturbance parameters (Table 

App 5. 1.1).  

 



Table App 5. 1.1. User-specified parameters, meaning and values used in the present study 

Parameter Syntax Meaning Values used in 
present study 

S
im

u
la

ti
o

n
 

Simulations runs Number of times a simulation is run with identical 
parameters to calculate mean and standard deviation 
of model outputs. 

10 

Time steps timesteps Total number of timesteps in a given simulation. 1040 (20 years) 

Environment 
size 

ws x, y, z distances specifying the number of voxels along 
each axis of the cubic environment. 

1 m3 

Light extinction 
coefficient 

k Dimensionless value used in Beer’s law to estimate 
light at depth. 

0.329 

Number of initial 
colonies 

n.initial.colo
nies 

Number and type of single voxel colonies placed in the 
environment at the start of a simulation. 

10, two of each 
morphology 

Initial colony 
locations 

init.locations Location of initial colonies in the z = 1 plane. random 

Morphologies 
included 

--  Selection of the five morphologies chosen for a given 
simulation. 

all five 

R
e
s
o

u
rc

e
s

 

Initial resources start.res Energy allocated to new corals entering the 
environment (via recruitment). 

1 

Growth resource.to.
volume 

Colony resources required to grow 1 voxel (a lower 
value equates to a faster growth rate). 

1 

Maintenance maint Energy used per voxel for maintenance in a time step. 
 

0.1 

Maximum colony 
resources 

res.cap Maximum amount of resources a colony can 
accumulate. 

6 

M
o

rt
a
li

ty
 Background 

mortality 
background.
mort 

Probability of background mortality of a colony in a 
time step. 

0.001 

Background 
mortality 
encrusting 

background.
mort 

Probability of background mortality of an encrusting 
colony in a time step. 

0.005 

R
e
c
ru

it
m

e
n

t 

Recruitment 
frequency 

spawn.freq Frequency (in time steps) of recruitment. 52 

Number of 
recruits 

nnewrecruits The number of coral recruits that enter the 
environment when recruitment is set to occur. Can be 
random or fixed.  

5 

Recruit locations -- Random location in the z =  1 plane. Not all recruits will 
‘establish’ and will only be successful if they are 
randomly allocated to an empty voxel. 

random 

Morphologies of 
recruit 

randomrecru
its 

May be external (random), local (a function of the live 
volume of each morphology), or a combination. 

external 
(random) 

D
is

tu
rb

a
n

c
e
 

Disturbance 
frequency 

dist.freq The frequency of disturbance (in time steps).  infrequent=260 
frequent=26 

Disturbance 
intensity 

disturbance.i
ntensity 

The intensity of a disturbance in relation to a coral 
colonies shape factor (CSF). A smaller number 

equates to a more intense disturbance. See Figure 

6.3. 

low=20 
high=1.5 

Random/fixed randomdist Disturbances be fixed to occur exactly at set 
frequencies and intensity levels or in a probability 
distribution about the specified frequency and 
intensity. 

both trialled 

 

 

Linear rugosity 

Linear rugosity is calculated as the percentage increase in the distance required to cover 

a fixed flat distance (1 m) when the community of corals must be traversed (Figure App 

5. 1.1). This distance was calculated for every x integer in the simulated environment 

and the mean is used.  
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Figure App 5. 1.1 Schematics illustrating the calculation of linear rugosity from the model output. 

a) shows a cross section of b) with both showing the length of line (dotted) required to tranverse this 

section of the community, as compared to the dashed line which would be length if there were no 

corals present. This is calculated for all values of x from 1 to 100 and the mean value is taken. The 

linear rugosity index is the ratio of the dotted to the dashed line lengths. 

 

  



Appendix 5.2. Additional plots 

 

Figure App 5. 2.1 A randomly selected replicate of the community after 20 years in the no 

disturbance (NL-NH) scenario showing coral voxels coloured by a) morphology, b) light absorption 

and c) dead and live voxels. 
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Figure App 5. 2.2 Temporal dynamics of three simulations (out of 50) from the random IL-IH 

scenario. Note variation arising from the random nature of both the frequency and the intensity of 

the disturbances.
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Appendix 5.3. All scenario outputs – fixed 

 



Appendix 5.4. All scenario outputs - random 
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Appendix 5.5. Additional morphologies for future exploration 

 

Figure App 5. 5.1 Additional coral morphologies designed for future studies.
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Chapter 6 Appendices 

Appendix 6.1. Additional information on individual reserves and 

rezoning 

Maps of individual reserves can be found in CALM (1989), pgs. 55, for the 1987-2005 

zoning and (CALM, 2005), pgs. 89-96, for the 2005-current zoning. Table App 6. 1.1 

details individual reserves, their year of establishment, size, and the regulations on 

shore-based fishing on the coastal edges of the reserves. As well, the number of inside 

outside comparisons and the total number of surveys are given for each reserve.   

 

Table App 6. 1.1 Features of historical and current reserves in the Ningaloo Marine Park 

 

Reserve Management area 
Year  

of Establishment 
Size 
(ha) 

Shore 
fishing 

Total 
number 

comparison 
pairs 

Total 
number 

of 
samples  

2
0

0
5

 –
 P

R
ES

EN
T 

M
A

N
A

G
EM

EN
T 

(C
U

R
R

EN
T)

 

3 Mile Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 395 N 0 0 

Bateman Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 1111 N 1 12 

Bundegi 
rezoned 

Ningaloo Marine Park 1987/2005 696 N 3 
24 

Cape Farquhar Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 5326 N 3 31 

Cloates/ 
Dugong 
rezoned 

Ningaloo Marine Park 1987/2005 44752 P 17 268 

Gnaraloo Bay Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 1021 N 2 39 

Jurabi Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 754 Y 9 78 

Lakeside Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 8 N 0 0 

Lighthouse Bay Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 763 P 9 136 

Mandu 
rezoned 

Ningaloo Marine Park 1987/2004 1349 N 12 110 

Mangrove 
rezoned 

Ningaloo Marine Park 1987/2005 1135 N 27 429 

Maud rezoned Ningaloo Marine Park 1987/2005 2151 P 10 133 

Murat Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 490 Y 0 0 

North Muiron 
Muiron Islands Marine 

Management Size 
2005 828 N 4 66 

Osprey 
rezoned 

Ningaloo Marine Park 1987/2005 9513 P 7 54 

Pelican 
rezoned 

Ningaloo Marine Park 1987/2006 10864 P 28 454 

South Muiron 
Muiron Islands Marine 

Management Size 
2005 784 N 4 54 

Sunday Island 
Muiron Islands Marine 

Management Size 
2005 317 N 0 0 

Tantabiddi Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 50 N 8 98 

Turtles Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 2461 N 0 0 

Winderabandi Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 5526 Y 7 52 

1
9

8
7

 –
 2

0
0

5
 

M
A

N
A

G
EM

EN
T 

(I
N

IT
IA

L)
 Bundegi Ningaloo Marine Park 1987 297 N 20 333 

Cloates  Ningaloo Marine Park 1987 6257 N 16 186 

Dugong Ningaloo Marine Park 1987 8852 N 0 0 

Mandu  Ningaloo Marine Park 1987 1163 N 50 1001 

Mangrove  Ningaloo Marine Park 1987 403 N 2 14 

Maud  Ningaloo Marine Park 1987 1806 N 36 652 

Osprey  Ningaloo Marine Park 1987 1756 N 44 701 

Pelican Ningaloo Marine Park 1987 908 N 7 66 

3 Mile Ningaloo Marine Park 2005 395 N 0 0 

 



The rezoning of the eight reserves in 2005, with the addition of new reserves and the 

expansion of the existing reserves required that data be clearly classified to account for 

this. Figure App 6. 1.1 shows an example of how samples were referenced based on 

their spatial location to the initial or current reserves and the time period of sampling.  

 

 

Figure App 6. 1.1 Example classification of ‘initial’ and ‘current’ zoning. The boundaries of the 

initial 1987 – 2005 reserves, Cloates and Dugong, are indicated by a green outline, while the current 

reserve (2005 – 2017) is shown in black which combined the two initial reserves into one larger 

reserve, ‘Cloates/Dugong rezoned’ (also see Table 6.1). Pre 2005, surveys were classified as 

inside/outside based on their spatial relation to initial reserves (green outline). Post 2005, surveys 

were classified as inside/outside based on their spatial relation to the current reserves (black). If an 

inside reserve is within the initial boundaries, but surveyed post 2005, it was referenced as initial as 

shown in c). If a sample was collected at a site within the new area of the rezoned reserve post the 

rezoning, it was referenced as current as seen in d). 
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Appendix 6.2. Data summary  

Suitable data were identified through searches on Google Scholar and research 

databases compiled by the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions. In 

addition, relevant researchers from universities, research institutions, industry and 

citizen science programs operating in Western Australia were contacted to source 

unpublished data. Nine major custodians contributed data to this study.  

  



Table App 6. 2.1 summarises the survey methods used by each custodian, the number of 

samples collected, the temporal span of data, the reserves surveyed and directs to further 

reading for more information. Figure App 6. 2.1 graphically illustrates the important 

data constraints. 
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Table App 6. 2.1 Summary of data contributions 

Data custodian 

Total 
numbe

r of 
survey

s 

Reserves surveyed 

Maximum 
temporal 
span of 
surveys 

Main survey methods 
More 

information 
available: 

Australian 
Institute of 
Marine Science – 
Woodside Energy 
(AIMS-Woodside) 

183 Bundegi, Bundegi rezoned, 
Cloates, Cloates/Dugong 
rezoned, Mandu, Mangrove 
rezoned, Maud, North 
Muiron, Osprey, Pelican 
rezoned, Tantabiddi 

1993 -2014 Underwater Visual 
Census :  
50 x 5 m   

(Depczynski 
et al., 2015) 

Ben Fitzpatrick 345 Mandu, Osprey 2006 - 
2007 

Baited Remote 
Underwater stereo-Video 

(Fitzpatrick et 
al., 2015) 

Commonwealth 
Industrial and 
Scientific 
Research 
Organisation 
(CSIRO) 

18 Bundegi, Bundegi rezoned, 
Cape Farquhar, Cloates, 
Cloates/Dugong rezoned, 
Gnaraloo Bay, Jurabi, 
Lighthouse Bay, Mandu, 
Mandu rezoned, Mangrove, 
Mangrove rezoned, Maud, 
North Muiron, Osprey, 
Osprey rezoned, Pelican, 
Pelican rezoned, South 
Muiron 

2006 - 
2017 

Underwater Visual 
Census, 4 main sizes: 
1) Either a singular, or 
three, 25 × 5 m transects 
per site.  
2) 30 × 5 m transects  
3) 50 × 5 m transects  
4) 100 × 10 m transects at 
a site  

(Babcock et 
al., 2008) 

Western 
Australian 
Department of 
Biodiversity, 
Conservation and 
Attractions 
(DBCA) 

1237 Bundegi , Cape Farquhar, 
Cloates, Cloates/Dugong 
rezoned, Jurabi, Lighthouse 
Bay, Mandu, Mangrove 
rezoned, Maud, Maud 
rezoned, North Muiron, 
Osprey, Pelican, Pelican 
rezoned, Tantabiddi, 
Winderabandi 

2010 - 
2016 

Diver Operated stereo-
Video: six replicate 50 x 5 
m belt transects per site; 
or nine replicate 30 x 5 m 
belt transects per site 

(Wilson et al., 
2012a; 
Holmes et al., 
2013; Wilson 
et al., 2018a) 

Mark Westera 257 Mandu, Maud, Osprey 1999 - 
2000 

Baited Remote 
Underwater stereo-
Video, 30 minute 
deployments at 12 
replicate locations in 
each zone, Underwater 
visual census using 
snorkel, 250 x 10 m 
transects 

(Westera, 
2003)  

Reef Life Survey 
(RLS) 

291 Bateman, Bundegi, Cloates, 
Maud, Maud rezoned, 
Pelican rezoned 

2010 - 
2017 

Underwater Visual 
Census,  
50 x 5 m transects 

(see 
http://reeflife
survey.com/fi
les/2008/09/r
ils-reef- 
monitoring-
procedures.p
df). 

Tony Ayling 60 Osprey 1987  (Ayling & 
Ayling, 1987) 

The University of 
Western Australia 

325 Cloates, Cloates/Dugong 
rezoned, Mandu rezoned, 
Mangrove rezoned, Osprey, 
Osprey rezoned, Pelican 
rezoned, Winderabandi 

2014 - 
2015 

Baited Remote 
Underwater stereo-
Video, generally 60 
minute deployments  

(McLean et 
al., 2016) 

Joint data 
custodians WA 
Department of 
Biodiversity, 
Conservation and 
Attractions, 
Australian 
Institute of 
Marine Science, 
Australian 
National 
University 

587 Cloates/Dugong rezoned, 
Mandu, 
Mangrove rezoned, Maud, 
Maud rezoned, Pelican, 
Pelican rezoned,  

2013 - 
2015 

Underwater Visual 
Census, 4 main sizes: 
1) Either a singular, or 
three, 25 × 5 m transects 
per site.  
2) 30 × 5 m transects  
3) 50 × 5 m transects  
4) 100 × 10 m transects at 
a site 

(Fulton et al. 
2014) 

 

 



In most surveys biomass had been calculated by the respective data custodians from the 

estimated or measured fish length. In these cases, the provided values were used (with 

the reasoning that different survey methods may warrant slightly different biomass 

calculations). In cases where length data was available but biomass had not been 

calculated the fish counts and length estimates were converted to biomass (kg) using 

constants and formulas from Fishbase (www.fishbase.org). 

𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 =  𝑒ln(𝑎)+𝑏 ×ln (𝐿)   

where L is the estimated total length of the fish and a and b are constants for the species 

or family in question. In cases where data provided fork length measurements, these 

were converted to total length using the formula from FishBase: 

𝑇𝐿 = 𝑐 + 𝑑 × 𝐹𝐿  

where TL is estimated total fish length, FL is the measured fork length from BRUV or 

DOV video and c and d are parameters specific to the fish species in question. 

 

More data was available for some NTMRs and years, with increased sampling after 

2005 (Figure App 6. 2.1). 

 

 

 

Figure App 6. 2.1 Temporal and spatial distribution of samples: a) number of samples by year, with 

shade indicating the type of survey method (BRUV, Baited Remote Underwater stereo-Video, 

DOV, Diver Operated stereo-Video and UVC, Underwater Visual Census); b) distribution of 

samples inside and outside reserves for each of the four major habitats; c) distribution of samples 

inside and outside for each reserve under both the initial and current zoning.  

http://www.fishbase.org/
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Appendix 6.3. Fish groups  

Analyses were conducted at the family/subfamily level and species level. Investigation 

of patterns at the family/subfamily level allowed the inclusion of data from targeted but 

rare species. 

 

Table App 6. 3.1 Total count of fish groups across all data 

Taxa Total count across synthesised data 

LETHRINIDAE 10307 

L. nebulosus 4183 

L. atkinsoni 4765 

EPINEPHELINAE 4012 

E. rivulatus 1119 

SCARINAE 44931 

 

 

Genera included in the family/ sub-family analysis that were sampled in the synthesised 

data are summarised below. 

  



 

Lethrinidae 

• Gnathodentex aureolineatus 

• Gymnocranius euanus 

• Gymnocranius grandoculis 

• Gymnocranius griseus 

• Gymnocranius spp. 

• Lethrinus amboinensis 

• Lethrinus atkinsoni 

• Lethrinus genivittatus 

• Lethrinus harak 

• Lethrinus laticaudis 

• Lethrinus lentjan 

• Lethrinus microdon 

• Lethrinus miniatus 

• Lethrinus nebulosus 

• Lethrinus obsoletus 

• Lethrinus olivaceus 

• Lethrinus ravus 

• Lethrinus rubrioperculatus 

• Lethrinus semicinctus 

• Lethrinus variegatus 

• Lethrinus spp. 

• Monotaxis grandoculis 

 

Epinephelinae * 

• Aethaloperca rogaa             

• Anyperodon leucogrammicus     

• Cephalopholis spp.         

• Cephalopholis argus           

• Cephalopholis boenak           

• Cephalopholis cyanostigma     

• Cephalopholis formosa          

• Cephalopholis miniata 

• Cephalopholis sexmaculata     

• Cephalopholis sonnerati        

• Cromileptes altivelis    

• Epinephelus spp.                    

• Epinephelus areolatus          

• Epinephelus bilobatus 

• Epinephelus coeruleopunctatus  

• Epinephelus coioides           

• Epinephelus corallicola       

• Epinephelus fasciatus 

• Epinephelus fuscoguttatus 

• Epinephelus hexagonatus        

• Epinephelus lanceolatus       

• Epinephelus macrospilos       

• Epinephelus maculatus         

• Epinephelus malabaricus        

• Epinephelus melanostigma      

• Epinephelus merra             

• Epinephelus polyphekadion      

• Epinephelus quoyanus          

• Epinephelus rivulatus 

• Epinephelus tauvina            

• Epinephelus tukula            

• Plectropomus leopardus        

• Plectropomus maculatus        

• Plectropomus spp.               

• Variola albimarginata          

• Variola louti 

 

Scarinae 

• Calotomus carolinus 

• Calotomus spinidens 

• Cetoscarus ocellatus 

• Chlorurus bleekeri 

• Chlorurus microrhinos 

• Chlorurus sordidus 

• Hipposcarus longiceps 

• Leptoscarus vaigiensis 

• Scarus chameleon 

• Scarus dimidiatus 

• Scarus flavipectoralis 

• Scarus frenatus 

• Scarus ghobban 

• Scarus globiceps 

• Scarus niger 

• Scarus oviceps 

• Scarus prasiognathos 

• Scarus psittacus 

• Scarus rivulatus 

• Scarus rubroviolaceus 

• Scarus schlegeli 

• Scarus spp. 

 

* Note that there is current discussion of whether Epinephelinae may be better classified as its 

own family,  Epinephelidae (Ma & Craig, 2018), however we have chosen to name it as its 

subfamily here. 
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Appendix 6.4. Formulas used for calculating effect sizes 

For each inside/ outside comparison pair a log response ratio (e) (Hedges et al., 1999) 

was calculated as the ratio of the mean abundance/ biomass inside to outside a reserve 

for comparison pair i and fish group j as  

𝑒𝑖𝑗 = ln (
�̅�𝑖𝑗,𝐼

�̅�𝑖𝑗,𝑂
)    

 

where and �̅�𝑖𝑗,𝐼 and �̅�𝑖𝑗,𝑂 are the mean abundance or biomass inside (I) and outside (O) 

a reserve. Therefore, a positive 𝑒𝑖𝑗 implies a greater fish abundance/ biomass inside the 

reserves than outside. A log response ratio was appropriate because it is independent of 

the actual unit of measurement across the different survey methods. 

 

The variance of 𝑒𝑖𝑗 was also quantified (i.e. the within-study variance, where a study is 

a comparison pair), given that sampling error plays an important role in introducing 

variability in the overall outcome of a meta-analysis: 

𝑣𝑖𝑗 =
𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝐼

2

(𝑛𝑖𝑗,𝐼�̅�𝑖𝑗,𝐼
2 )

+
𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑂

2

(𝑛𝑖𝑗,𝑂�̅�𝑖𝑗,𝑂
2 )

 

Here, 𝑣𝑖𝑗 is calculated from the standard deviation, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 , sample size, 𝑛𝑖𝑗, and mean �̅�𝑖𝑗 

for inside (I) and outside (O) for comparison pair i and fish group j. 

 

Effect sizes were weighted by the inverse of the sum of the within- and among-study 

variances, 𝑤𝑖𝑗,. The within-study variance (where a study is a comparison pair) was the 

sum of the variances associated with each mean in the log-ratio. The among-study 

variance was calculated using the metafor package (Viechtbauer, 2010) in the statistical 

program R (R Core Team, 2017). 

𝑤𝑖𝑗 =
1

𝑣𝑖𝑗
 

This weighting minimized the influence of studies with low statistical power, and 

increased the influence of studies with high statistical power, meaning that each inside/ 

outside replicate did not contribute equally to the final pooled outcome. Weighted meta-

analyses of this sort are considered to increase the precision and power of meta-analyses 

(Osenberg et al., 1999) and was an appropriate approach in the present study as there 

was a large distribution of sample sizes and variance associated with the inside/ outside 

comparison pairs. 



The weighted cumulative effect size for fish group j, �̅�𝑗, was obtained as 

�̅�𝑗 =
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1

𝑒𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1

  with associated variance,  𝑣�̅� =
1

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1

. 

 

where 𝑤𝑖𝑗 and 𝑒𝑖𝑗 are defined above. The overall heterogeneity (𝑄𝑡) for fish group j was 

calculated as  

𝑄𝑡,𝑗 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗(𝑒𝑖𝑗 − �̅�𝑗)
2

𝑛𝑖𝑗

𝑖=1

 

and its significance was tested against the 𝜒2 distribution with 𝑛𝑖𝑗 − 1 degrees of 

freedom.  

 

We used a random-effects model to calculate �̅�𝑗 and 𝑄𝑡,𝑗 using the metafor package in R 

through the call  

rma(𝑒𝑖𝑗, 𝑣𝑖𝑗, method = “REML”, data = ) following the suggestions in Viechtbauer 

(2005) that the REML, restricted maximum likelihood estimator for variance, strikes a 

good balance between unbiasedness and efficiency.  

 

We ran mixed-effects categorical analyses and meta-regression to examine how the 

seven additional variables (Table 6.1, main text) mediated the overall effect size �̅�𝑗. For 

a given level (L) of the factor, a weighted cumulative effect size was calculated as  

�̅�𝐿,𝑗 =
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑛𝐿𝑗

𝑖=1
𝑒𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝐿𝑗

𝑖=1

 

Where 𝑛𝐿𝑗 is the number of comparison pairs in level, L, of the factor, and 𝑒𝑖𝑗 and 𝑤𝑖𝑗 

are defined above. The heterogeneity of the model explained by the factor (𝑄𝑚) was 

calculated as  

𝑄𝑚,𝑗 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗(�̅�𝐿,𝑗 − �̅�𝑗)
2

𝑛𝐿𝑗

𝑖=1

 

The significance of 𝑄𝑚 was tested against the 𝜒2 distribution with 𝑛𝐿𝑗 − 1 degrees of 

freedom
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Appendix 6.5. Sensitivity analysis for case of one-armed zero events  

Cheng et al. (2016) define two scenarios relating to zero events: zero-event and double-

zero-event. In the present study there were both double-zero-events (a zero mean 

abundance/biomass for both inside and outside) and zero-events (zero mean 

abundance/biomass for either the inside or the outside), summarised in Table App 6. 

5.1. In both cases, lnR cannot be computed due to division by zero and/or logarithm of 

zero. The former case are often removed from meta-analyses, while the latter is often 

handled via the addition of a small constant (Bradburn et al., 2007; Spittal et al., 2015). 

The total number of comparisons (n) used in the final calculated of the weighted 

average effect size is given. 

 

In the present study the species examined can be encountered infrequently on a survey. 

As well, one of the key species, Lethrinus nebulosus, is a schooling species which, 

when it occurs, can be present in larger numbers. Consequently, there are many zero 

counts in the data which needed to be explicitly considered. 

 

Table App 6. 5.1 Summary of total number of comparisons and zero events 

 

Fish Group 
Total number of  

possible 
comparisons  

Double-zero 
events 

Zero-events 

Final sample size 
(n) in calculation 

of mean weighted 
effect size 

A
B

U
N

D
A

N
C

E 

LETHRINIDAE 305 4 151 301 
L. nebulosus 305 48 162 257 
L. atkinsoni 305 25 101 280 
EPINEPHELINAE 305 28 110 277 
E. rivulatus 305 138 210 167 
SCARINAE 305 44 46 261 

B
IO

M
A

SS
 

LETHRINIDAE 268 4 49 264 
L. nebulosus 268 45 143 223 
L. atkinsoni 268 21 86 247 
EPINEPHELINAE 268 15 87 253 
E. rivulatus 268 112 180 156 
SCARINAE 268 45 48 223 

 

 

Double-zero-events were removed from analysis. For the remaining data a constant of 

0.5 fish (half the smallest unit in the abundance analysis) was added to both the inside 

and outside mean counts, while for biomass a constant of 100 grams was added to both 

the inside and outside mean biomass. 

 

Given there is no clear protocol for the size of the constant used to deal with zeros in a 

lnR meta-analysis, we conducted a sensitivity analysis on the value of the constant. We 



ran the sensitivity analysis for the abundance data for the six taxa examined. We tested 

constant values, c, ranging from c = 0.01 to c = 1 in 0.01 increments. 

 

Figure App 6. 5.1 Sensitivity analysis for the size of the constant added to inside/outside mean 

abundance showing the resulting transformed mean weighted effect size, exponential of �̅�, and 95% 

confidence interval (CI) for values of constant c ranging from 0.01 to 1 in 0.01 increments. a) 

Lethrinidae, b) L. nebulosus, c) L. atkinsoni, d) Epinephelinae, e) E. rivulatus, f) Scarinae. The mean 

effect sizes are considered significant when the confidence intervals do not include one. 

 

 

It is clear that the size of the constant used influenced the mean overall effect size. For 

example, the magnitude of �̅� for L. nebulosus total abundance varied from �̅� = 0.73 

(0.54) when c = 0.01 to �̅� = 0.28 (0.08) when c = 1. However, while the constant size 

impacted the magnitude of the effect size, it did not influence the significance, except 

for E. rivulatus, which had the highest count of zero-events, and transitioned from 

marginally negative to not significantly different from one. From this analysis we 

decided a constant of 0.5 would be an adequate, and conservative addition for the 

calculation of lnR in this analysis. Given the high levels of inherent variability expected 

in fish count data (Samoilys et al., 1995; Cappo & Brown, 1996) and additional 

variation from uncontrolled variables, even with addition of a constant, overall 

differences in abundance would have to be consistent in order to observe statistical 

significance. Nonetheless, we urge caution in the interpretation of the magnitude of the 

overall effect.
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Appendix 6.6. Meta-analysis statistics  

 

Table App 6. 6.1 Total heterogeneity statistics 

 ABUNDANCE BIOMASS 

Fish group QT df P QT df P 

LETHRINIDAE 2002.57 300 <0.001 2318.26 263 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 1971.07 256 <0.001 2886.99 222 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  1739.71 279 <0.001 1928.65 246 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 1125.65 276 <0.001 1307.49 252 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 477.33 166 <0.001 590.76 155 <0.001 

SCARINAE 1701.09 260 <0.001 1224.57 222 <0.001 

 

 

Table App 6. 6.2 and Table App 6. 6.3 summarise the results of weighted mixed-effects 

meta-analyses for all seven variables and for reserve identity modelled individually. 

Figure App 6. 6.1 shows the predicted effect size for the cases where the moderator 

reserve identity explained a significant amount of heterogeneity for habitat so that it can 

be directly compared to the overall effect sizes in Figure 6.2 (main text). 

 



Table App 6. 6.2 Mixed-effects models heterogeneity statistics for abundance data 

  ABUNDANCE 

  Model heterogeneity* Residual heterogeneity 

 Fish group Qm df P Qe df P 

H
A

B
IT

A
T

 

LETHRINIDAE 39.46  3 
<0.00

1 1622.38 297 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 
32.51 3 

<0.00
1 1574.07 253 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  14.55 3 
<0.00

1 1614.93 276 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 0.31 3 0.96 1117.33 273 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 5.39 3 0.15 467.33 163 <0.001 

SCARINAE 6 3 0.11 1589.43 257 <0.001 

M
E

T
H

O
D

 

LETHRINIDAE 4.09 2 0.13 1975.79 298 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.71 2 0.7 1946.56 254 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  7.85 2 0.02 1676.16 277 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 4.35 2 0.11 1094.35 274 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 0.98 2 0.61 474.68 164 <0.001 

SCARINAE 0.01 2 0.99 1633.03 258 <0.001 

R
E

S
E

R
V

E
 

S
IZ

E
 

LETHRINIDAE 3.8 1 0.05 1959.06 299 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.01 1 0.94 1970.56 255 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  8.11 1 
<0.00

1 1688.35 278 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 1.58 1 0.21 1112.23 275 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 0.47 1 0.49 477.08 165 <0.001 

SCARINAE 0.02 1 0.88 1701.09 259 <0.001 

Y
E

A
R

S
 

P
R

O
T

E
C

T
IO

N
 LETHRINIDAE 0 1 0.95 2001.07 299 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.92 1 0.34 1949.89 255 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  1.86 1 0.17 1736.82 278 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 0.42 1 0.52 1115.08 275 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 5.43 1 0.02 462.46 165 <0.001 

SCARINAE 0.83 1 0.36 1689.03 259 <0.001 

Z
O

N
IN

G
 

S
C

H
E

M
E

 

LETHRINIDAE 0.83 1 0.36 2002.31 299 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.87 1 0.35 1961.63 255 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  8.43 1 
<0.00

1 1696.16 278 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 1.1 1 0.29 1100.82 275 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 13.43 1 
<0.00

1 440.94 165 <0.001 

SCARINAE 3.82 1 0.05 1680.66 259 <0.001 

B
O

A
T

 

F
IS

H
IN

G
 

LETHRINIDAE 1.15 1 0.28 1987.99 295 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.7 1 0.4 1960.92 251 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  0.55 1 0.46 1698.56 275 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 0.01 1 0.92 1099.86 271 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 4.79 1 0.03 457.62 162 <0.001 

SCARINAE 5.9 1 0.02 1670.41 255 <0.001 

S
H

O
R

E
 

F
IS

H
IN

G
 

LETHRINIDAE 7.09 1 0.01 1953.98 299 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.16 1 0.69 1966.75 255 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  9.03 1 
<0.00

1 1689.1 278 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 3.9 1 0.05 1060.95 275 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 6.16 1 0.01 461.9 165 <0.001 

SCARINAE 5.59 1 0.02 1674.58 259 <0.001 

R
E

S
E

R
V

E
 I

D
E

N
T

IT
Y

 

LETHRINIDAE 43.22 21 
<0.00

1 1746.07 279 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 
48.82 21 

<0.00
1 1665.43 235 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  35.29 20 0.02 1494.98 259 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 
54.33 21 

<0.00
1 880.04 255 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 68.95 20 
<0.00

1 344.61 146 <0.001 

SCARINAE 27.81 21 0.15 1484.39 239 <0.001 

S
U

R
V

E
Y

 

Y
E

A
R

 

LETHRINIDAE 2.39 1 0.12 1994.3 299 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0 1 0.99 1962.36 255 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  5.75 1 0.02 1674.53 278 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 0.5 1 0.48 1115.22 275 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 3.59 1 0.06 468.95 165 <0.001 

SCARINAE 
21.29 1 <0.00

1 
1579.86 259 <0.001 

* Total heterogeneity is provided in Table App 6. 6.1 
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Table App 6. 6.3 Mixed-effects models heterogeneity statistics for abundance data 

  BIOMASS 

  Model heterogeneity* Residual heterogeneity 

 Fish group Qm df P Qe df P 

H
A

B
IT

A
T

 
LETHRINIDAE 41.75 3 <0.001 2082.5 260 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 29.38 3 <0.001 2743.83 219 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  17.13 3 <0.001 1714.19 243 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 1.21 3 0.75 1296.97 249 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 2.53 3 0.47 517.38 152 <0.001 

SCARINAE 22.86 3 <0.001 1038.84 219 <0.001 

M
E

T
H

O
D

 

LETHRINIDAE 2.46 2 0.29 2140.53 261 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.63 2 0.73 2829.86 220 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  7.79 2 0.02 1720.61 244 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 12.37 2 <0.001 1258.74 250 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 5.9 2 0.05 586.26 153 <0.001 

SCARINAE 1.16 2 0.56 1193.63 220 <0.001 

R
E

S
E

R
V

E
 

S
IZ

E
 

LETHRINIDAE 1.3 1 0.25 2318.18 262 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.1 1 0.75 2886.72 221 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  1.97 1 0.16 1925.76 245 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 3.78 1 0.05 1307.41 251 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 1.32 1 0.25 571.52 154 <0.001 

SCARINAE 0.59 1 0.44 1220.28 221 <0.001 

Y
E

A
R

S
 

P
R

O
T

E
C

T
IO

N
 LETHRINIDAE 0.01 1 0.94 2312.18 262 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.71 1 0.4 2882.59 221 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  3.13 1 0.08 1924.77 245 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 0.12 1 0.73 1307.3 251 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 5.01 1 0.03 587.67 154 <0.001 

SCARINAE 0.02 1 
0.89 

1218.81 221 <0.001 

Z
O

N
IN

G
 

S
C

H
E

M
E

 

LETHRINIDAE 0.44 1 0.51 2314.92 262 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.54 1 0.46 2883.99 221 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  9.59 1 <0.001 1925.41 245 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 0.04 1 0.83 1307.27 251 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 9.96 1 <0.001 587.78 154 <0.001 

SCARINAE 3.09 1 0.08 1222.86 221 <0.001 

B
O

A
T

 

F
IS

H
IN

G
 

LETHRINIDAE 0.18 1 0.67 2313.23 258 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0.04 1 0.84 2879.67 217 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  0.14 1 0.7 1923.96 243 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 0.82 1 0.37 1287.94 247 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 3.75 1 0.05 578.7 151 <0.001 

SCARINAE 0.57 1 0.45 1193.33 217 <0.001 

S
H

O
R

E
 

F
IS

H
IN

G
 

LETHRINIDAE 2.19 1 0.14 2295.06 262 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0 1 0.96 2606.71 221 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  5.25 1 0.02 1927.59 245 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 0.38 1 0.54 1268.07 251 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 3.05 1 0.08 580.64 154 <0.001 

SCARINAE 5.78 1 0.02 1168.18 221 <0.001 

R
E

S
E

R
V

E
 

ID
E

N
T

IT
Y

 

LETHRINIDAE 29.09 21 0.11 2019.62 242 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 27.02 21 0.17 1941.89 201 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  33.93 20 0.03 1846.92 226 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 58.1 21 <0.001 987.83 231 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 49.47 20 <0.001 503.04 135 <0.001 

SCARINAE 33.11 21 0.04 1046.15 201 <0.001 

S
U

R
V

E
Y

 Y
E

A
R

 

LETHRINIDAE 2.39 1 0.12 1994.3 299 <0.001 

L. nebulosus 0 1 0.99 1962.36 255 <0.001 

L. atkinsoni  5.75 1 0.02 1674.53 278 <0.001 

EPINEPHELINAE 0.5 1 0.48 1115.22 275 <0.001 

E. rivulatus 3.59 1 0.06 468.95 165 <0.001 

SCARINAE 21.29 1 <0.001 1579.86 259 <0.001 

* Total heterogeneity is provided in Table App 6. 6.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure App 6. 6.1 shows the transformed predicted effect sizes as relative fish 

abundance by habitat while Figure App 6. 6.2 shows this for reserve identity.  

 

 

 

Figure App 6. 6.1 Relative fish abundance inside to outside reserves (back-transformed weighted 

mean effect sizes) with 95% confidence intervals) for the Lethrinidae, Lethrinus nebulosus, and L. 

atkinsoni, the fish groups for which habitat explained a significant amount of variation. Effect sizes 

are considered significant when the confidence intervals do not include one. Black dots correspond 

to significant effects while grey dots correspond to non-significant effects.  

 

 

 

Figure App 6. 6.2 is included to show that there is heterogeneity between individual 

reserves and because it may be useful to managers of the Ningaloo Marine Park. 
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Figure App 6. 6.2 Relative fish abundance (Transformed weighted mean effect sizes (𝒆𝒙𝒑(𝒆)) with 

95% confidence intervals (CI)), for the Lethrinidae, Lethrinus nebulosus, Lethrinus atkinsoni, 

Epinephelinae and Epinephelus rivulatus, the fish groups for which reserve identity explained a 

significant amount of variation. Results are categorised into panels based on the initial or current 

zoning. Point shape indicates whether shore fishing is allowed or prohibited along the coastal edge 

of the reserve (circle = prohibited; triangle = allowed). Effect sizes are considered significant when 

the confidence intervals do not include one. Black dots correspond to significant effects while grey 

dots correspond to non-significant effects. 



Appendix 6.7. Biomass results 

 

Table App 6. 7.1 Top Generalised Additive Mixed Models (GAMMs) for predicting the response 

ratio inside to outside reserves, �̅�, for biomass from full subset analyses for the abundance of the six 

fish groups. Difference between the lowest reported corrected Akaike Information Criterion 

(ΔAICc), AICc weights (ωAICc), variance explained (R2) and estimated degrees of freedom (EDF) 

are reported for model comparison. Model selection was based on the most parsimonious model 

(fewest variables and lowest EDF) within two units of the lowest AICc. This model is shown in bold 

text. 

Fish group Model ΔAICc ωAICc R2 EDF 

LETHRINIDAE Habitat + Size by Habitat 0 0.855 0.17399 9 

L. nebulosus 
Habitat + Years protection by Habitat + Size by 
Habitat 0 0.443 0.19863 14.51 

 Habitat + Size by Habitat 0.857 0.289 0.17016 9 

 Years protection + Habitat + Size by Habitat 1.301 0.231 0.17594 10.66 

L. atkinsoni  Habitat + Method + Years protection by Habitat 0 0.29 0.10828 12.98 

 Habitat + Years protection by Habitat 0.39 0.238 0.09662 10.67 

 Habitat + Method + Zoning scheme 1.273 0.153 0.08162 8 

EPINEPHELINAE Years protection + Boat fishing + Method 0 0.196 0.09835 7.81 
 

Boat fishing + Method 0.516 0.152 0.09171 6.68 

 Years protection + Method 1.092 0.114 0.09192 7.24 

 Method 1.198 0.108 0.08585 5.88 

 Boat fishing + Method + Shore fishing 1.751 0.082 0.09098 7.61 

 Boat fishing + Method + Zoning scheme 1.955 0.074 0.09064 7.71 

E. rivulatus Boat fishing + Method + Zoning scheme 0 0.546 0.17358 12.31 

 Years protection + Boat fishing + Method 1.457 0.264 0.16292 11.96 

SCARIDAE Years protection + Habitat + Size by Habitat 0 0.271 0.12181 16.44 

 Habitat 1.354 0.138 0.05738 5 

 Years protection + Habitat + Size 1.406 0.134 0.09791 13.04 

 Habitat + Zoning scheme 1.698 0.116 0.06077 6 

 Habitat + Size by Habitat 1.889 0.106 0.07496 9 

 Habitat + Size 1.952 0.102 0.06103 6.28 
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Figure App 6. 7.1 a) Relative fish biomass (Transformed weighted mean effect sizes (𝒆𝒙𝒑(�̅�)) with 

95% confidence intervals (CI)), for the relative abundance of the six fish taxa: Lethrinidae, 

Lethrinus nebulosus, L. atkinsoni, Epinephelinae, Epinephelus rivulatus and Scarinae. Effect sizes 

are considered significant when the confidence intervals do not include one. Open dots correspond 

to non-significant effects. Sample sizes are given in Figure App 6. 5.1. b) Importance scores (based 

on summed Akaike weights corrected for finite samples (AICc)) from full-subsets analyses 

exploring the influence of seven variables on the overall effect size for each fish taxa. Reserve size 

was square-root transformed and boat fishing was log-transformed in all models. Red X symbols 

mark the variables that were included in the most parsimonious models for each fish taxa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure App 6. 7.2 Predicted relative fish biomass inside to outside reserves (back-transformed 

predicted weighted effect sizes) with 95% confidence intervals) for the six fish groups – a) 

Lethrinidae; b) Lethrinus nebulosus c) Lethrinus atkinsoni; d) Epinephelinae; e) Epinephelus 

rivulatus; f) Scarinae for abundance– as a function of variables present in the most parsimonious 

models (Table App 6. 7.1) from full-subsets GAMM analysis. Ribbons represent 95% confidence 

intervals 
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